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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

Databasess have not only become essential to business and science, but also begin to 
appearr more and more in everyday life. Classically, databases are used to maintain 
internall  business data about employees, clients, accounting, stock, and manufacturing 
processes.. Furthermore, companies nowadays use them to present data to customers 
andd clients on the World-Wide-Web. In science, databases store the data gathered by 
astronomers,, by investigators of the human genome, and by biochemists exploring 
thee medical properties of proteins, to name only a few examples. With home-PC's 
becomingg more and more powerful — one can easily get 1 gigabyte iGB) of main-
memoryy and up to 160 GB on a single commodity disk drive — database systems 
aree beginning to appear as a common tool for various computer applications, much as 
spreadsheetss and word processors did before them. Even in portable devices, such as 
PDAss or mobile phones, (small) databases are used for storing everything from contact 
informationn such as postal addresses and phone numbers to your digital family photo 
album.. And smart-cards storing a persons medical history are just around the corner. 

Thee power of databases comes from a body of knowledge and technology that 
hass developed over several decades and is embodied in specialized software called a 
databasedatabase management system, or DBMS, or colloquially a "database system". DBMSs 
aree among the most complex types of software available. A DBMS is a powerful tool 
forr creating and managing large amounts of data efficiently. First of all, it provides 
capabilitiess allowing safe and persistent storage of data over long periods of time. 
Furthermore,, DBMSs provide powerful query1 languages, such as for instance SQL 
{Structured{Structured Query Language), that allow both interactive users and application pro-
gramss to access and modify the data stored in the database. 

Inn this thesis, we assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of DBMSs 
andd database query processing as described in good introductory literature, for in-
stancee [KS91, EN94, AHV95, GMUW02]. 

AA "query" is database lingo for a question about the data. 
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Figuree 1.1: Query Processing Architecture 

1.11 Query Processing 

AA major reason why database systems have become so popular and successful is the 
factt that users can formulate their queries in an almost "intuitive" way using declara-
tivee query languages such as SQL. This means, that users just have to care about what 
theyy want to know, but not how to retrieve this information from the data stored in 
thee database. In particular, users do not need to have any sophisticated programming 
skillss or knowledge about how the DBMS physically stores the data. All a user needs 
too know to formulate ad-hoc queries is the query language and the logical database 
schema. . 

Completelyy hidden from the user, a complex machinery within the DBMS then 
takess care of interpreting the user's query and executing the right commands to provide 
thee user with the requested answer. Figure 1.1 roughly sketches a typical database 
system'ss query processing architecture.2 

Briefly,, query processing consists of the following steps. First, the query text is 

2Thee complete architecture of nowadays DBMSs is obviously much more complex. Here, we focus on 
thee parts that are related to the work in this thesis. We also omit details that are not specific to problems and 
techniquess addressed in this work. 
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parsed,, checked for syntactical and semantical correctness, and translated into an in-
ternall  representation. In relational DBMSs, this representation is typically derived 
fromm the relational algebra and makes up some kind of operator tree. Due to cer-
tainn properties of the relational algebra, such as commutativity and associativity of 
operators,, each query can be represented by various operator trees. These trees are 
obviouslyy equivalent in that they define the same query result. However, the order 
inn which the various operators are applied may differ. Moreover, relational algebra 
providess equivalent alternatives for certain operator combinations. One of the most 
prominentt examples is the following. Imagine a sequence where a cartesian product 
off  two tables, say x(U, V), is followed by a selection cr applying a predicate 6 on 
thee newly combined table: o~g(x(U, V)). This sequence can alternatively be expressed 
ass a single join operation M on the two tables, i.e., <rft(x(t/, V)) =t* 9 (£/, V). Usu-
ally,, database query processors apply some normalizations first, to provide a "clean" 
startingg point for the subsequent tasks. 

Inn a second step, the normalized operator tree has to be translated into a proce-
durall  program that the DBMS's query engine can execute. We call such a program a 
queryquery execution plan (QEP), or simply query plan. Usually, a declarative query can 
bee translated into several equivalent QEPs. These QEPs may differ not only in the 
orderr of operator execution (see above), but also in the algorithms used for each single 
operatorr (e.g., hash-join, merge-join, and nested-loop-join are the most prominent join 
algorithms),, and in the kind of access structures (such as indices) that are used. The 
DBMS'ss query optimizer is in charge of choosing the "best" (or at least a "reasonably 
good")) alternative. The goal or objective (function) of this optimization depends on 
thee application. Traditional goals are, e.g., to minimize the response time (for the first 
answer,, or for the complete result), to minimize the resource consumption (like CPU 
time,, network bandwidth or amount of memory), or to maximize the throughput, i.e., 
thee number of queries that the system can answer per time. Other, less obvious objec-
tivess — e.g., in a mobile environment — may be to minimize the power consumption 
neededd to answer the query or the on-line time being connected to a remote database 
server. . 

Forr the time being, we do not have to distinguish between these different objective 
functions.. Hence, we use the common terminology in the database world, and call 
themm the execution costs or simply costs of the QEP. Thus, query optimization means 
too find a QEP with minimal execution costs. 

Conceptually,, query optimization is often split into two phases. First, the opti-
mizerr determines the order in which the single operators are to be applied. This phase 
iss commonly referred to as logical optimization. By definition, the final result size 
iss the same for all equivalent QEPs of a given query. However, with different oper-
atorr orders, the intermediate result sizes may vary significantly. Assuming that the 
executionn costs of each operator, and hence of the whole QEP, are mainly determined 
byy the amount of data that is to be processed, logical optimization usually aims at 
minimizingg the total sum of all intermediate result sizes in a QEP. In a second phase, 
commonlyy called physical optimization, the query optimizer determines for each op-
eratorr in the QEP, which of the available algorithms is to be used and whether existing 
accesss structures (e.g., indices) can/should be exploited. Physical optimization aims 
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att actually minimizing the execution costs with respect to the given cost metric. 
Inn practice, however, the implicit assumption that the best physical plan can be 

derivedd from the best logical plan usually does not hold. Hence, query optimization is 
oftenn performed in a single phase combining both logical and physical optimization. 
AA further discussion of this subject, especially the problems that arise due to the in-
creasedd complexity of the optimization process, is beyond the scope of the thesis. The 
interestedd reader is referred to, e.g., [Cha98, Pel97, WaaOO]. In this work, we focus on 
costt modeling and consider cost models independently from a particular optimization 
algorithm. . 

1.22 Cost Models 

InIn order to find the desired QEP, optimizers need to assess and compare different 
alternativess with respect to their costs. Obviously, evaluating a QEP to measure its 
executionn cost does not make sense. Hence, we need to find a way to predict the 
executionn costs of a QEP a priori, i.e., without actually evaluating it. 

Thiss is where cost models come into play. Cost models can be seen as abstract 
imagess or descriptions of the real system. Providing a simplified view of the system, 
(cost)) models help us to analyze and/or better understand how a system works, and 
hence,, enable us to estimate query execution costs within this "idealized" abstract 
systemm without actually executing the query. The abstraction from the real system is 
capturedd in a set of assumptions made about the system, e.g., assuming uniform data 
distributions,, independence of attribute values, constant cost (time) per I/O operation, 
noo system contention, etc.. The degree of abstraction depends on the purpose the cost 
modell  is supposed to serve. In general, the more general assumptions are made, i.e., 
thee more abstract the model is, the less adequate or accurate it is. The more detailed a 
modell  is, the more accurate it is. The most detailed, and hence most accurate, model 
iss the system itself. However, not only the accuracy of a model is important, but also 
thee time necessary to derive estimations using the model. Here, it usually holds, that 
evaluationn time decreases with the increasing degree of abstraction. In other words, 
thee less accurate a model is, the faster can estimations be evaluated. For instance, 
modelss based on simulation provide a very detailed image of the real system, and 
hencee allow very accurate estimates. Evaluating the model, however, means running 
aa simulation experiment, which might take even longer than running the real system. 
Onn the other hand, using more general assumptions makes the models simpler. Simple 
modelss might then be represented in closed mathematical terms. We call these models 
analyticalanalytical models. Evaluating analytical models means simply evaluating (a set of) 
closedd mathematical expressions. This is usually much faster than both evaluating 
simulationn models and evaluating the real system. This trade-off between accuracy 
andd evaluation performance is one of the most important factors to be considered 
whenn choosing or designing models for certain purposes. 

InIn principle, query optimization does not require very accurate cost models that 
estimatee the execution cost to the microsecond. The major requirement here is, that the 
costss estimated by the cost model generate the same order on the QEPs as the actual 
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executionn costs do. The "cheapest" of a set of candidate QEPs is still the very same 
QEP,, even if the cost model is off by an order of magnitude for all plans (provided it is 
offf  in the same direction for all plans). We use the term adequate for such cost models 
thatt preserve the order among the QEPs but are not necessarily accurate. As the query 
optimizationn problem is in general NP-hard [IK84, CM95, SM97], finding the best 
plann is practically not possible in reasonable time. Hence, optimization strategies 
usuallyy (try to) find a reasonably good plan.3 This in turn means that is it not necessary 
too preserve the proper order of plans whose costs are "very similar"; actually, it is often 
nott even necessary to distinguish plans with very similar costs at all. 

Manyy traditional disk-based DBMSs make use of these properties. In a disk-based 
DBMS,, access to secondary storage is the dominating cost factor. To keep cost models 
simple,, they often neglect other cost factors and estimate only I/O costs. Sometimes, 
I/OO costs are not even given in time needed to perform the required I/O operations, but 
simplyy the number of necessary I/O operations is estimated. 

However,, there are situations where these simplifications do not apply as more 
accuratee costs are required. For instance, two plans may differ in a way that one 
requiress more I/O operations while the other one requires more computation time. 
Too compare such plans, we need to express their total costs (i.e., I/O + CPU) in a 
commonn unit (i.e., time). Also the objective function or the stopping criterion for the 
optimizationn process might require more accurate costs in terms of processing time: 
"Stopp optimization when the cheapest plan found so far takes less than 1 second", or 
"Stopp optimization when the total time spent on optimization has reached a certain 
fractionn of the execution time of the cheapest plan found so far". 

Inn this thesis, we consider the following three cost components. A more elaborate 
descriptionn is given in Chapter 2. 

Logicall  Costs consider only the data distributions and the semantics of relational al-
gebraa operations to estimate intermediate result sizes of a given (logical) query 
plan. . 

Algorithmi cc Costs extend logical costs by taking also the computational complexity 
(expressedd in terms of O-classes) of the algorithms into account. 

Physicall  Costs finally combine algorithmic costs with system/hardware specific pa-
rameterss to predict the total costs in terms of execution time. 

Nextt to query optimization, cost models can serve another purpose. Especially al-
gorithmicc and physical cost models can help database developers to understand and/or 
predictt the performance of existing algorithms on new hardware systems. Thus, they 
cann improve the algorithms or even design new ones without having to run time and 
resourcee consuming experiments to evaluate their performance. 

33 A further discussion of optimization strategies is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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1.33 Increasing Importance of Memory Access Costs 

Lookingg at the hardware development over, the last two decades, we recognized two 
majorr trends. On the one hand, CPU speed keeps on following Moore's law [Moo65], 
i.e.,, it doubles about every 18 months. In other words, clock speeds increase by more 
thann 50 percent per year, and there are no indications that this trend might significantly 
changee in the foreseeable future. Concerning main-memory, the picture looks differ-
ently.. While main-memory sizes and main-memory bandwidth almost keep up with 
thee CPU development, main-memory access latency is increasingly staying behind, 
improvingg only about 1 percent per year. New DRAM standards like Rambus and 
SLDRAMM continue concentrating on improving the bandwidth, but hardly manage to 
reducee the latency. Hence, the performance gap between CPU speed and memory la-
tencyy that has grown significantly over the last two decades is expected to widen even 
moree in the near future. 

Too bridge the gap, hardware vendors have introduced small but fast cache memo-
riess — consisting of fast but expensive SRAM chips — between the CPU and main-
memory.. Nowadays, cache memories are often organized in two or three cascading 
levels,, with both their size and latency growing with the distance from the CPU. Cache 
memoriess can reduce the memory latency, only if the requested data is found in one 
off  the cache levels. This mainly depends on the application's memory access pattern. 
Hence,, it becomes the responsibility of software developers to design and implement 
algorithmss that make optimal use of the very cache/memory architecture the respective 
applicationn runs on. 

Standardd main-memory database technology has mainly ignored this hardware de-
velopment.. The design of algorithms and especially cost models is still based on the 
assumptionss that did hold in the early 80's. Without I/O as dominant cost factor, costs 
aree commonly reduced to CPU processing costs. Memory access, if not considered 
negligiblee compared to CPU costs, is assumed to be uniform. 

Withh memory sizes in commodity hardware getting larger at a rapid rate, also in 
disk-basedd DBMSs many database processing tasks can more and more take place in 
mainn memory.4 As the persistent data remains located on disk farms, initial data access 
stilll  requires disk I/O. But once the query operands are identified and streamed into 
memory,, large intermediate results, temporary data structures, and search accelerators 
wil ll  fit  into main memory, significantly reducing the number of I/O operations. With 
powerfull  RAID systems and high-capacity I/O buses reducing the I/O bandwidth at a 
ratee that roughly matches the improvements in CPU speed, even in disk-based DBMSs 
memoryy access is expected to become a cost factor that can no longer be ignored. 

1.44 Research Objectives 

Concerningg cost modeling, both data volume estimations and complexity measures are 
independentt of the underlying system and hardware architecture. However, the per-

4" . . .. the typical computing engine may have one terabyte of main memory. "Hot" tables and most 
indexess wil l be main-memory resident." [BBC+98]. 
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formancee experienced in terms of time costs is heavily dependent on these parameters. 
Inn this thesis, we devote ourselves to the latter, also referred to as physical costs. 

Thee research in this thesis is driven by three major questions: 

Understanding::  What is the impact of the increasing gap between CPU and memory 
accesss costs on main-memory database performance? 

Modeling::  Is it possible to predict memory access cost accurately, and if so, how 
shouldd the respective physical cost functions be designed? 

Improving ::  What can we learn from analyzing and modeling main-memory database 
performancee on hierarchical memory systems, and how can we use this knowl-
edgee to improve main-memory database technology? 

Inn more detail, the research problems and objectives addressed in this document 
aree formulated as follows: 

Understandingg Predicting physical query processing costs requires in-depth insight 
inn how database software and modern hardware do interact. Hence, the first problem 
iss to identify which hardware-specific parameters determine the processing costs in 
aa main-memory database, and therefore need to be reflected in the cost models. It 
iss desirable to analyze various hardware platforms to identify the commonalities and 
differencess of the performance characteristics. 

Modelingg Another open issue is how to acquire new cost models. Traditionally, 
physicall  cost functions highly depend on various parameters that are specific to the 
veryy DBMS's software (e.g., the algorithms used and the way they are implemented) 
andd to the hardware the database systems is running on (such as disk access latencies, 
I/OO bandwidth, memory access speed, CPU speed, etc.). Thus, physical cost functions 
aree usually created "by hand" for each algorithm, each DBMS, and each platform 
individually.. This approach is not only time-consuming, but also tends to be error-
prone.. Hence, the question is whether — and if so, how — the process of designing 
physicall  cost models can be simplified and/or automated. Moreover, the generic use of 
databasee software on a range of platforms requires an analysis of their portability. The 
problemm is, that we need to find a proper set of parameters describing the hardware-
specificc features and to design a cost model tfiat can use these parameters. 

Improvin gg The main task of performance modeling is to understand and describe 
thee behavior of a given system consisting of certain hardware and software compo-
nents.. However, while analyzing the details, one often is confronted with a priori 
unknownn bottlenecks that might have to be minimized or even eliminated to improve 
thee performance. The final question addressed in this thesis is whether and how we 
cann use both me cost models we created and the knowledge gained while developing 
them,, to improve main-memory database technology. 
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1.55 Thesis Outline 

Thee research objectives mentioned above are explored in detail in the remaining chap-
ters. . 

Inn Chapter 2, we dedicate ourselves to preliminaries, briefly reviewing the role of 
performancee models in database literature. We mainly focus on the different types of 
costt models, the various purposes they serve, and proposed techniques how to acquire 
costt models for a given system and purpose. Moreover, we give a concise overview 
off  our main-memory DBMS prototype Monet, which we use as implementation and 
validationn platform throughout this thesis. 

Inn order to create database cost models, we need to know which parameters are 
relevantt for the performance behavior of database algorithms. In Chapter 3, we first 
discusss the characteristics of state-of-the-art CPU, cache-, and main-memory archi-
tectures.. Our research covers various hardware platforms, ranging form standard PC's 
overr workstations to high-performance servers. For convenience, we introduce a uni-
fiedd hardware model, that gathers the performance-relevant characteristics of hierar-
chicall  memory systems — including CPU caches, main-memory, and disk systems — 
inn a single framework. The unified hardware model provides the necessary abstrac-
tionn to treat various hardware platforms equally on a qualitative level. Equipped with 
thesee technical details, we analyze the impact of various hardware characteristics on 
thee performance of database algorithms. In particular, we show that on modern hi-
erarchicall  memory systems (consisting of the main memory and one or more levels 
off  caches) memory access must not be seen as "for free", not even as uniform, con-
cerningg costs. Hence, traditional cost models focusing on I/O and CPU costs are not 
suitablee any more. To adequately predict database performance in the new scenario, 
wheree main memory access is (partly) replacing the formerly cost-dominating disk ac-
cess,, new cost models are required that respect the performance impact of hierarchical 
memoryy systems. The analysis results in a calibration tool that automatically derives 
thee relevant hardware characteristics, such as cache sizes, cache miss latencies, and 
memoryy access bandwidths, from any hardware platform. The ability to quantify these 
hardwaree features lays the foundation for hardware independent database cost models. 

Equippedd with the necessary tools, we are ready to design hardware independent 
physicall  database cost models in Chapter 4. Focusing on data access costs, we develop 
aa cost model that achieves hardware independence by using the hardware characteris-
ticss as parameters. The unified hardware model permits the creation of parameterized 
costt functions. Porting these functions to other systems or hardware platforms can 
thenn simply be done by fillin g in the new specific parameters as derived by our cal-
ibrationn tool. Moreover, we propose a generic approach that simplifies the task of 
creatingg cost functions for a plethora of database operations. For this purpose, we 
introducee the concept of data access patterns as a method to describe die data access 
behaviorr of database algorithms in an abstract manner. Based on this concept, we 
proposee a novel generic technique to design cost models. 

Inn Chapter 5, we demonstrate how to use the knowledge gained during our work 
onn database performance modeling to design algorithms that efficiently exploit the 
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performancee potentials of contemporary hardware architectures.5 Focusing on join 
algorithmss in a main-memory scenario and pursuing our line of generic and portable 
solutions,, we propose new cache-conscious algorithms that automatically adapt to 
neww hardware platforms. In this context, our cost models serve a triple purpose. First, 
theyy prove valuable to model and hence understand the performance behavior of dif-
ferentt algorithms in various hardware environments. Second, they enable us to design 
algorithmss that can be tuned to achieve the best performance on various hardware 
platform.. T\ining is done automatically at runtime, using the cost models and the pa-
rameterss as measured by our calibration tool. And third, of course, our cost functions 
servee as input for cost-based query optimization. 

Thee thesis is concluded in Chapter 6, which summarizes the contributions and 
discussess future research directions. 

Muchh of the material presented in this thesis has been published in preliminary 
andd condensed form in the following papers: 

 P. A. Boncz, S. Manegold, and M. L. Kersten. Database Architecture Optimized 
forr the New Bottleneck: Memory Access. In Proceedings of the International 
ConferenceConference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), pages 54-65, Edinburgh, Scot-
land,, UK, September 1999. 

Thee paper analyzes the impact of modern hardware trends on database query 
performance.. Exhaustive experiments on an SGI Origin2000 demonstrate that 
main-memoryy access forms a significant bottleneck with traditional database 
technology.. Detailed analytical performance models are introduced to describe 
thee memory access costs of some join algorithms. The insights gained are trans-
latedd into guidelines for future database architecture, in terms of both data struc-
turess and algorithms. We discuss how vertically fragmented data structures op-
timizee cache performance on sequential data access. Further, we present new 
radixx algorithms for partitioned nested-loop- and hash-join. Detailed experi-
mentss confirm that these hardware-conscious algorithms improve the join per-
formancee by restricting random data access to the smallest cache size. 

 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. Optimizing Database Architec-
turee for the New Bottleneck: Memory Access. The VLDB Journal, 9(3):231-
246,, December 2000. 

Thiss extended version of the previous paper has been re-published in the "Best-
of-VLDBB 1999"collection. The paper provides a more detailed analysis of 
main-memoryy access cost on core database algorithms. Analytical models are 
presentedd that also cover the effects that occur due to CPU work and memory 
accesss overlapping each other. Moreover, we present a revised version of our 
partitionedd hash-join algorithm. We found out that using perfect hashing instead 
off  aiming at an average hash-bucket size of 4 tuples, improved the performance 
significantlyy by reducing the number of cache misses that occur while following 
thee collision list. With this improvement, partitioned hash-join became superior 
too radix-join, which was faster in our initial experiments. 

55 Joint work with Peter Boncz; certain parts do overlap with parts of his Ph.D. thesis [Bon02]. 
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 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. What happens during a Join? 
—— Dissecting CPU and Memory Optimization Effects. In Proceedings of the 
InternationalInternational Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), pages 339-350, 
Cairo,, Egypt, September 2000. 

Inn this paper, we show that CPU costs become distinctive, once memory ac-
cesss is optimized as proposed in our previous work. Exhaustive experimenta-
tionn on various hardware platforms indicates that conventional database code is 
muchh too complex to be handled efficiently by modern high-performance CPUs. 
Inn turns out that especially function calls and branches make the code unpre-
dictablee for the CPU and thus hinder efficient use of the CPU internal parallel 
resources.. We propose new coding techniques that enable better exploitation of 
thee available resource. Experiments on various hardware platforms show that 
optimizingg memory access and CPU resource utilization support each other, 
yieldingg a total performance improvement of up to an order of magnitude. 

 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. Optimizing Main-Memory Join 
Onn Modern Hardware. IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineer-
inging (TKDE), 14(4):709-730, July 2002. 

Thiss work discusses our work on analyzing, modeling, and improving memory 
accesss and CPU costs in a broader context. We provide refined cost models 
forr our radix-based partitioned hash-join algorithms. Being parameterized by 
architecture-specificc characteristics such as cache sizes and cache miss penal-
ties,, our models can be easily ported to various hardware platform. We intro-
ducee a calibration tool to automatically measure the respective hardware param-
eters. . 

 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. Generic Database Cost Models 
forr Hierarchical Memory Systems. In Proceedings of the International Confer-
enceence on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), pages 191-202, Hong Kong, China, 
Augustt 2002. 

InIn this paper, we present a generalized framework for our cost models. We 
providee a novel unified hardware model to describe performance relevant char-
acteristicss of hierarchical memory systems, hardware caches, main-memory, 
andd secondary storage. Together with our calibration tool, this unified hard-
waree model allows automatic porting of our cost models to various hardware 
platforms.. To simplify the task of designing physical cost functions for various 
databasee algorithms, we introduce the concept of data access patterns. The data 
accesss behaviors of an algorithm is described in terms of simple combinations 
off  basic patterns such as "sequential access" or "random access". From this 
description,, the detailed physical cost functions are derived automatically using 
thee rules we developed in this work. The resulting cost functions estimate the 
numberr of accesses to each level of the memory hierarchy and score them with 
theirr respective latency. Respecting the features of both disk drives and mod-
ernn DRAM-chips, we distinguish different latencies for sequential access and 
randomm access. 



Chapterr  2 

Preliminaries s 

Modelss play a very important role in science and research. Usually, a model is seen 
ass an abstract image or description of a certain part of "the real world" that helps us to 
analyzee and/or better understand this part of the real world. As we saw in Chapter 1, 
databasee systems rely on cost models to do efficient and effective query optimization. 
Inn this chapter, we first discuss some fundamentals of cost models and informally 
introducee the terminology we use throughout this thesis. Then, we briefly review the 
rolee of database cost models in literature and discuss some approaches in more detail. 
Thee last part of this chapter gives a concise overview of our main-memory DBMS 
prototypee Monet, which we use as implementation and validation platform throughout 
thiss thesis. 

2.11 Cost Models 

Wee indicated in Chapter 1 that different execution plans require different amounts of 
effortt to be evaluated. The objective function for the query optimization problems 
assignss every execution plan a single non-negative value. This value is commonly 
referredd to as costs in the query optimization business. 

2.1.11 Cost Components 

Inn the Introduction, we mentioned already briefly that we consider cost models to be 
madee up of three components: logical costs, algorithmic costs, and physical costs. In 
thee following, we discuss these components in more detail. 

2.1.1.11 Logical Costs / Data Volume 

Thee most important cost component is the amount of data that is to be processed. 
Perr operator, we distinguish three data volumes: input (per operand), output, and 
temporaryy data. Data volumes are usually measured as cardinality, i.e., number of 
tuples.. Often, other units such as number of I/O blocks, number of memory pages, or 
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totall  size in bytes are required. Provided that the respective tuple sizes, page sizes, and 
blockk sizes are known, the cardinality can easily be transformed into the other units. 

Thee amount of input data is given as follows: For the leaf nodes of the query 
graph,, i.e., those operations that directly access base tables stored in the database, 
thee input cardinality is given by the cardinality of the base table(s) accessed. For the 
remainingg (inner) nodes of the query graph, the input cardinality is given by the output 
cardinalityy of the predecessor(s) in the query graph. 

Estimatingg the output size of database operations — or more generally, their se-
lectivitylectivity — is anything else but trivial. For this purpose, DBMSs usually maintain 
statisticc about the data stored in the database. Typical statistics are 

 cardinality of each table, 

 number of distinct values per column, 

 highest / lowest value per column (where applicable). 

Logicall  cost functions use these statistics to estimate output sizes (respectively se-
lectivities)) of database operations. The simplest approach is to assume that attribute 
valuess are uniformly distributed over the attribute's domain. Obviously, this assump-
tionn virtually never holds for "real-life" data, and hence, estimations based on these 
assumptionn wil l never be accurate. This is especially severe, as the estimation errors 
compoundd exponentially throughout the query plan [IC91]. This shows, that more 
accuratee (but compact) statistics on data distributions (of base tables as well as inter-
mediatee results) are required to estimate intermediate results sizes. 

Thee importance of statistics management has led to a plethora of approxima-
tionn techniques, for which [GM99] have coined the general term '''data synopses". 
Suchh techniques range from advanced forms of histograms (most notably, V-optimal 
histogramshistograms including multidimensional variants) [Poo97, GMP97, JKM+98, IP99] 
overr spline synopses [KW99, KWOO], sampling [CMN99, HNSS96, GM98], and 
parametricparametric curve-fitting techniques [SLRD93, CR94] all the way to highly sophis-
ticatedd methods based on kernel estimators [BKS99] or Wavelets and other transforms 
[MVW98,, VW99, LKC99, CGRSOO]. 

AA logical cost model is a prerequisite for the following two cost components. In 
thiss work, we do not analyze logical cost models in more detail, but we assume that a 
logicall  cost model is available. 

2.1.1.22 Algorithmi c Costs / Complexity 

Logicall  costs only depend on the data and the query (i.e., the operators' semantics), 
butt they do not consider the algorithms used to implement the operators' functionality. 
Algorithmicc costs extend logical costs by taking the properties of the algorithms into 
account. . 

AA first criterion is the algorithm's complexity in the classical sense of complexity 
theory.. Most unary operator are in 0(n), like selections, or O(nlogn), like sorting; 
nn being the input cardinality. With proper support by access structures like indices 
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orr hash tables, the complexity of selection may drop to Ö(log n) or 0(1), respectively. 
Binaryy operators can be in 0{n\ like a union of sets that does not eliminate duplicates, 
or,, more often, in 0(n2), as for instance join operators. 

Moree detailed algorithmic cost functions are used to estimate, e.g., the number 
off  I/O operations or the amount of main memory required. Though these functions 
requiree some so-called "physical" information like I/O block sizes or memory pages 
sizes,, we still consider them algorithmic costs and not physical cost, as these informa-
tionss are system specific, but not hardware specific. The standard database literature 
providess a large variety of cost formulas for the most frequently used operators and 
theirr algorithms. Usually, these formulas calculate the costs in term of I/O operations 
ass this still is the most common objective function for query optimization in database 
systems.. We refer the interested reader, e.g., to [KS91, EN94, AHV95, GMUW02]. 

2.1.1.33 Physical Costs / Execution Time 

Logicall  and algorithmic costs alone are not sufficient to do query optimization. For 
example,, consider two algorithms for the same operation, where the first algorithm 
requiress slightly more I/O operations than the second, while the second requires sig-
nificantlyy more CPU operations than the first one. Looking only at algorithmic costs, 
bothh algorithms are not comparable. Even assuming that I/O operations are more ex-
pensivee than CPU operations cannot in general answer the question which algorithm 
iss faster. The actual execution time of both algorithms depends on the speed of the 
underlyingg hardware. The physical cost model combines the algorithmic cost model 
withh an abstract hardware description to derive the different cost factors in terms of 
time,, and hence the total execution time. A hardware description usually consists of 
informationn such as CPU speed, I/O latency, 1/0 bandwidth, and network bandwidth. 
Thee next section discusses physical cost factors on more detail. 

2.1.22 Cost Factors 

Inn principle, physical costs are considered to occur in two flavors, temporal and spa-
tial.tial. Temporal costs cover all cost factors that can easily be related to execution time, 
e.g.,, by multiplying the number of certain events with there respective cost in terms of 
somee time unit. Spatial costs contain resource consumptions that cannot directly (or 
nott at all) be related to time. In the following, we briefly describe the most prominent 
costt factors of both categories. 

2.1.2.11 Temporal Cost Factors 

Ass indicated above, physical costs are highly related to hardware. Hence, it is only 
naturall  that we distinguish different temporal cost factors according to the respective 
hardwaree components involved. 

Disk-I/OO This is the cost of searching for, reading, and writing data blocks that 
residee on secondary storage, mainly on disk. In addition to accessing the database 
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filesfiles themselves, temporary intermediate files that are too large to fit fit  in main memory 
bufferss and hence are stored on disk also need to be accessed. The cost of searching for 
recordss in a database file or a temporary file depends on the type of access structures 
onn that file, such as ordering, hashing, and primary or secondary indexes. I/O costs are 
eitherr simply measured in terms of the number of block-I/O operations, or in terms 
off  the time required to perform these operations. In the latter case, the number of 
block-I/OO operations is multiplied by the time it takes to perform a single block-I/O 
operation.. The time to perform a single block-I/O operation is made up by an initial 
seekk time (I/O latency) and the time to actually transfer the data block (i.e., block 
sizee divided by I/O bandwidth). Factors such as whether the file blocks are allocated 
contiguouslyy on the same disk cylinder or scattered across the disk affect the access 
cost.. In the first case (also called sequential I/O), I/O latency has to be counted only 
forr the first of a sequence of subsequent I/O operations. In the second case (random 
I/O),I/O), seek time has to be counted for each I/O operation, as the disk heads have to be 
repositionedd each time. 

Main-Memor yy Access These are the costs for reading data from or writing data to 
mainn memory. Such data may be intermediate results or any other temporary data 
produced/usedd while performing database operations. 

Traditionally,, memory access costs were ignored in database systems. The reason 
forr this was, that they were completely overshadowed by the dominating I/O costs in 
disk-basee systems. As opposed to I/O costs, memory access cost were considered uni-
form,, i.e., independent of both the physical locality and the physical order of accesses. 
Thiss assumption was mainly true on the hardware in the 80's. Hence, main-memory 
DBMSss considered memory access costs to be included in the CPU costs. 

Inn this thesis, we demonstrate that due to recent hardware trends, memory access 
costss have become a highly significant cost factor. Furthermore, we show that memory 
accesss on modern hierarchical memory systems depicts similar cost-related character-
isticss as I/O, i.e., we need to consider both latency and bandwidth, and we need to 
distinguishh between sequential and random access patterns. 

Networkk Communication In centralized DBMSs, communication costs cover the 
costss of shipping the query from the client to the server and the query's result back 
too the client. In distributed, federated, and parallel DBMSs, communication costs 
additionallyy contain all costs for shipping (sub-)queries and/or (intermediate) results 
betweenn the different hosts that are involved in evaluating the query. 

Alsoo with communication costs, we have a latency component, i.e., a delay to 
initiatee a network connection and package transfer, and a bandwidth component, i.e., 
thee amount of data that can be transfer through the network infrastructure per time. 

CPUU Processing This is the cost of performing operations such as computations 
onn attribute values, evaluating predicates, searching and sorting tuples, and merging 
tupless for join. CPU costs are measured in either CPU cycles or time. When using 
CPUU cycles, the time may be calculated by simply dividing the number of cycles by 
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thee CPU's clock speed. While allowing limited portability between CPUs of the same 
kind,, but with different clock speeds, portability to different types of CPUs is usually 
nott given. The reason is, that the same basic operations like adding two integers might 
requiree different amounts of CPU cycles on different types of CPUs. 

Traditionally,, CPU costs also cover the costs for accessing the respective data 
storedd in main memory. However, we treat memory access costs separately. 

Summarizing,, we see that temporal cost are either caused by data access and/or data 
transferr (I/O, memory access, communication), or by data processing (CPU work). 

2.1.2.22 Spatial Cost Factors 

Usually,, there is only one spatial cost factor considered in database literature: memory 
size.size. This cost it the amount of main memory required to store intermediate results or 
anyy other temporary data produced/used while performing database operations. 

Nextt to not (directly) being related to execution time, there is another difference 
betweenn temporal and spatial costs that stems from the way they share the respective 
resources.. A simple example shall demonstrate the differences. Consider to opera-
tionss or processes each of which consumes 50% of the available resources (i.e., CPU 
power,, I/O-, memory-, and network bandwidth). Further, assume that when run one 
att a time, both tasks have equal execution time. Running both tasks concurrently on 
thee same system (ideally) results in the same execution time, now consuming all the 
availablee resources. In case each individual process consumes 100% of the available 
resources,, the concurrent execution time wil l be twice the individual execution time. 
Inn other words, if the combined resource consumption of concurrent tasks exceed 
100%,, the execution time extends to accomodate the excess resource requirements. 
Withh spatial cost factors, however, such "stretching" is not possible. In case two tasks 
togetherr would require more than 100% of the available memory, they simply cannot 
bee executed at the same time, but only after another. 

2.133 Types of (Cost) Models 

Accordingg to their degree of abstraction, (cost) models can be classified into two 
classes:: analytical models and simulation models. 

Analyticall  Models In some cases, the assumptions made about the real system can 
bee translated into mathematical descriptions of the system under study. Hence, the 
resultt is a set of mathematical formulas. We call this an analytical model. The advan-
tagee of an analytical model is that evaluation is rather easy and hence fast. However, 
analyticall  models are usually not very detailed (and hence not very accurate). In order 
too translate them into a mathematical description, the assumptions made have to be 
ratherr general, yielding a rather high degree of abstraction. 
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Simulationn Models Simulation models provide a very detailed and hence rather 
accuratee description of the system. They describe the system in terms of (a) simulation 
experiment(s)) (e.g., using event simulation). The high degree of accuracy is charged 
att the expense of evaluation performance. It usually takes relatively long to evaluate 
aa simulation base model, i.e., to actually perform the simulation experiment(s). It is 
nott uncommon, that the simulation actually takes longer than the execution in the real 
systemm would take. 

Simulationn models are usually used in scenarios where a very detailed analysis as 
closee as possible to the real system is required, but the actual system in not (yet) avail-
able.. The most prominent example is processor development. The design of new 
CPUss is evaluated via exhaustive simulation experiments, first, to ensure the correct-
nesss and analyze the (expected) performance. The reason is, that producing functional 
prototypess in an early stage of the development process would be to expensive. 

Inn database query optimization, though it would appreciate the accuracy, simula-
tionn models are not feasible, as the evaluation effort is far to high. Query optimization 
requiress that costs of numerous alternatives are evaluated and compared as fast as 
possible.. Hence, only analytical cost models are applicable in this scenario. 

2.1.44 Architectur e and Evaluation of Database Cost Models 
Thee architecture and evaluation mechanism of database cost models is tightly coupled 
too the structure of query execution plans. Due to the strong encapsulation offered by 
relationall  algebra operators, the cost of each operator, respectively each algorithm, 
cann be described individually. For this purpose, each algorithm is assigned a set of 
costcost functions that calculate the three cost components as described above. Obviously, 
thee physical cost functions depend on the algorithmic cost functions, which in turn 
dependd on the logical cost functions. Algebraic cost functions use the data volume 
estimationss of the logical cost functions as input parameters. Physical cost functions 
aree usually specializations of algorithmic cost functions that are parameterized by the 
hardwaree characteristics. 

Thee cost model also defines how the single operator costs within a query have to 
bee combined to calculate the total costs of the query. In traditional sequential DBMSs, 
thee single operators are assumed to have no performance side-effects on each other. 
Thus,, the cost of a QEP is the cumulative cost of the operators in the QEP [SAC+79]. 
Sincee every operator in the QEP is the root of a sub-plan, its cost includes the cost of 
itss input operators. Hence, the cost of a QEP is the cost of the topmost operator in 
thee QEP. Likewise, the cardinality of an operator is derived from the cardinalities of 
itss inputs, and the cardinality of the topmost operator represents the cardinality of the 
queryy result. 

InIn non-sequential (e.g., distributed or parallel) DBMSs, this subject is much more 
complicated,, as more issues such as scheduling, concurrency, resource contention, 
andd data dependencies have to considered. For instance, in such environments, more 
thann one operator may be executed at a time, either on disjoint (hardware) resources, 
orr (partly) sharing resources. In the first case, the total cost (in terms of time) is 
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calculatedd as the maximum of the costs (execution times) of all operators running 
concurrently.. In the second case, the operators compete for the same resources, and 
hencee mutually influence their performance and costs. More sophisticated cost func-
tionn and cost models are required here to adequately model this resource contention 
[LTS90,, LST91, SE93, SYT93, LVZ93, ZZBS93, SHV96, SF96, GHK92]. 

2.22 Logical Cost Models / Estimation 

Mostt DBMSs make certain assumptions on the underlying data in order to perform 
inexpensivee estimations. Christodoulakis studied the implications of various common 
assumptionss on the performance of databases [Cnr83, Chr84]. The main set of as-
sumptionss studied by him are: 

Uniformit yy of attribut e values: All possible values of an attribute have the same fre-
quencyy in the data distribution. 

Attribut ee Independence: The data distributions of all attributes in a relation are in-
dependentt of each other. 

Uniformit yy of queries: Queries refer attribute values with equal frequencies. 

Constantt  number  of records per  block: Each block of the file contains the same 
numberr of tuples. 

Randomm placement: Each record of the file has the same probability to qualify in a 
query,, regardless of its placement among the pages of secondary storage. 

Hee also showed that the expected cost of a query estimated using these assump-
tionss is an upper bound on the actual expected cost. He demonstrated that existing 
systemss using these assumptions tend to utilize expensive query evaluation strategies 
andd that non-uniformity, non-independence, and non-random placement could be ex-
ploitedd in database design in order to reduce the system cost. In addition to providing 
suchh extensive motivation for better estimation techniques, his work also pioneered 
inn the usage of several mathematical techniques such as Schur concavity [M079] in 
databasee performance evaluation. 

Thee System-R optimizer, assumed that the underlying data is uniform and inde-
pendentt ([SAC+79]). As a result, only the number of tuples and the lowest and highest 
valuess in each attribute are stored in the system catalogs, and it is assumed that all 
possiblee values between the two extremes occur with the same probability. Hence, 
veryy few resources are required to compute, maintain, and use these statistics. In 
practice,, though, these assumptions rarely hold because most data tends to be non-
uniformm and has dependencies. Hence, the resulting estimates are often inaccurate. 
Thiss was formally verified in the context of query result size estimation by Ioannidis 
andd Christodoulakis in [IC91]. In their work they proved that the worst case errors 
incurredd by the uniformity assumption propagate exponentially as the number of joins 
inn the query increases. As a result, except for very small queries, errors may become 
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extremelyy high, resulting in inaccurate estimates for result sizes and hence for the 
executionn costs. 

Severall  techniques have been proposed in the literature to estimate query result 
sizes,, most of them contained in the extensive survey by Mannino, Chu, and Sager 
[MCS88].. The broad classes of various estimation techniques are described in the 
followingg sections. 

2.2.11 Sampling-based Techniques 

Thesee techniques compute their estimates by collecting and processing random sam-
pless of the data, typically at query optimization time. There has been considerable 
amountt of work done in sampling-based techniques for result size estimation [Ant92, 
ASW87,, CMN99, GGMS96, HNSS96, HS92, HS95, LNS90, SN92, OR86, LS95]. 
Sincee these techniques do not rely on any precomputed information about the data, 
theyy are not affected by database updates and do not incur storage overheads. Another 
advantagee of these techniques is their probabilistic guarantees on the accuracy of the 
estimates.. Some of the undesirable properties of the sampling-based techniques are: 
(1)) they incur disk I/Os and CPU overheads during query optimization, and (2) the 
informationn gathered is not preserved across queries and hence these techniques may 
incurr the costs repetitively. When a quantity needs to be estimated once and with high 
accuracyy in the presence of updates, the sampling technique works very well (e.g., by 
aa query profiler). To overcome point (2), techniques for incremental maintenance of 
randomm samples have been developed in recent works [GMP97, GM98]. 

Anotherr weak point of sampling is that the relations which are to be sampled 
havee to be available. In other words, sampling can only be applied to base table or 
completelyy calculated intermediate results. Propagating samples through the operators 
off  a complex query is generally not possible, especially with joins. These problems 
havee been analyzed in detail in [CMN99, AGPR99, GGMS96]. 

2.2.22 Parametric Techniques 

Thesee techniques approximate the actual data distribution by a parameterized mathe-
maticall  distribution, such as the uniform distribution [SAC+79], multivariate normal 
distributionss or Zipf distributions [Chr83]. The parameters for these distributions are 
obtainedd from the actual data distributions, and the accuracy of this approximation 
dependss heavily on the similarity between the actual and parameterized distributions. 
Thee main advantage of this approach is the small storage overhead involved and the 
insignificantt run-time costs. On the other hand, real data often does not resemble any 
simplee mathematical distribution and hence such estimations may cause inaccuracies 
inn estimates. Also, since the parameters are precomputed, this approach may incur 
additionall  errors if the database is updated significantly. Variants of this approach 
aree the algebraic techniques, where the actual data distribution is approximated by a 
polynomiall  function. The coefficients of this function are determined using regres-
sionn techniques [SLRD93]. A promising algebraic technique was proposed calling for 
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adaptivelyy approximating the distribution by a six-degree polynomial, whose coeffi-
cientss are varied dynamically based on query feedback [CR94]. Some of the problems 
associatedd with the algebraic techniques are the difficulties in choosing the degree of 
thee polynomial function and uniformly handling result size estimates for operators 
otherr than simple selection predicates. On the other hand, the positive results ob-
tainedd in the work of Wei Sun et al. [SLRD93] on algebraic techniques indicates their 
potentiall  applicability. 

2.232.23 Probabilistic Counting Techniques 

Thesee techniques have been applied in the contexts of estimating the number of unique 
valuess in the result of projecting a relation over a subset of attributes ([GG82, FM85, 
SDNR96]).. The technique for estimating the number of distinct values in a multi-
set,, proposed by Flajolet and Martin [FM85] makes an estimate during a single pass 
throughh the data and uses a small amount of fixed storage. Shukla et al. applied this 
techniquee in estimating the size of multidimensional projections (the cube operator) 
[SDNR96].. Their experiments have shown that these techniques can provide more 
reliablee and accurate estimates than the sampling-based techniques [SDNR96]. The 
applicabilityy of these techniques to other operators is still an open issue. 

2.2.44 Non-parametric (Histogram-based) Techniques 

Thesee techniques approximate the underlying data distribution using precomputed tab-
ularr information (histograms). They are probably the most common techniques used in 
practicee (e.g., they are used in DB2, Informix, Ingres, Microsoft SQL-Server, Oracle, 
Sybase,, Teradata). Since they are precomputed, they may incur errors in estimation if 
thee database is updated and hence require regular re-computation. 

Mostt of the work on histograms is in the context of single operations, primar-
ilyy selections. Specifically, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Connell dealt with the effect of 
histogramss on reducing the error for selection queries [PSC84]. They studied two 
classess of histograms: equi-width histograms and equi-depth (or equi-height) his-
togramm [Koo80j. Their main result showed that equi-width histograms have a much 
higherr worst-case and average errors for a variety of selection queries than equi-depth 
histograms.. Muralikrishna and DeWitt [MD88] studied techniques for computing and 
usingg multi-dimensional equi-depth histograms. By building histograms on multi-
plee attributes together, their techniques were able to capture dependencies between 
thosee attributes. Several other researchers have dealt with "variable-width"histograms 
forr selection queries, where the buckets are chosen based on various criteria [K008O, 
KK85,, MK88]. Kooi's thesis [K008O] contains extensive information on using his-
togramss inside an optimizer for general queries and the concept of variable-width 
histograms.. The survey by Mannino, Chu, and Sager [MCS88] contains various refer-
encess to work in the area of statistics on choosing the appropriate number of buckets 
inn a histogram for sufficient error reduction. That work deals primarily with selections 
ass well. Histograms for single-join queries have been minimally studied and then 
againn without emphasis on optimality [Chr83, K008O, MK88]. Probably the earliest 
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effortss at studying optimality of histograms for result size estimation of join operators 
aree those of Ioannidis and Christodoulakis [IC93, Ioa93]. They introduce two new 
classess of histograms, serial and end-biased histograms, and show that certain types 
off  these classes, so called V-optimal(F,F) histograms, are optimal for worst-case er-
rorss of tree equality-join and selection queries. Practicality issues in computing the 
optimall  histograms were not addressed in their work. 

Somee of the limitations of earlier work on histograms are as follows. First, they 
weree mostly restricted to estimating the result sizes of a few operators such as se-
lectionss and equi-joins. Second, barring the study by Ioannidis and Christodoulakis, 
mostt of the earlier work on histograms has been empirical in nature with almost no 
effortt to identify optimal histograms. Finally, the computation techniques for the new 
classess of histograms proposed by [Ioa93] were too expensive to be of use in prac-
tice.. Also, being restricted to predicates on single attributes, most of the earlier work 
onn histograms did not deal with the effects of correlation between attributes from the 
samee relation. Some of the work that did consider multiple attributes together [Ioa93] 
assumess that multi-dimensional histograms can be built in practice, but do not fully 
exploree the practicality issues involved. 

Thee work by Ioannidis and Poosala [IP95] marks probably the first effort to find a 
compromisee between optimality and practicality of histograms. The work is continued 
andd extended in [PIHS96] and [JKM+98]. 

Theree is lots of on-going work on and around the use of histograms in database 
queryy evaluation. Some recent issues are new techniques how to construct and main-
tainn histograms efficiently [GMP97, CMN98, MVW98, AC99], and the use of his-
togramss for approximate query answering [PGI99]. 

2.33 I/O-based Cost Models 

Physicall  cost functions belong to the core of proprietary code of a database vendor. 
Theirr design, accurate tuning, and alignment with all other database components re-
quiress high level of expertise and knowledge of both hardware and database compo-
nents.. Hence, the vendors keep their physical cost functions as precious secrets. 

EarlyEarly work on System-R [SAC+79] uses a cost function balancing both factors 
I/OO and CPU using a constant weight, a factor difficult to determine in practice. More-
over,, given the discrepancy in I/O and CPU cost granularity, i.e., microseconds versus 
milliseconds,, the former has become the prime factor in choosing a query execution 
plan. . 

AA subsequent study on System-R* [ML86] identified that in addition to the physi-
call  and statistical properties of the input data streams and the computation of selectiv-
ity,, modeling buffer utilization plays a key role in accurate estimation. This requires 
usingg different buffer pool hit ratios depending on the levels of indexes as well as 
adjustingg buffer utilization by taking into account properties of join methods, e.g., a 
relativelyy pronounced locality of reference in an index scan for indexed nested loop 
joinn [GLSW93]. 

Withh I/O being the dominant cost factor, database research has developed various 
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techniquess to reduce the number of I/O operations needed to answer a query. Two 
off  the most prominent of these techniques are in-memory buffers to cache frequently 
accesss pages of the database relations and indices to access a fraction of a table, e.g., 
ass requested by a selection predicate, without the need to scan the whole table. While 
significantlyy improving database performance, these techniques make cost estimation 
moree complicated, and it becomes more difficult to predict the exact number of I/O 
operationss that will be needed to answer a query. A number of research works has been 
devotedd to analyzing and predicting the impact of indices, buffer pools, and various 
bufferr replacement strategies on the number of I/O operations, e.g., [CD85, SS86, 
Sac87,, ML89, CS89, DYC95]. 

Numerouss further I/O-based cost models appear in a database literature. However, 
inn most cases, the cost models themselves a not the (primary) subject. Rather, they 
aree just presented as necessary tools for query optimization. Though sharing some 
commonalities,, most physical cost models are specific for the respective DBMS, its 
architecture,, algorithms, data structures, and the hardware platform it runs on. 

2.44 Main-Memory Cost Models 

Relativelyy little work has been done on modeling of the performance cost of main-
memoryy DBMSs (MM-DBMSs). Early work on the design of database machines 
providess hints on the interdependencies of algorithms and memory access [Ozk86, 
Su88,, BF89], but this research track has long been abandoned. This can partly be 
attributedd to a lack of need, as use of MM-DBMS techniques have since been restricted 
too areas like real-time database systems (e.g., telecom switching, financial trading) that 
requiredd relatively simple queries; say a hash-lookup in a single table. 

Inn recent database literature, mainly the work around two research prototypes, 
IBM'ss office-by-example (OBE) and HP's Smallbase, has dealt with the issue of query 
optimizationn and cost modeling in main-memory environments. 

2.4.11 Office-By-Example (OBE) 

Whangg and Krishnamurthy [WK90] discuss query optimization techniques applied 
inn IBM's research prototype office-by-example (OBE). OBE is a memory-resident 
domainn relational calculus database system that extends the concepts of query-by-
exampleexample (QBE). To enable cost-based query optimization, they present a complete cost t 
model.. Due to the assumption that the data being processed is resident in main mem-
ory,, the traditional database cost factor, I/O access, becomes obsolete. Rather, CPU 
computationn cost now becomes dominant. Modeling CPU costs, however, is very dif-
ficultficult  as too many parameters, like the software design, the hardware architecture, and 
evenn programming styles, may affect the CPU computation costs. A detailed analysis 
off  larger systems to count the CPU cycles is virtually impossible. The solution that 
Whangg and Krishnamurthy propose is to use an approach using both experimental 
andd analytical methods. First, they identify the system's bottlenecks using an execu-
tionn analyzer/profiler. Only bottlenecks will be used to model the system's CPU cost. 
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Too prevent the cost model from drifting frequently due to changes in the program, the 
bottleneckss are improved as much as possible with reasonable effort. The next step is 
thenn to find, by experiments, relative weights of different bottlenecks and to determine 
theirr unit costs. Finally, they develop comprehensive cost formulas based on these 
unitt costs. 

Forr OBE, Whang and Krishnamurthy identified the following bottlenecks and 
measuredd the respective unit costs: 

1.. evaluating the expressions involved in predicates (unit cost = C\); 

2.. comparison operations needed to finally determine the outcome of predicates 
(unitt cost = C4); 

3.. retrieving a tuple from a (memory-resident) relation (unit cost = C3); 

4.. unit operation in creating an index (creating an index on a relation of n tuples 
takess n log 2/1 such unit operations; unit cost = C4); 

5.. unit operation in the sorting needed to prepare a multi-column index (unit cost 
== C3). 

Thee most interesting result of their experiments was that evaluating expressions in 
predicatess turned out to be by far the most expensive operation in OBE. While Ci 
throughh C$ are of approximately the same order, C\ exceeds them by approximately 
ann order of magnitude. 

2.4.22 Smallbase 

Listgartenn and Neimat [LN96, LN97] classify main-memory cost models into three 
categories: : 

hardware-basedd A hardware-based cost model is constructed analogously to tradi-
tionall  1/O-based cost models. Instead of counting I/O operations, now CPU 
cycless are counted. While conceptually simple, this approach is difficult to im-
plement.. In addition to the problems mentioned in [WK90], Listgarten and 
Neimatt point out that hardware policies like cache-replacement or pre-fetching 
needd to be incorporated, which are hard to model. Further, portability would 
bee very limited, as such policies vary between hardware architectures. How-
ever,, once constructed, a hardware-based model is believed to be accurate and 
reliable. . 

application-basedd This second category matches the approach presented in [ WK90]: 
costss are expressed in terms of a system's bottleneck costs. While being simpler 
too develop than hardware-based cost models,, application-based cost models are 
lesss general. The bottlenecks found highly depend on the workload used to 
identifyy them, and hence may not sufficiently represent the costs of all types of 
queries.. In principle, application-based models are easier to port than hardware-
basedd models, by simply regenerating the profiles. However, this might not only y 
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resultt in different unit costs, but also in a different set of bottlenecks. In this case, 
thee model itself changes, not just the instantiation, and hence the cost functions 
off  all database operations need to be re-formulated in terms of the new set of 
bottlenecks. . 

engine-basedd The third type of cost models is a compromise between detailed but 
complexx hardware-based models and simple but less general application-based 
models.. An engine-based cost model is based on the costs of primitive opera-
tionss provided by the (MM-)DBMS's execution engine. 

Listgartenn and Neimat propose a two-step process to construct engine-based cost mod-
els.. First, the general model is created by identifying the base costs and expressing 
queryy processing costs in terms of these building blocks. Second, the model is instan-
tiatedd by determining the relative values for the base costs, and then verified. 

Stepp one requires detailed knowledge about the internals of the execution engine 
andd is usually to be done by hand. In case of doubt about how detailed the model 
shouldd be, they propose to make it as detailed as practically feasible. Simplifications 
orr further refinements can be done during verification. For their Smallbase system, 
Listgartenn and Neimat identified the following primitive costs: 

 fetching a column or parameter value 

 performing arithmetic operations 

 performing boolean operations 

 evaluating a comparison 

 evaluating a like expression 

 scanning a table, T-tree index, hash index, temporary table 

 creating/destroying a T-tree index, hash index, temporary table 

 sorting tuples 

 selecting distinct tuples 

 performing a join (nested loop join, merge join) 

Dependenciess of these costs on factors like tables size, data type, etc. are dealt with 
duringg the second step. 

Stepp two is automated by developing a cost test program that instantiates and ver-
ifiess the model. For each unit costs, two queries are provided whose execution costs 
differr in only that value (plus maybe further cost that are already known). Further, 
formulass that specify the dependency of each unit cost on the table size have to be 
specified.. The cost test program than finds the respective parameters and verifies the 
modell  by running each pair of queries several times with varying table sizes and per-
formingg a least square regression on the difference in execution time of the pairing 
queries. . 
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2.4.33 Remarks 

Thee work described above, as well as other recent work on main-memory query op-
timizationn [LC86b, PKK+98], models the main-memory costs of query processing 
operatorss on the coarse level of procedure calls, using profiling to obtain some 'magi-
cal'' constants. As such, these models do not provide insight in individual components 
thatt make up query costs, limiting their predictive value. 

2.55 Cost Models for  (Heterogeneous) Federated and 
Multi-Databasee Systems 

Fromm a cost modeling perspective, classical sequential, parallel, and distributed data-
basee management systems share the property that the whole system is developed by 
thee same vendor. Hence, those developers in charge of the query optimizer have access 
too all specification details and the source code of the execution engine. Thus, they 
cann exploit this detailed insight when designing cost models for query optimization. 
However,, when it comes to global query optimization in heterogeneous federated and 
multi-databasee systems, the picture looks differently. Usually, the individual DBMSs 
gatheredd in such systems are off-the-shelf products made by one or more different 
vendors.. This means that no detailed knowledge about these systems is available to 
thee vendor of the federated/multi-DBMS. The participating DBMSs have to be treated 
ass "black boxes", and thus, new techniques are required to acquire proper cost models 
forr global query optimization. The following sections briefly present some approaches 
publishedd in resent database literature. 

2.5.11 Calibration 

Pegasuss Du, Krishnamurthy, and Shan [DKS92] propose a calibration-based ap-
proachh to obtain cost models for the participating DBMSs. The costs of basic opera-
torss — such as sequential scan, index scan, index lookup, different join algorithms — 
aree modeled as rather generic formulas. The cost of a sequential scan over a relation 
RR evaluating a predicate P, e.g., is given as: 

CCseqseq̂can(R,P)^can(R,P) = CO + C,  \\R\\ + C2  \\R\\  s(P) 

with h 
\\R\\:\\R\\: the number of tuples in relation R 
s(P):s(P): the selectivity of predicate P 
c0:: the initialization cost for the select 
c\\c\\ the cost to retrieve a single tuple and to evaluate P on it 
cc22:: the cost to process a result tuple satisfying P 

Thee authors assume, that statistical information about the data stored in the par-
ticipatingg DBMSs as well as a (global) logical cost model to derive selectivity factors 
andd intermediate result sizes are available. 
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Thee coefficients CQ, C\ , and C2 are assumed to be functions depending on param-
eterss such as data types, tuple sizes, number of clauses in a predicate, etc. (where 
appropriate).. Further, costs are measured in elapsed time, and cover I/O as well as 
CPUU costs. 

Inn order to calibrate the respective coefficients for a given "black box" database 
system,, the authors designed a special synthetic database and a set of queries whose 
runn times are measured. The major problem that arises here, is that the whole cali-
brationn process has to be predictable. For instance, calibration does not make sense, 
iff  one does not know how the system will execute a given query (e.g., using which 
algorithmm and which index, if any). Further, effects related to data placement, pagi-
nating,, etc. have to be eliminated. The presented database and query set take care of 
thesee issues. Experiments with AUBase, DB2, and Informix show, that the proposed 
processs derives quite accurate cost models in 80% of the cases. 

IRO-DBB Gardarin, Sha, and Tang [GST96] extend the calibration approach of Du, 
Krishnamurthy,, and Shan [DKS92] for the object-oriented federated database system 
IRO-DBB [GFF97]. The major extension required was to introduce a path traversal 
("pointer-chasing")) operator and the respective cost formula. Further, cost parameters 
suchh as object size, collection size, projection size, and fan out needed to be regarded. 
Also,, the calibration database and the query set are extended to meet the requirements 
off  an object-oriented environment. 

2.5.22 Sampling 

Zhuu and Larson [ZL94, ZL96, ZL98] propose a query sampling method. The key idea 
iss as follows. It first groups local queries that can be performed on a local DBS in an 
MDBSS into homogeneous classes, based on some information available at the global 
levell  in an MDBS such as the characteristics of queries, operand tables and the under-
lyingg local DBS. A sample of queries are then drawn from each query class and run 
againstt the user local database. The costs of sample queries are used to derive a cost 
modell  for each query class by multiple regression analysis. The cost model parame-
terss are kept in the MDBS catalog and utilized during query optimization. To estimate 
thee cost of a local query, the class to which the query belongs is first identified. The 
correspondingg cost model is retrieved from the catalog and used to estimate the cost 
off  the query. Based on the estimated local costs, the global query optimizer chooses a 
goodd execution plan for a global query. 

2.5.33 Cost Vector  Database 

HERME SS Adali, Candan, Papakonstantinou, and Subrahmanian [ACPS96] suggest 
too maintain a cost vector database to record cost information for every query issued to 
aa local DBS. Cost estimation for a new query is based on the costs of similar queries. 
Forr each call to a local DBS, the cost vector registers the time to compute the first 
answer,, the time to compute all the answer, the cardinality of the answer, and the type 
off  predicates to which these values correspond to. Summary table are also generated 
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off-linee to avoid heavy burden on storage. To estimate the costs of a new sub-query, 
thee sub-query is matched against the cost vector database and a kind of regression is 
applied.. The approach is demonstrated as efficient for sources queried with similar 
sub-queries. . 

2.66 Main Memory Database Systems 

Duringg the mid-1980s falling DRAM prices seemed to suggest that future computers 
wouldd have such huge main memories that most databases could entirely be stored in 
them.. In such situations, it would be possible to eliminate all (expensive) I/O from 
DBMSS processing. This seriously changes the architecture for a DBMS, as in a Main 
Memoryy DBMS (MMDBMS) there is no central role for I/O management. 

Ann important question in a MMDBMS is how to do transactions and recovery in 
ann efficient way. Some of the proposed algorithms [LC86b, Eic87], assume that a 
(small)) stable subset of the main memory exists, a piece of memory whose content 
wil ll  not be lost in a power outage through a battery backup. These stable memories 
cann be used to place, e.g., a redo log. Others do not assume stable memories, and still 
usee I/O to write transaction information to stable storage. These algorithms hence do 
nott eliminate I/O (e.g., "logical logging" [JSS93]), but minimize it, as the critical path 
inn a MMDBM S transaction only needs to write the log; not data pages from the buffer 
manager. . 

Thee main asset of a MMDBM S is its unparalleled speed for querying and update. 
Informationn on design and implementation of basic database data structures and al-
gorithmss can be found in the overviews by Garcia-Molina and Salem [GMS92] and 
Eichh [Eic89]. Some specific research has been done in index structures for main mem-
oryy lookup [Ker89, LC86a, DKO+84, AP92]. It turns out, that simple data structures 
likee the binary AVL tree, called T-Tree, and simple bucket-chained hash outperform 
bread-and-butterr disk-based structures like B-tree and linear hash, due to the fact that 
thee only costs involved in index lookup and maintenance are CPU and memory access. 

AA specific problem in MMDBM S is query optimization. The lack of I/O as dom-
inantt cost factor means that it is much more difficult in a MMDBM S to model query 
costs,, as they depend on fuzzy factors like CPU execution cost of a routine. There-
fore,, DBMS query optimization tends to make use of simple cost models that contain 
"hard""  constants obtained by profiling [LN96, WK90]. One challenge in this area is to 
modell  the interaction between coding style, hardware factors like CPU and memory 
architecturee and query parameters into a reliable prediction of main memory execution 
cost. . 

Thee end of popularity of MMDBMS techniques came in the early 1990s, when 
itit  became clear that not only DRAM sizes had grown, but also disk size, and prob-
lemm sizes. MMDBM S were thereafter only considered of specific interest to real-
timee database applications, like, e.g., encountered in embedded systems or telephone 
switches.. Still, main memory sizes in commodity computers continue to increase, and 
forr those application areas whose problem sizes do not grow as fast, it holds that at a 
certainn time they will fit  in main memory. Recently, prominent database researchers 
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concludedd in the Asilomar workshop [BBC+98] that MMDBMSs have an important 
futuree in such application areas. 

Welll  known main memory systems are Smallbase [BHK+86, LN96] developed 
byy HP, the object-oriented AMOS [FR97] system, the parallel MMDBMS PRISMA 
[AvdBF+92],, and Dalf [JLR+94, RBP+98] by Bell Labs. Smallbase and Dali have 
beenn reshaped into commercial products, under the names Times Ten [Tea99] and Dat-
aBlitzz [BBG+99], respectively. Their main focus is highly efficient support of OLTP 
DBMSS functionality on small or medium-size data sets. Also, all main relational ven-
dorss (IBM, Microsoft, Oracle) are offering small-footprint "ultra-light" versions of 
theirr DBMS servers for use in mobile computing devices and web PDAs. 

2.77 Monet 

Ourr research goals as specified in Section 1.4 require a "real" DBMS to conduct em-
piricall  analysis and experimental validation. In principal, there are three options: 

1.. use a commercial main-memory DBMS, e.g., Times-Ten [Tea99], or DataBlitz 
[BBG+98,, BBG+99]; 

2.. use a fully-fledged commercial disk-based DBMS, such as IBM's DB2, Mi-
crosoft'ss SQL-Server, or Oracle; 

3.. use a main-memory DBMS research prototype with accessible source code, e.g., 
ourr own Monet system. 

Forr this work, we consider the third option to be the most practical. Mainly the 
factt that we know the internal architectural details and the source code helps us to 
understandd how the complex interaction between database software, compilers, op-
erationn system, and hardware does work. We can easily play around with compiler 
switchess and add profiling hooks to gain the necessary insight for our modeling plan. 
Moreover,, it is only the ability to modify data structures, algorithms, and coding tech-
niquess that enables us to validate the new techniques we propose. In this section, we 
givee a concise introduction to Monet, focusing on the core features that are important 
inn the given context. For an complete description of Monet, the interested reader is 
referredd to [Bon02]. 

2.7.11 Design 

Monett is a main-memory database kernel developed at CWI since 1994 [BK95], and 
commerciallyy deployed in a Data Mining tool [KSHK97]. It is targeted at achieving 
highh performance on query-intensive workloads, such as created by on-line analytical 
processingprocessing {OLAF) or data mining applications. Monet uses the Decomposed Storage 
ModelModel (DSM) [CK85], storing each column of a relational table in a separate binary 
table,, called a Binary Association Table (BAT). A BAT is represented in memory as an 
arrayy of fixed-size two-field records [OID,value], or Binary UNits (BUN). The OIDs 
inn the left column are unique per original relational tuple, i.e., they link all BUNs that 
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SQL:: wide relational table 

gender r 
[char] ] 

f f 
m m 
f f 
f f 

age e 
[int] ] 

18 8 
66 6 
83 3 
25 5 

marital l 
[str] ] 

single e 
married d 

widowed d 
divorced d 

reliable e 
[bool] ] 

0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

X X 
CC reliable 

[OID] ] 

00 0 
01 1 
02 2 
03 3 

[bit] ] 

0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

CC marital 
[OID] ] 

00 0 
01 1 
02 2 
03 3 

[str] ] 

single e 
married d 

widowed d 
mrried d 

C_gender r 
[OID] ] 

00 0 
01 1 
02 2 
03 3 

[chr] ] 

f f 
m m 
f f 
f f 

CC age 
[OID] ] 

00 0 
01 1 
02 2 
03 3 

[int] ] 

18 8 
66 6 
83 3 
25 5 

Monet:: Binary Association Tables (BATs) 

Figuree 2.1: Vertically Decomposed Storage in BATs 

makee up an original relational tuple (cf., Figure 2.1). The major advantage of the DSM 
iss that it minimizes I/O and memory access costs for column-wise data access, which 
occurss frequently in OLAP and data mining workloads [BRK98, BMK99, MBK02]. 
Thee BAT data structure is maintained as a dense memory array, without wasted space 
forr unused slots, both in order to speed up data access (e.g., not having to check for 
freee slots) and because all data in the array is used, which optimizes memory cache 
utilizationn on sequential access. 

Mostt commercial relational DBMSs were designed in a time when OLTP was the 
dominantt DBMS application, hence their storage structures, buffer management in-
frastructure,, and core query processing algorithms remain optimized toward OLTP. 
InIn the architecture of Monet, we took great care that systems facilities that are only 
neededd by OLTP queries do not slow down the performance of query-intensive appli-
cations.. We shortly discuss two such facilities in more detail: buffer management and 
lockk management. 

Bufferr management in Monet is done on the coarse level of a BAT (it is entirely 
loadedd or not at all), hence the query operators always have direct access to the entire 
relationn in memory. The first reason for this strategy is to eliminate buffer management 
ass a source of overhead inside the query processing algorithms, which would result 
iff  each operator must continuously make calls to the buffer manager asking for more 
tuples,, typically followed by copying of tuple data into the query operator. The second 
reasonn is that all-or-nothing I/O is much more efficient nowadays than random I/O 
(similarlyy to memory, I/O bandwidth follows Moore's law [Moo65], I/O latency does 
not). . 
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Inn Monet, we chose to implement explicit transaction facilities, which provide the 
buildingg blocks for ACID transaction systems, instead of implicitly building in trans-
actionn management into the buffer management. Monet applications use the explicit 
lockingg primitives to implement a transaction protocol. In OLAP and data mining, 
aa simple transaction protocol with a very coarse level of locking is typically suffi-
cientt (a read/write lock on the database or table level). We can safely assume that all 
applicationss adhere to this, as Monet clients are front-end programs (e.g., an SQL in-
terpreter,, or a data mining tool) rather than end-users. The important distinction from 
otherr systems is hence that Monet separates lock management from its query services, 
eliminatingg all locking overhead inside the query operators. 

Ass a result, a sequential scan over a BAT comes down to a very simple loop over a 
memoryy array with fixed-length records, which makes Monet's query operator imple-
mentationss look very much like scientific programs doing matrix computations. Such 
codee is highly suitable for optimization by aggressive compiler techniques, and does 
nott suffer from interference with other parts of the system. In other words, Monet's al-
gorithmss are implemented directly on the physical storage structures, i.e., without any 
intermediatee storage management layer. Thus it becomes feasible (1) to understand, 
howw the algorithms, respectively their implementations, interact with the underlying 
hardware,, and (2) to accurately model the algorithms' cost in detail. 

2.7.22 Architectur e and Implementation 

Monett is designed as a MMDBMS kernel providing core database functionality and 
actingg as a back-end for various front-end applications. The user-interfaces are pro-
videdd via the front-end applications. Sample applications are among others an SQL 
front-end,, an ODMG front-end, as well as OLAP and data mining tools. For com-
municationn between the front-end and the back-end, Monet provides an intermediate 
queryy language called Monet Interpreter Language (MIL) [BK99]. The core of MIL 
iss made up by primitives that form a BAT-algebra similar to the relational algebra. 
Aroundd this core, MIL has been developed as a computational complete procedu-
rall  language giving full access to Monet's core functionality. Further characteristics 
off  MIL are that (1) MIL programs are interpreted and (2) MIL operators are evalu-
atedd one at a time. The latter means that query evaluation in Monet follows a bulk-
processingprocessing approach. As opposed to pipelining, this means that all intermediate results 
aree fully materialized. Here, the Decomposed Storage Model offers another advan-
tage,, keeping intermediate results very "slim" and hence rather small. The crucial 
advantagee of bulk-processing—next to its simple implementation—is the following. 
Withh the BAT-algebra primitives operating on binary tables only and a limited set of 
atomicc data types, such as integer, float, character, string, etc., the number of type-
combinationss per operator is rather limited. We exploit this to overcome a disadvan-
tagee of the interpretation approach. Interpretation of algebra operators usually requires 
aa type-switch in the innermost loops, as the actual type-binding is only known at run-
time.. Such type switches are typically realized by ADT-like function calls, and hence 
theyy are rather expensive. With the limited number of type combinations in MIL, we 
cann provide a separate implementation of each operator for each case. To limit the 
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codingg effort, Monet is written in a macro language, from which C language imple-
mentationss are generated. Per algorithm, only one template-implementation has to be 
implementedd "by hand". At compile time, the macro language then expands the type-
specificc variants from these templates. The macros implement a variety of techniques, 
byy virtue of which the inner loops of performance-critical algorithms like join are free 
off  overheads like database ADT calls, data movement, and loop condition manage-
ment.. These techniques were either pioneered by our group (e.g., logarithmic code 
expansionn [Ker89]) or taken from the field of high performance computing [Sil97]. 
Furthermore,, Monet is implemented using aggressive coding techniques for optimiz-
ingg CPU resource utilization [MBKOOb] that go much beyond the usual MMDBM S 
implementationn techniques [DKO+84]. In Chapter 5, we present some examples of 
thesee techniques. 

2.7.33 Query Optimization 
Inn Monet, we pursue a multi-level query optimization approach [MPKOO]. Front-end 
applicationss can use strategical optimization, exploiting domain-specific knowledge to 
pre-optimizee queries before sending them to the back-end. The MIL interpreter does 
somee multi-query optimization in a tactical optimization phase. This phase removes 
commonn subexpressions of multiple queries, possibly sent by different front-ends, and 
takess care of introducing parallelism in case the Monet back-ends runs multi-threaded. 
Finally,, the Monet kernel itself performs operational optimization. Operational opti-
mizationn means that for each operator that is to be evaluated the kernel can choose the 
properr algorithm and its implementation just before executing it. Here, we exploit the 
factt that due to the bulk-processing approach, all operands are fully available before 
thee operator has to be executed. Next to their sizes, MIL operators maintain some 
moree properties of the BATs they generate, such as their data types and information 
aboutt whether attribute values are sorted and/or unique. At runtime, the kernel ex-
aminess the of the operands as well as the systems current state and applies heuristics 
too pick the most efficient algorithm and implementation for the given situation. For 
instancee in case of a join, the kernel can currently choose between nested-loop join, 
hash-join,, sort-merge join, and index-lookup join. In Chapter 5, we provide addi-
tionall  cache-conscious join algorithms and show how the cost models developed in 
Chapterr 4 are used to find the most suitable algorithm. 



Chapterr  3 

Costt  Factors in MMDBMS : 
"N oo I/O"  does not mean 
"Onl yy CPU" 

Inn this chapter, we describe those aspects of hardware technology found in custom 
computerr systems that are most relevant for the performance of main-memory query 
execution.. We identify ongoing trends, and outline their consequences for database 
architecture.. In addition, we describe our calibration tool which extracts the most 
importantt hardware characteristics like cache size, cache line size, and cache latency 
fromm any computer system, and provide results for our benchmark platforms (modern 
SGI,, Sun, Intel, and AMD hardware). 

3.11 Commodity Computer  Architectur e 

Focusingg on main-memory processing, we discuss the major technical issues of CPUs, 
main-memory,, and hardware caches which are relevant for database performance. 

3.1.11 CPUs 

Concerningg CPUs, two aspects are of primary interest for this thesis. First of all, we 
needd to have a closer look at how modern CPUs are designed and how they do work. 
Secondly,, we briefly introduce hardware counters that help us to monitor certain events 
withinn the CPU and thus understand their impact on the performance of programs. 

3.1.1.11 Design & Working Methods 

Whilee CPU clock frequency has been following Moore's law (doubling every 18 
monthss [Moo65]), CPUs have additionally become faster through parallelism within 
thee processor. Scalar CPUs separate different execution stages for instructions, e.g., 
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year r 

1989 9 
1990 0 
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60 0 
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200 0 
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1 1 
1 1 
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3 3 
3 3 
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135 5 
135 5 
217 7 
217 7 

Figuree 3.1: Trends in DRAM and CPU speed 

Figuree 3.2: Modern CPU and Hierarchical Memory Architecture 
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allowingg a computation stage of one instruction to be overlapped with the decoding 
stagee of the next instruction. Such a pipelined design allows for inter-stage paral-
lelism.. Modern super-scalar CPUs add intra-stage parallelism, as they have multiple 
copiess of certain (pipelined) units that can be active simultaneously. Although CPUs 
aree commonly classified as either RISC (reduced instruction set computer) or CISC 
(complexx instruction set computing), modern CPUs combine successful features of 
both.. Figure 3.2 shows a simplified schema that characterizes how modern CPUs 
work:: instructions that need to be executed are loaded from memory by a fetch-and-
decodee unit. In order to speed up this process, multiple fetch-and-decode units may 
bee present (e.g., Intel's Pentiumm and AMD's Athlon have three, the MIPS R10000 
hass two). Decoded instructions are placed in an instruction queue, from which they 
aree executed by one of various functional units, which are sometimes specialized in 
integer-,, floating-point, and load/store pipelines. The Pentiumin, for instance, has two 
suchh functional units, the R10000 has five, and the Athlon has even nine. To exploit 
thiss parallel potential, modern CPUs rely on techniques like branch prediction to pre-
dictt which instruction will be next before the previous has finished. Also, the modern 
cachee memories are non-blocking, which means that a cache miss does not stall the 
CPU.. Such a design allows the pipelines to be filled with multiple instructions that will 
probablyy have to be executed (a.k.a. speculative execution), betting on yet unknown 
outcomess of previous instructions. All this goes accompanied by the necessary logic 
too restore order in case of mispredicted branches. As this can cost a significant penalty, 
andd as it is very important to fill  all pipelines to obtain the performance potential of the 
CPU,, much attention is paid in hardware design to efficient branch prediction. CPUs 
workk with prediction tables that record statistics about branches taken in the past. 

3.1.1.22 Hardware Counters 

Detailedd insight into the behavior of CPUs while processing application code is a 
prerequisitee to understand, and eventually model, the performance of application pro-
grams.. To aid this process, many modern CPUs provide so-called hardware event 
counterscounters or performance counters that allow to monitor certain performance-related 
eventsevents that occur within the CPU while processing user code. Examples are the MIPS 
R10k/R12kk series, Sun's UltraSPARC family, all Intel Pentium and Itanium CPUs, 
AMD'ss Athlons, DEC's Alphas, IBM's and Motorola's PowerPC's. Usually, each 
counterr can only monitor one event at a time, however with multiple counters present, 
severall  events can be monitored concurrently. The number of counters per CPU varies 
fromfrom 2 (e.g., MIPS RIOk) to 8 (e.g., Intel Pentium 4). 

Likee the number of counters, also the number and kind of events that can be mon-
itoredd vary significantly between the different CPUs. We omit the details here and 
referr the interested reader to the respective product manuals. Typically, the set of 
eventss includes events like cache misses (both instruction and data), instructions de-
codedd and executed, branches executed, branch mispredictions, etc.. We provide more 
informationn as required later when we use these features. 

Inn contrary to software profiling as offered by certain compilers and/or profiling 
tools,, using the hardware event counters has no impact on the execution performance. 
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Low-levell  access to the counters typically works via direct register access to select the 
events,, start and stop monitoring, and finally read-out the results. More convenient 
high-levell  tools do exist but vary between hardware vendors and operating systems. 

3.1.22 Main-Memory- &  Cache-Systems 

Wee now turn our attention to memory- and cache architectures. We explain the ba-
sicc technical principles, discuss various aspects of memory access costs, and finally 
introducee a unified hardware model to be used in the remainder of this thesis. 

3.1.2.11 Memory- & Cache-Architectures 

Modernn computer architectures have a hierarchical memory system as depicted in Fig-
uree 3.2. The main memory on the system board consists of DRAM chips (Dynamic 
RandomRandom Access Memory). While CPU speeds are increasing rapidly, DRAM access 
latencyy has hardly progressed through time. To narrow the exponentially growing 
performancee gap between CPU speed and memory latency (cf., Figure 3.1), cache 
memoriesmemories have been introduced, consisting of fast but expensive SRAM chips (Static 
RandomRandom Access Memory). SRAM cells are usually made-up from six transistors per 
memoryy bit, and hence, they consume a rather large area on the chips. DRAM cells re-
quiree just a single transistor and a small capacitor to store a single bit. Thus, DRAMs 
cann store much more data than SRAMs of equal (physical) size. But due to some leak 
current,, the capacitor in DRAMs get discharged over time, and have to be recharged 
(refreshed)(refreshed) periodically to keep their information. These refreshes slowdown access. 

Thee fundamental principle of all cache architectures is "reference locality", i.e., the 
assumptionn that at any time the CPU, respectively the program, repeatedly accesses 
onlyy a limited amount of data (i.e., memory) that fits in the cache. Only the first access 
iss "slow", as the data has to be loaded from main memory. We call this a compulsory 
cachecache miss (see below). Subsequent accesses (to the same data or memory addresses) 
aree then "fast" as the data is then available in the cache. We call this a cache hit. The 
fractionn of memory accesses that can be fulfilled from the cache is called cache hit 
rate;rate; analogously, the fraction of memory accesses that cannot be fulfilled from the 
cachee is called cache miss rate. 

Cachee memories are often organized in multiple cascading levels between the 
mainn memory and the CPU. They become faster, but smaller, the closer they are to 
thee CPU. Originally, there was one level of typically 64 KB to 512 KB cache memory 
locatedd on the system board. As the chip manufacturing processes improved, a small 
cachee of about 4 KB to 16 KB got integrated on the CPU's die itself, allowing much 
fasterr access. The on-board is typically not replaced by the on-chip cache, but rather 
bothh make up a cache hierarchy, with the one on chip called first level (LI) cache and 
thee one on board called second level (L2) cache. Recently, also the L2 cache has been 
integratedd on the CPU's die (e.g., with Intel's Pentium III "Coppermine", or AMD's 
Athlonn "Thunderbird"). On PC systems, the on-board cache has since disappeared, 
keepingg two cache levels. On other platforms, e.g., workstations based on Compaq's 
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(formerlyy DEC's) Alpha CPU, the on-board cache is kept as third level (L3) cache, 
nextt to the two levels on the die. 

Too keep presentations from becoming to complicated, we assume a typical system 
withh two cache levels (LI & L2) in most examples in the remainder of this work. 
However,, our observations and results can easily be generalized to an arbitrary number 
off  cascading cache levels in a straightforward way. 

Inn practice, caches memories do not only cache the data used by an application, 
butt also the program itself, more accurately, the instructions that are currently being 
executed.. With respect to caching, there is one major difference between data and 
program.. Usually, a program must not be modified while it is running, i.e., the caches 
mayy be read-only. Data, however, requires caches that also allow modification of 
thee cached data. Therefore, almost all systems nowadays implement two separate LI 
caches,, a read-only one for instructions and a read-write one for data. The L2 cache, 
however,, is usually a single "unified" read-write cache used for both instructions and 
data.. Later in this thesis, we wil l see that instruction cache misses do not play a 
significantt role in our scenario. Hence, we will not discuss instruction caches in more 
detail.. Only where necessary, we will address them explicitly. Unless mentioned 
differently,, we will refer to data caches simply as caches. 

Cachess are characterized by three major parameters: Capacity (C), Line Size (Z), 
andd Associativity (A): 

Capacityy (C) A cache's capacity defines its total size in bytes. Typical cache sizes 
rangee from 8 KB to 8 MB. 

Lin ee Size (Z) Caches are organized in cache lines, which represent the smallest unit 
off  transfer between adjacent cache levels. Whenever a cache miss occurs, a 
completee cache line (i.e., multiple consecutive words) is loaded from the next 
cachee level or from main memory, transferring all bits in the cache line in paral-
lell  over a wide bus. This exploits spatial locality, increasing the chances of 
cachee hits for future references to data that is "closed to"the reference that 
causedd a cache miss. Typical cache line sizes range from 16 bytes to 128 bytes. 

Dividingg the cache capacity by the cache line size, we get the number of avail-
ableable cache lines in the cache: # = CfZ. Cache lines are often also called cache 
blocks.blocks. We use both terms as synonyms throughout this document. 

Associativityy (A) To which cache line the memory is loaded, depends on the mem-
oryy address and on the cache's associativity. An A-way set associative cache 
allowss to load a line in A different positions. If A > 1, some cache replace-
mentment policy chooses one from the A candidates. Least Recently Used (LRU) 
iss the most common replacement algorithm. In case A = 1, we call the cache 
direct-mapped.direct-mapped. This organization causes the least (virtually no) overhead in de-
terminingg the cache line candidate. However, it also offers the least flexibilit y 
andd may cause a lot of conflict misses (see below). The other extreme case are 
fullyfully associative caches. Here, each memory address can be loaded to any line 
inn the cache (A = #). This avoids conflict misses, and only capacity misses 
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(seee below) occur as the cache capacity gets exceeded. However, determining 
thee cache line candidate in this strategy causes a relatively high overhead that 
increasess with the cache size. Hence, it is feasible only for smaller caches. Cur-
rentt PCs and workstations typically implement 2-way to 8-way set associative 
caches. . 

Withh multiple cache levels, we further distinguish two types: inclusive and exclu-
sivee caches. With inclusive caches, all data stored in LI is also stored in L2. As data is 
loadedd from memory, it gets stored in all cache levels. Whenever a cache line needs to 
bee replaced in LI (because a mapping conflict occurs or as the capacity is exceeded), 
itss original content can simply be discarded as another copy of that data still remains 
inn the (usually larger) L2. The new content is then loaded from where it is found (ei-
therr L2 or main memory). The total capacity of an inclusive cache hierarchy is hence 
determinedd by the largest level. With exclusive caches, all cached data is stored in 
exactlyy one cache level. As data is loaded from memory, it gets stored only in the 
LII  cache. When a cache lines needs to be replaced in LI , its original content is first 
writtenn back to L2. If the new content is then found in L2, it is moved from L2 to LI , 
otherwise,, it is copied from main memory to LI . Compared to inclusive cache hierar-
chies,, exclusive cache hierarchies virtually extend the cache size, as the total capacity 
becomess the sum of all levels. However, the "swap" of cache lines between adjacent 
cachee levels in case of a cache miss also causes more "traffic" on the bus and hence 
increasess the cache miss latency. We will analyze this in more detail in Section 3.3. 

Cachee misses can be classified into the following disjoint types [HS89]: 

Compulsoryy The very first reference to a cache line always causes a cache miss, 
whichh is hence classified as a compulsory miss. The number of compulsory 
missess obviously depends only on the data volume and the cache line size. 

Capacityy A reference that misses in a fully associative cache is classified as a ca-
pacityy miss because the finite sized cache is unable to hold all the referenced 
data.. Capacity misses can be minimized by increasing the temporal and spatial 
localityy of references in the algorithm. Increasing cache size also reduces the 
capacityy misses because it captures more locality. 

Conflictt  A reference that hits in a fully associative cache but misses in an A-way set 
associativee cache is classified as a conflict miss. This is because even though 
thee cache was large enough to hold all the recently accessed data, its associa-
tivityy constraints force some of the required data out of the cache prematurely. 
Forr instance, alternately accessing just two memory addresses that "happen to 
be""  mapped to the same cache line will cause a conflict cache miss with each 
access.. Conflict misses are the hardest to remove because they occur due to 
addresss conflicts in the data structure layout and are specific to a cache size 
andd associativity. Data structures would, in general, have to be remapped so as 
too minimize conflicting addresses. Increasing the associativity of a cache will 
decreasee the conflict misses. 
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3.1.2.22 Memory Access Costs 

Wee identify the following three aspects that determine memory access costs. For 
simplicityy of presentation, we assume 2 cache levels in this section. Generalization to 
ann arbitrary number of caches is straight forward. 

Latencyy Latency is the time span that passes after issuing a data access until the 
requestedd data is available in the CPU. In hierarchical memory systems, the latency 
increasess with the distance from the CPU. Accessing data that is already available 
inn the LI cache causes LI access latency (/ILI) , which is typically rather small (1 or 
22 CPU cycles). In case the requested data in not found in LI , an Li miss occurs, 
additionallyy delaying the data access by 12 access latency (A\j) for accessing the 
L22 cache. Analogously, if the data is not yet available in L2, an L2 miss occurs, 
furtherr delaying the access by memory access latency {Auem) to finally load the data 
fromm main memory. Hence, the total latency to access data that is in neither cache is 
M̂emm + MJI + ^LI - As LI accesses cannot be avoided, we assume in the remainder of 

thiss thesis, that LI access latency is included in the pure CPU costs, and regard only 
memoryy access latency and L2 access latency as explicit memory access costs. As 
mentionedd above, all current hardware actually transfers multiple consecutive words, 
i.e.,, a complete cache line, during this time. 

Whenn a CPU requests data from a certain memory address, modern DRAM chips 
supplyy not only the requested data, but also the data from subsequent addresses. The 
dataa is then available without additional address request. This feature is called Ex-
tendedtended Data Output (EDO). Anticipating sequential memory access, EDO reduces 
thee effective latency. Hence, we actually need to distinguish two types of latency for 
memoryy access. Sequential access latency (/1s) occurs with sequential memory ac-
cess,, exploiting the EDO feature. With random memory access, EDO does not speed 
upp memory access. Thus, random access latency (A.r) is usually higher than sequential 
accesss latency. 

Bandwidthh Bandwidth is a metric for the data volume (in megabytes) that can be 
transferedd between CPU and main memory per second. Bandwidth usually decreases 
withh the distance from the CPU, i.e., between LI and L2 more data can be transfered 
perr time than between L2 and main memory. We refer to the different bandwidths 
ass 12 access bandwidth (/fo) and memory access bandwidth (ĵ Mem), respectively. In 
conventionall  hardware, the memory bandwidth used to be simply the cache line size 
dividedd by the memory latency. Modern multiprocessor systems typically provide 
excesss bandwidth capacity f? > fi. To exploit this, caches need to be non-blocking, 
i.e.,, they need to allow more than one outstanding memory load at a time, and the 
CPUU has to be able to issue subsequent load requests while waiting for the first one(s) 
too be resolved. Further, the access pattern needs to be sequential, in order to exploit 
thee EDO feature as described above. 

Indicatingg its dependency on sequential access, we refer to the excess bandwidth 
ass sequential access bandwidth (ySs - f¥). We define the respective sequential access 
latencylatency as A* - Z//?s. For random access latency as described above, we define the 
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respectivee random access bandwidth as BT = Z/AT. For better readability, we will 
simplyy use plain A and B (i.e., without s respectively r) whenever we refer to both 
sequentiall  and random access without explicitly distinguishing between them. 

Onn some architectures, there is a difference between read and write bandwidth, but 
thiss difference tends to be small. Therefore, we do not distinguish between read and 
writee bandwidth in this article. 

Addresss Translation For data access, logical virtual memory addresses used by 
applicationn code have to be translated to physical page addresses in the main memory 
off  the computer. In modern CPUs, a Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is used as a 
cachee for physical page addresses, holding the translation for the most recently used 
pagess (typically 64). If a logical address is found in the TLB, the translation has no 
additionall  costs. Otherwise, a TLB miss occurs. The more pages an application uses 
(whichh also depends on the often configurable size of the memory pages), the higher 
thee probability of TLB misses. 

Thee actual TLB miss latency (/TLB) depends on whether a system handles a TLB 
misss in hardware or in software. With software-handled TLB, TLB miss latency can 
bee up to an order of magnitude larger than with hardware-handled TLB. Hardware-
handledd TLB fetches the translation from a fixed memory structure, which is just filled 
byy the operating system. Software-handled TLB leaves the translation method entirely 
too the operating system, but requires trapping to a routine in the operating system ker-
nell  on each TLB miss. Depending on the implementation and hardware architecture, 
TLBB misses can therefore be more costly even than a main-memory access. Moreover, 
ass address translation often requires accessing some memory structure, this can in turn 
triggerr additional memory cache misses. 

Wee will treat TLBs just like memory caches, using the memory page size as 
theirr cache line size, and calculating their (virtual) capacity as number jof .entries x 
pageMze.pageMze. TLBs are usually fully associative. Like caches, TLBs can be organized in 
multiplee cascading levels. 

Forr TLBs, there is no difference between sequential and random access latency. 
Further,, bandwidth is irrelevant for TLBs, because a TLB miss does not cause any 
dataa transfer. 

3.1.2.33 Unified Hardwar e Model 

Summarizingg our previous discussion, we describe a computers memory hardware 
ass a cascading hierarchy of N levels of caches (including TLBs). We add an index 
ii  € {1 , . . ., N) to the parameters described above to refer to the respective value of 
aa specific level. The relation between access latency and access bandwidth then be-
comess A.i+i = Zj/Bj+i.  To simplify the notation, we exploit the dualism that an access 
too level i + 1 is caused a miss on level i. Introducing the miss latency /,- = Xi+\ and 
thee respective miss bandwidth bt = /?(+], we get /, = Z,/&(. Each cache level is char-
acterizedd by the parameters given in Table 3.I.1 In Section 3.3, we will present a 

11 We assume that costs for LI cache accesses are included in the CPU costs, i.e., A\ and/?i are not used 
andd hence undefined. 
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description n 

cachee name (level) 

cachee capacity 

cachee block size 

numberr of cache lines 

cachee associativity 

unit t 

--

[bytes] ] 

[bytes] ] 

--

--

symbol l 

U U 

Q Q 
Zt Zt 

#// = Q/Zi 

Ai Ai 

sequentiall  access 

accesss bandwidth 

accesss latency 

misss latency 

misss bandwidth 

[bytes/ns] ] 

[ns] ] 

[ns] ] 

[bytes/ns] ] 

ff+i ff+i 
*li=Ztfri *li=Ztfri 
'ff  = 4n 
*f=A i i 

randomm access 

accesss latency 

accesss bandwidth 

misss bandwidth 

misss latency 

[ns] ] 

[bytes/ns] ] 

[bytes/ns] ] 

[ns] ] 

<£i i 

FFMM=ZI*=ZI* M M 

*f=« H H 
? = ^ 1 1 

Tablee 3.1: Characteristic Parameters per Cache Level (i E {1, , N})1 

systemm independent C program called Calibrator to measure these parameters on any 
computerr hardware. We point out, that these parameters also cover the cost-relevant 
characteristicss of disk accesses. Hence, viewing main memory (e.g., a database sys-
tem'ss buffer pool) as cache for I/O operations, it is straight forward to include disk 
accesss in this hardware model. Where appropriate, we use level N + 1 as synonym for 
mainn memory respectively secondary storage. 

Thoughh the unified hardware model is convenient for our following analysis, it 
sometimee makes real-life examples a bit hard to read. For this reason, we will also use 
symbolicall  indices like "LI" , "L2", "TLB", "Mem", or "Disk"instead of i to indicate 
thee various levels of caches and memories. 

3.22 The New Bottleneck: Memory Access 

Inn this section, we demonstrate the severe impact of memory access costs on the 
performancee of elementary database operations. Using a traceable example, we first 
gatherr some general observations. Then, we analyze the results in detail and develop 
ann analytical performance model. Finally, we present the results of our experiment on 
aa number of machines and discuss them in a broader context. 
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3.2.11 Initial Example 

Ass sample query, we use a simple aggregation (say, SELECT MAX(column) FROM 
table)) on a one-byte attribute of an in-memory table. This query performs a sequential 
scann over the table. By varying the record width of the table, we vary the stride, 
i.e.,, the offset between two subsequently accessed memory addresses. We keep the 
cardinalityy of the table constant at 1,000,000 tuples. We use Monet to execute the 
experimentt on an SGI Origin2000. This system uses the MIPS R10000 processor 
(2500 MHz) with an LI cache of 32KB (1024 lines of 32 bytes), and has an L2 cache 
off  4MB (32,768 lines of 128 bytes). The detailed hardware characteristics as derived 
byy our Calibration Tool can be found in Section 3.3. 

Figuree 3.3 shows the results for various strides in terms of nanoseconds per itera-
tion.. We made sure that the table was in memory, but not in any of the memory caches, 
byy first scanning the table in question, and then multiple times scanning some other 
tablee larger than the largest cache size. 

3.2.22 General Observations 

Whenn the stride is small, successive iterations in the scan read bytes that are near to 
eachh other in memory, hitting the same cache line. The number of LI and L2 cache 
missess is therefore low (cf., Figure 3.4)2. The LI miss rate reaches its maximum of 
onee miss per iteration as soon as the stride reaches the size of an LI cache line (32 
bytes).. Only the L2 miss rate increases further, until the stride exceeds the size of an 
L22 cache line (128 bytes). Then, it is certain that every memory read is a cache miss. 
Performancee cannot become any worse and stays constant. 

ie+uoo n n 

ww 1e+02 

-¥r* -¥r* 

ii J l_ _ll I I l_ 

iw+uu I 

1e+00 0 

1e-01 1 

1e-02 2 
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2Wee used the hardware counters provided by the MIPS R10000 CPU to measure the number of cache 
misses. . 
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3.233 Detailed Analysis 
Inn the following, we present a detailed analysis of our experiment. Though we use 
thee SGI Origin2000 as sample machine, we keep the models applicable to other sys-
temss as well by using a set of specific parameters to describe the respective hardware 
characteristics.. See Section 3.1.2 for a detailed description of these parameters. In 
Sectionn 3.3, we will present our Calibration Tool to measure the parameters. 

Inn general, the execution costs per iteration of our experiment—depending on the 
stridee s—can be modeled in terms of pure CPU costs (including data accesses in the 
on-chipp LI cache) and additional costs due to L2 cache accesses and main-memory 
accesses. . 

Too measure the pure CPU costs—i.e., without any memory access costs—, we 
reducee the problem size to fit in LI cache and ensure that the table is cached in LI 
beforee running the experiment. This way, we observed 7CPU = 24ns (6 cycles) per 
iterationn for our experiment. 

Wee model the costs for accessing data in the L2 cache and in main memory by 
scoringg each access with the respective latency. As observed above, the number of 
L22 and main memory accesses (i.e., the number of LI and L2 misses, respectively) 
dependss on the access stride. With a stride s smaller than the cache line size Z, the 
averagee number of cache misses per iteration is M(s) = —. With a stride equal to or 
largerr than the cache line size, a miss occurs with each iteration. In general, we get 

M u(* )) = | ZÏ? l f S<Zu \ = mmi~,l), i€{l,2}  (3.1) 
{{ 1, if s>Zu J Uu J 

withh ML Ï and Zu (i e {1,2}) denoting the number of cache misses and the cache line 
sizess for each level, respectively. Figure 3.5 compares MLÏ and M ^ to the measured 
numberr of cache misses. 

Wee get the total costs per iteration—depending on the access stride—by summing 
thee CPU costs, the L2 access costs, and the main-memory access costs: 

T(s)T(s) = rCPU + TL2(s) + TMcm(s) ("model 1") 

with h 
Tuis)Tuis) =  M L 1 (S) * AL2, TMcm(s) = M L 2 ( $) *  ^Mem, 

wheree Xx (x € {L2, Mem}) denote the (cache) memory access latencies for each level, 
respectively.. We measure the L2 and memory latency with our calibration tool pre-
sentedd in the next section (see Table 3.2). Figure 3.6 shows the resulting curve as 
"modell  1". 

Obviously,, this model does not match the experimental results. The reason is, that 
thee R10000 processor is super scalar and can handle up to q = 4 active operations 
concurrently.. Thus, the impact of memory access latency on the overall execution 
timee may be reduced as (1) there must be four unresolved memory requests before the 
CPUU stalls, and (2) up to q LI or L2 cache lines may be loaded in parallel. In other 
words,, operations may (partly) overlap. Consequently, their costs must not simply be 
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added.. Instead, we combine two cost components x andy, given the degree o € [0..1] 
theyy overlap, using the following function: 

0(o,x,y)0(o,x,y) = max{^,y}  + (1 -o) *m\n{x,y} = x + y - o *mm{x,y}. 

Thiss overlap function forms a linear interpolation between the two extreme cases 
•• no overlap (o - 0) => 0(0, x,y) = x + y, and 
•• full overlap (o = 1) => 0(l,x,y) = max{x,y}. 

Lett 0i and e>2 be the degrees of overlap for L2 access and main-memory access, 
respectively.. Then, we get the total cost — considering overlap of CPU cost and 
memoryy access costs — as follows: 

TT - O(0i * 02, ĈPU» TL2 + rMem)-

Thee following consideration will help us to determine 0\ and o-i. In our experiments, 
wee have a pure sequential memory access pattern. Up to a stride of 8 bytes, 4 sub
sequentt memory references refer to the same 32-bytes LI line, i.e., only one LI line 
iss loaded at a time, not allowing any overlap of pure calculation and memory access 
(oii =02- 0). With strides between 8 and 32 bytes, 0\ linearly increases toward its 
maximum.. The same holds for 02 with strides between 32 and 128 bytes, as L2 lines 
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containn 128 bytes on the R10000. Thus, we get 

0,(s)) = max < 

0, , 

0,min n 
s-s-

1, , 

qq ) 

iff s < — 

s-s-

q q 
l, , 

iff ^<s<Zu 

q q 

(l€{1.2)) ) 

iff s > Zu 

Similarly,, up to q = 4 cache lines can be loaded concurrently during a single la
tencyy period, reducing the effective latency per cache miss to ~th. Following the pre
viouss overlap considerations, we model the effective latency depending on the stride: 

A'A'L2L2(s)(s) = A™A™ + (1 -0i(s))*(Au2- A™), iminn _ ^L 2 
/ tL 22 — 

q q 

^Mem^ )) ~ « mm + ( l - ^ ) ) * ( ^ M e m - ^ e
n

m ) , X minn _ 
Mem m 

^M e e 

Now,, we can refine our model as follows: 

T(s)T(s) = 0(0l(s) * o2(s\ TCPU, Ti2(s) + T êm(sj) ("modell 2") 

with h 
T[^s)T[^s) = ML,(s) * A'L2(s), rMem(.) = ML2(5) * A>Mem(s), 

andd rCpu, MLI, ML2, ^ 2 , A'Mem as above. 
Figuree 3.6 depicts the resulting curve as "model 2". The curve fits the experimental 

resultss almost exactly for smaller strides up to s = 32. For larges strides, however, the 
modeledd costs are significantly lower than the measured costs. When loading several 
cachee lines concurrently we have to consider another limit: bandwidth. L2 bandwidth 
iss large enough to allow q = 4 concurrent LI loads within a single L2 latency period 
(44 * 32 bytes within 24ns (6 cycles), i.e., ~5GB/s). Memory bandwidth, however, is 
limitedd to 555MB/s.3 Hence, loading four L2 lines (4 * 128 bytes) in parallel takes at 
leastt 880ns (220 cycles), or on average A t̂m = 220ns (55 cycles) per line. 

Replacingg A|J°m by A êm in "model 2" yields our final "model 3". As Figure 3.6 
shows,, "model 3 fits the experimental curve pretty well. In this scenario, the "ideal" 
performancee of 

T(s)T(s) = max{7cpu, T'h2{s), T êm(s)h ("ideal") 

i.e.,, with <?i = 02 = If is not reached (cf., "ideal" in Fig. 3.6), because the whole 
memoryy bandwidth cannot be utilized automatically for smaller strides, i.e., when 
severall memory references refer to a single L2 line. 

3Seee Section 3.3, Table 3.2. 
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Figuree 3.7: CPU and memory access costs per tuple in a simple table scan 

3.2.44 Discussion 

Thee detailed analysis and the models derived, show how hardware specific parameters 
suchh as cache line sizes, cache miss penalties, and degree of CPU-inherent parallelism 
determinee the performance of our scan experiment. We will now discuss the experi
mentt in a broader context. 

Figuree 3.7 shows results of the above experiment on a number of popular work
stationss of the past decade. The X-axis shows the different systems ordered by their 
age,, and per system the different strides tested. The Y-axis shows the absolute elapsed 
timee for the experiments. For each system, the graph is split up to show which part 
off the elapsed time is spent waiting for memory (upper), and which part with CPU 
processingg (lower, gray-shaded). 

Whilee all machines in Figure 3.7 exhibit the same pattern of performance degra
dationn with decreasing data locality, Figure 3.7 clearly shows that the penalty for poor 
memoryy cache usage has dramatically increased in the last ten years. The CPU speed 
hass improved by at least an order of magnitude, both through higher clock frequencies 
andd through increased CPU-inherent parallelism. However, the memory cost trend 
inn Figure 3.7 shows a mixed picture, and has clearly not kept up with the advances 
inn CPU power. Consequently, while our experiment was still largely CPU-bound on 
thee Sun from 1992, it is dominated by memory access costs on the modern machines 
(evenn the Pentiumlll with fast memory is 75% of the time waiting for memory). Note 
thatt the later machines from Sun, Silicon Graphics and DEC actually have memory 
accesss costs that in absolute numbers are even higher than on the Sun from 1992. This 
cann be attributed to the complex memory subsystem that comes with SMP architec
tures,, resulting in a high memory latency. These machines do provide a high memory 
bandwidth—thankss to the ever growing cache line sizes4—but this does not solve the 

4Inn one cache miss, the Origin2000 fetches 128 bytes, whereas the Sun LX fetches only 16; an improve
mentt of factor 8. 
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latencyy problem if data locality is low. In fact, we must draw the sad conclusion that 
iff no attention is paid in query processing to data locality, all advances in CPU power 
aree neutralized due to the memory access bottleneck caused by memory latency. 

Thee trend of improvement in bandwidth but standstill in latency [Ram96, SLD97] 
iss expected to continue, with no real solutions in sight. The work in [Mow94] has 
proposedd to hide memory latency behind CPU work by issuing prefetch instructions, 
beforee data is going to be accessed. The effectiveness of this technique for database 
applicationss is, however, limited due to the fact that the amount of CPU work per mem
oryy access tends to be small in database operations (e.g., the CPU work in our select-
experimentt requires only 4 cycles on the Origin2000). Another proposal [MKW+98] 
hass been to make the caching system of a computer configurable, allowing the pro
grammerr to give a "cache-hint" by specifying the memory-access stride that is going 
too be used on a region. Only the specified data would then be fetched; hence opti
mizingg bandwidth usage. Such a proposal has not yet been considered for custom 
hardware,, however, let alone in OS and compiler tools that would need to provide the 
possibilityy to incorporate such hints for user-programs. 

Ourr simple experiment makes clear why database systems are quickly constrained 
byy memory access, even on simple tasks like scanning, that seem to have an access 
patternn that is easy to cache (sequential). The default physical representation of a 
tuplee is a consecutive byte sequence (a "record"), which must always be accessed by 
thee bottom operators in a query evaluation tree (typically selections or projections). 
Thee record byte-width of typical relational table amounts to some hundreds of bytes. 
Figuree 3.7 makes clear that such large strides lead to worst-case performance, such 
thatt the memory access bottleneck kills all CPU performance advances. 

Too improve performance, we strongly recommend using vertically fragmented 
dataa structures. In Monet, we fully decompose relational tables on all columns, storing 
eachh in a separate Binary Association Tables (BAT). This approach is known in litera
turee as the Decomposed Storage Model [CK85]. A BAT is represented in memory as 
ann array of fixed-size two-field records [OID,value]—called Binary UNits (BUN)— 
wheree the OIDs are used to link together the tuples that are decomposed across differ
entt BATs. Full vertical fragmentation keeps the database records thin (8 bytes or less) 
andd is therefore the key for reducing memory access costs (staying on the left side of 
thee graphs in Figure 3.7). In Section 2.7, we presented specific implementation details 
off Monet. 

3.2.55 Implications for  Data Structures 

Inn terms of data structures for query processing, we already noted from the simple scan 
experimentt in Figure 3.7 that full vertical table fragmentation optimizes column-wise 
memoryy access to table data. This is particularly beneficial if the table is accessed in 
aa sequential scan that reads a minority of all columns. Such table scans very often 
occurr in both OLAP and Data Mining workloads. When record-oriented (i.e., non-
fragmented)) physical storage is used, such an access leads to data of the non-used 
columnss being loaded into the cache lines, wasting memory bandwidth. In case of 
aa vertically fragmented table, the table scan just needs to load the vertical fragments 
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pertainingg to the columns of interest. Reading those vertical fragments sequentially 
achievess a 100% hit rate on all cache levels, exploiting optimal bandwidth on any 
hardware,, including parallel memory access. 

Theree are various ways to incorporate vertical fragmentation in database technol
ogy.. In Monet, which we designed for OLAP and Data Mining workloads, vertical 
fragmentationn is the basic building block of all physical storage, as Monet fully frag
mentss all relations into Binary Association Tables (BATs) (see Figure 3.8). Flat binary 
tabless are a simple set-oriented physical representation, that is not tied to a particular 
logicall data model, yet is sufficiently powerful to represent, e.g., join indices [Val87]. 
Monett has successfully been used to store and query relational, object-oriented and 
networkk data structures, using this very simple data model and a small kernel of alge
braicc operations on it [BK99]. In Monet, we applied two additional optimizations that 
furtherr reduce the per-tuple memory requirements in its BATs: 

•• virtual-OIDs. Generally, when decomposing a relational table, we get an iden
ticall system-generated column of OIDs in all decomposition BATs, which is 
densedense and ascending (e.g., 1000, 1001, . . . , 1007). In such BATs, Monet com
putess the OID-values on-the-fly when they are accessed using positional lookup 
off the BUN, and avoids allocating the 4-byte OID field. This is called a "virtual-
OLD"" or VOID column. Apart from reducing memory requirements by half, 
thiss optimization is also beneficial when joins or semi-joins are performed on 
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OIDD columns.5 When one of the join columns is VOID, Monet uses positional 
lookupp instead of, e.g., hash-lookup; effectively eliminating all join costs. 

•• byte-encodings. Database columns often have a low domain cardinality. For 
suchh columns, Monet uses fixed-size encodings in 1- or 2-byte integer values. 
Thiss simple technique was chosen because it does not require decoding effort 
whenn the values are used (e.g., a selection on a string "MAIL" can be re-mapped 
too a selection on a byte with value 3). A more complex scheme (e.g., using bit-
compression)) might yield even more memory savings, but the decoding-step 
requiredd whenever values are accessed can quickly become counterproductive 
duee to extra CPU effort. Even if decoding would just cost a handful of cycles 
perr tuple, this would more than double the amount of CPU effort in simple 
databasee operations, like a simple aggregation from Section 3.2.1, which takes 
justt 2 cycles of CPU work per tuple. 

Figuree 3.8 shows that when applying both techniques, the storage needed for 1 
BUNN in the "shipmode" column is reduced from 8 bytes to just one. Reducing the 
stridee from 8 to 1 byte significantly enhances performance in the scan experiment 
fromm Figure 3.7, eliminating all memory access costs. 

Alternativee ways of using vertical table fragmentation in a database system are to 
offerr the logical abstraction of relational tables but employ physically fragmentation 
inn transposed files [Bat79] on the physical level (like in NonStopSQL [CDH+99]), or 
too use vertically fragmented data as a search accelerator structure, similar to a B-tree. 
Sybasee IQ uses this approach, as it automatically creates projection indices on each 
tablee column [Syb96]. In the end, however, all these approaches lead to the same kind 
andd degree of fragmentation. 

3.33 The Calibrator : Quantification of Memory Access 
Costs s 

Inn order to model memory access costs in detail, we need to know the characteristic 
parameterss of the memory system, including memory sizes, cache sizes, cache line 
sizes,, and access latencies. Often, not all these parameters are (correctly) listed in the 
hardwaree manuals. In the following, we describee a simple but powerful calibration 
tooltool to measure the (cache) memory characteristics of an arbitrary machine. 

3.3.11 Calibratin g the (Cache-) Memory System 

Thee idea underlying our calibrator tool is to have a micro benchmark whose perfor
mancee only depends on the frequency of cache misses that occur. Our calibrator is a 
simplee C program, mainly a small loop that executes a million memory reads, repeat
edlyy sweeping over an array stored in main memory. By changing the stride (i.e., the 

55 In Monet, the projection phase in query processing typically leads to additional "tuple-reconstruction" 
joinss on OID columns that are caused by the fact that tuples are decomposed into multiple BATs. 
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Figuree 3.9: Calibration Tool: Walking "backward" through the memory array 

offsett between two subsequent memory accesses) and the array size, we force varying 
cachee miss rates. 

Inn principle, the occurrence of cache misses is determined by the array size. Ac
cessingg an array that fits into the LI cache does not generate any cache misses once 
thee data is loaded into the cache. Analogously, sweeping over an array that exceeds 
thee LI cache size, but still fits into L2, will cause LI misses but no L2 misses. Finally, 
usingg an array larger than L2 causes both LI and L2 misses. 

Thee frequency of cache misses depends on the access stride and the cache line 
size.. With strides equal to or larger than the cache line size, a cache miss occurs with 
everyy iteration. With strides smaller than the cache line size, a cache miss occurs only 
everyy n iterations (on average), where n is the ratio cache Jine_size/stride. In this latter 
case,, each miss causes a complete cache line to be loaded into the cache, providing 
thee data for both the request that triggered the miss and the subsequent n—\ requests 
thatt access data within the same cache line. 

Thus,, we can calculate the latency for a cache miss by comparing the execution 
timee without misses to the execution time with exactly one miss per iteration. This 
approachh only works, if memory accesses are executed purely sequential, i.e., we 
havee to ensure that neither two or more load instructions nor memory access and pure 
CPUU work can overlap. We use a simple pointer chasing mechanism to achieve this: 
thee memory area we access is initialized such that each load returns the address for 
thee subsequent load in the next iteration. Thus, super-scalar CPUs cannot benefit 
fromm their ability to hide memory access latency by speculative execution. Further, 
wee need to avoid that the system can benefit from prefetching. Prefetching depicts 
aa mechanism where CPUs do not only load the demanded cache line, but also some 
cachee line ahead (i.e., the subsequent cache lines in memory) although they are not re
quested,, yet. With a sequential "forward-oriented" memory access pattern, this tech
niquee allows to (partly) overlap CPU processing and memory accesses (even without 
speculativee execution), and hence may reduce the effective memory access latency. To 
disablee prefetching or at least make it "useless", the calibration tool walks "backward" 
throughh the memory. Figure 3.9 illustrates this. 

Too measure the cache characteristics, we run our experiment several times, vary
ingg the stride and the array size. We make sure that the stride varies at least between 
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44 bytes and twice the maximal expected cache line size, and that the array size varies 
fromfrom half the minimal expected cache size to at least ten times the maximal expected 
cachee size. In case the array is so big that the default 1 million iterations using the 
givenn stride do not cover the whole array, we increase the number of iterations accord
ingly. . 

Wee run two experiments. In the first, the insert a delay of about 100 CPU cycles 
betweenn to subsequent memory accesses. Thus, we give the whole cache-memory-
systemm and the connecting bus some time to "calm down". This tries to mimic a 
"once-a-while"" kind of access. In the second experiment, we run without the delay, 
continuouslyy issuing memory accesses. Comparing the two experiments, we find out, 
whetherr the cache and memory latencies differ between "once-a-while" and continu
ouss memory access. To distinguish the results derived from both experiments, we call 
thee first cache miss latencies and the latter cache replace times (derived from the fact 
thatt exclusive cache hierarchies actually do swap cache lines between adjacent cache 
levels;; cf., Section 3.1.2). 

Figuree 3.10a depicts the resulting execution time (in nanoseconds) per iteration 
off the first experiment for different array sizes on an Qrigin2000 (MIPS R10000, 250 
MHzz = 4ns per cycle). Each curve represents a different stride. From this figure, 
wee can derive the desired parameters as follows: Up to an array size of 32 KB, one 
iterationn takes 8 nanoseconds (i.e., 2 cycles), independent on the stride. Here, no cache 
missess occur once the data is loaded, as the array completely fits in LI cache. One 
off the two cycles accounts for executing the load instruction, the other one accounts 
forr the latency to access data in LI. With array sizes between 32 KB and 4 MB, the 
arrayy exceeds LI, but still fits in L2. Thus, LI misses occur. In other words, the two 
stepss in the curves at array sizes of 32 KB and 4 MB, respectively, indicate that there 
aree two cache levels, LI and L2, with sizes of 32 KB and 4 MB, respectively. The 
misss rate (i.e., the number of misses per iteration) depends on the stride (s) and the LI 
cachee line size (ZLI). With s < Zu, —— LI misses occur per iteration (or one LI miss 

77 L1 

occurss every — iterations). With s > ZLi, each load causes an LI miss. Figure 3.10a 
s s 

showss that the execution time increases with the stride, up to a stride of 32. Then, it 
stayss constant. Hence, LI line size is 32 byte. Further, LI miss latency (i.e., L2 access 
latency)) is 32ns - 8ns = 24ns, or 6 cycles. Similarly, when the array size exceeds 
L22 size (4 MB), L2 misses occur. Here, the L2 line size is 128 byte, and the L2 miss 
latencyy (memory access latency) is 324ns - 32ns = 292ns, or 73 cycles. 

Analogously,, Figures 3.10b through 3.10d show the results for a Sun Ultra (Sun 
UltraSPARC,, 200 MHz = 5ns per cycle), an Intel PC (Intel Pentiumin, 450 MHz = 
2.22nss per cycle), and an AMD PC (AMD Athlon, 600 MHz = 1.67ns per cycle). All 
curvess show two steps, indicating the existence of two cache levels and their sizes. 

Thee random access memory bandwidth for our systems, listed in Table 3.2, is 
computedd from the cache line sizes and the latencies as follows: 
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Figuree 3.10: Calibration Tool: Cache sizes, line sizes, and miss latencies 
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Figuree 3.11: Calibration Tool: Cache sizes, line sizes, and replace times 
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Thee sequential access memory bandwidth fis is derived form the scan experiment of 
thee previous section using a stride s > Zui. 

Figuress 3.1 la through 3.1 Id depict the results of the second experiments for all 
fourr machines. As expected, the derived cache sizes and cache line sizes are identi
call to those from then first experiment. Comparing the replace times here with the 
latenciess above, we observe the following. For LI misses (L2 accesses), latency and 
replacee time are equal on each of the four machines. All four machines use inclusive 
cachee systems, hence we did not expect any other result. For L2 misses (i.e., main 
memoryy accesses), however, we see a different image. On the Origin2000, the Sun, 
andd the AMD PC, replace time is higher than latency. On the Sun and the AMD PC, 
thee difference are just about 3% to 4% (195ns vs. 188ns and 180ns vs. 175ns, respec
tively);; on the Origin2000, however, it is 40% (406ns vs. 292ns). On the Intel PC, 
replacee time is 20% less than latency (102ns vs. 123ns). 

Cachee Associativity Above, we forced capacity misses in order to measure cache 
sizes,, line sizes and latencies. Now, to be able to measure the cache associativity, we 
needd to force conflict misses. Assuming the usually only the lower bits of a memory 
addresss are used to determined the cache line to be used, we use rather large strides 
whenn walking through the memory array. Further using strides that are powers of 2, 
wee ensure that the lower bits of subsequently accesses memory addresses are equal. 
Successivelyy increasing the stride from 1024 through array size and varying the ar
rayy size as above, conflict misses will occur as soon as the number of distinct spots 
accessedd in the array exceeds the cache's associativity. 

Figuress 3.11a through 3.1 Id depict the respective results for all four machines. 
Thee X-axis now gives the number of spots accessed, i.e., array size divided by stride. 
Again,, each curve represents a different stride. We can derive the following associa
tivities.. On the Origin2000, LI is direct-mapped (1-way associative) and L2 is 2-way 
associative;; on the Sun, LI is direct-mapped (1-way associative) and L2 is 4-way as
sociative;; on the Intel PC, LI and L2 are both 4-way associative; and on then AMD 
PC,, LI is 2-way associative and L2 is 4-way associative. 

3.3.22 Calibratin g the TLB 

Wee use a similar approach as above to measure TLB miss costs. The idea here is to 
forcee one TLB miss per iteration, but to avoid any cache misses. We force TLB misses 
byy using a stride that is larger than the system's page size, and by choosing the array 
sizee such that we access more distinct spots than there are TLB entries. Cache misses 
willl occur at least as soon as the number of spots accessed exceeds the number of 
cachee lines. We cannot avoid that. But even with less spots accessed, two or more 
spotss might be mapped to the same cache line, causing conflict misses. To avoid this, 
wee use strides that are not exactly powers of 2, but slightly bigger, shifted by L2 cache 
linee size, i.e., s = 2X + Z\j_. 

Figuree 3.13 shows the results for four machines. Again, the X-axis gives the num
berr of spots accessed, and each curve represents a different stride. From Figure 3.13a 
(Origin2000),, e.g., we derive the following: Like above, we observe the base line of 
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Figuree 3.12: Calibration Tool: Cache associativities 
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Figuree 3.13: Calibration Tool: TLB entries and TLB miss costs 
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88 nanoseconds (i.e., 2 cycles) per iteration. The smallest number of spots where the 
performancee decreases due to TLB misses is 64, hence, there must be 64 TLB entries. 
Thee decrease at 64 spots occurs with strides of 32 KB or more, thus, the page size is 
322 KB. Further, TLB miss latencyy is 236ns - 8ns = 228ns, or 57 cycles. Figure 3.13d 
correctlyy reflects the Athlon's two TLB levels with 32 and 256 entries, respectively. 
Thee third step in the curves at 1024 spots is caused by LI misses as LI latency is 5 
timess higher than TLB latency on the Athlon. The same holds for the second step in 
thee Pentiumm curves (Figure 3.13c) at 512 spots. On the Origin2000 and on the Sun, 
LII misses also occur with more than 1024 spots accessed, but their impact is negligi
blee as TLB latency is almost 10 times higher than LI latency on these machines. 

Duee to their small size, TLBs are usually fully associative. Hence, we omit testing 
thee TLBs' associativity. 

3.3.33 Summary 

Nextt to producing the graphs as depicted above, our calibration tool automatically 
analyzess the measured data and derives the desired parameters. The final output looks 
ass follows (here: Origin2000): 

CPUU loop + LI access: 8.18 ns = 2 cy 
CC delay: 491.74 ns = 100 cy ) 

caches: : 
levell size linesize associativity miss-latency replace-time 

11 32 KB 32 bytes 1-way 25.54 ns = 6 cy 23.94 ns = 6 cy 
22 4 MB 128 bytes 2-way 290.34 ns = 73 cy 405.52 ns = 101 cy 

TLBs: : 
levell #entries pagesize miss-latency 

11 64 32 KB 252.69 ns = 63 cy 

Tablee 3.2 gathers the results for all four machines. The PCs have the highest L2 
accesss latencies, probably as their L2 caches are running at only half the CPUs' clock 
speed.. Main-memory access, however, is faster on the PCs than it is on the SGI and the 
Sun.. The TLB miss latency of the Pentiumlll and the Athlon (TLBO are very low, as 
theirr TLB management is implemented in hardware. This avoids the costs of trapping 
too the operating system on a TLB miss, that is necessary in the software controlled 
TLBss of the other systems. The TLB2 miss latency on the Athlon is comparable to that 
onn the R10000 and the UltraSPARC. The Origin2000 has the highest memory latency, 
butt due to its large cache lines, it achieves better sequential memory bandwidth than 
thee Sun and the Intel PC. 

Thee calibration tool and results for a large number of different hardware platforms 
aree available on our web site: h t tp : //www. cwi. nl/~monet/. 
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pagee size \\Pg\\ 
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TLB22 size \\TLB2\\ 
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L11 miss latency /Li 
L11 replace time rtn 
L22 miss latency fe 
L22 replace time rt\z 
TLBB miss latency /TLB 
TLB22 miss latency /TLB2 

ran.. ace. bandwidth ^ e m 

seq.. ace. bandwidth /S£,om 

SGII Origin2000 

IRIX644 6.5 
MIPSR10000 0 

2500 MHz 
16** 4 GB 

32KB B 
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1024 4 
4MB B 
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32,768 8 

64 4 

32KB B 
2MB B 

1-way y 
2-way y 

244 ns = 6 cy. 
244 ns = 6 cy. 

2922 ns= 73 cy. 
4066 ns = 101 cy. 
2522 ns = 63 cy. 

2433 MB/s 
5555 MB/S 

Sunn Ultra 

Solariss 2.5.1 
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512MB B 
16KB B 

166 bytes 
1024 4 
11 MB 

644 bytes 
16,384 4 

64 4 
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300 ns = 6 cy. 
30ns== 6cy. 

1888 ns = 38 cy. 
195nss = 39cy. 
2655 ns = 53 cy. 

1944 MB/s 
2444 MB/s 

Intell PC 

Linuxx 2.2.14 
Intell Pentiumlll 

4500 MHz 
512MB B 
16KB B 

322 bytes 
512 2 

512KB B 
322 bytes 
16,384 4 

64 4 
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42ns== 19 cy. 
42ns== 19 cy. 

123nss = 55cy. 
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3844 MB 
64KB B 
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512KB B 
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8192 2 
32 2 
256 6 

4KB B 
128KB B 
11 MB 
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455 ns = 27 cy. 

1755 ns= 103 cy. 
180nss = 108cy. 

88 ns = 5 cy. 
777 ns = 46 cy. 

2711 MB/s 
6700 MB/s 

Tablee 3.2: Calibrated Performance Characteristics 

3.44 Further  Observations 

InIn the remainder of this chapter, we discuss further aspects of main-memory access, 
suchh as parallel access and prefetching, and sketch some future hardware trends. 

3.4.11 Parallel Memory Access 

Itt is interesting to note that the calibrated latencies in Table 3.2 do not always confirm 
thee suggested latencies in the sequential scan experiment from Figure 3.7. For the 
Pentiumlll,, the access costs per memory read of 52ns at a stride of 32 bytes, and 
204nss at a stride of 128 bytes for the Origin2000, are considerably lower than their 
memoryy latencies (135ns resp. 424ns), whereas in the case of the Sun Ultra, the scan 
measurementt at L2 line size almost coincides with the calibrated memory latency. 
Thee discrepancies are caused by parallel memory access that can occur on CPUs that 
featuree both speculative execution and a non-blocking memory system. This allows a 
CPUU to execute multiple memory load instructions in parallel, potentially enhancing 
memoryy bandwidth above the level of cache-line size divided by latency. Prerequisites 
forr this technique are a bus system with excess transport capacity and a non-blocking 
cachecache system that allows multiple outstanding cache misses. 

file:///L2/i2
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Figuree 3.14: Three ways to add a buffer of integers, and costs per addition on 
thee Origin2000 

Too answer the question what needs to be done by an application programmer to 
achievee these parallel memory loads, let us consider a simple programming loop that 
sumss an array of integers. Figure 3.14 shows three implementations, where the left
mostt column contains the standard approach that results in sequential memory loads 
intoo the buf[size] array. An R10000 processor can continue executing memory load 
instructionss speculatively until four of them are stalled. In this loop, that will indeed 
happenn if buf[i], buf[i+l], buf[i+2], and buf[i+3] are not in the (L2) cache. However, 
duee to the fact that our loop accesses consecutive locations in the buf array, these 
fourr memory references request the same 128-byte L2 cache line. Consequently, no 
parallell memory access takes place. If we assume that this loop takes 2 cycles per 
iteration6,, we can calculate that 32 iterations cost 32*2 + 124 = 188 cycles (where 
1244 is the memory latency on our Origin2000); a total mean cost of 5.88 cycles per 
addition. . 

Parallell memory access can be enforced by having one loop that iterates two cur
sorss through the buffsize] array (see the middle column of Figure 3.14). This causes 2 
parallell 128 byte (=32 integer) L2 cache line fetches from memory per 32 iterations, 
forr a total of 64 additions. On the R10000, the measured maximum memory band
widthh of the bus is 555MB/s, so fetching two 128-byte cache lines in parallel costs 
onlyy 112 cycles (instead of 124 + 124). The mean cost per addition is hence 2 + 
112/644 = 3.75 cycles. 

Itt is important to note that parallel memory access is achieved only if the ability 
off the CPU to execute multiple instructions speculatively spans multiple memory ref
erencess in the application code. In other words, the parallel effect disappears if there 
iss too much CPU work between two memory fetches (more than 124 cycles on the 
R10000)) or if the instructions are interdependent, causing a CPU stall before reaching 
thee next memory reference. For database algorithms this means that random access 
operationss like hashing will not profit from parallel memory access, as following a 
linkedd list (hash bucket chain) causes one iteration to depend on the previous; hence a 

66 As each iteration of our loop consists of a memory load (buf[i]), an integer addition (of "total" with this 
value),, an integer increment (of i), a comparison, and a branch, the R10000 manual suggests a total cost of 
minimallyy 6 cycles. However, due to the speculative execution in the R10000 processor, this is reduced to 
22 cycles on the average. 
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memoryy miss will block execution. Only sequential algorithms with CPU processing 
costss less than the memory latency will profit, like in the simple scan experiment from 
Figuree 3.7. This experiment reaches optimal parallel bandwidth when the stride is 
equall to this L2 cache line size. As each loop iteration then requests one subsequent 
cachee line, modern CPUs will have multiple memory loads outstanding, executing 
themm in parallel. Results are summarized at the bottom of Table 3.2, showing the par
allell effect to be especially strong on the Origin2000, the Pentiumin, and the Athlon. 
InIn other words, if the memory access pattern is not sequential (like in equi-join), the 
memoryy access penalty paid on these systems is actually much higher than suggested 
byy Figure 3.7, but determined by the latencies from Table 3.2. 

3.4.22 Prefetched Memory Access 

Computerr systems with a non-blocking cache can shadow memory latency by per
formingg a memory fetch well before it is actually needed. CPUs like the R10000, the 
Pentiumiïl,, the Athlon, and the newer SPARC Ultra2 models have special prefetch-
inging instructions for this purpose. These instructions can be thought of as memory 
loadd instructions that do not deliver a result. Their only side effect is a modification 
off the status of the caches. Mowry describes compiler techniques to generate these 
prefetchingg instructions automatically [Mow94]. These techniques optimize array ac
cessess from within loops when most loop information and dependencies are statically 
available,, and as such are very appropriate for scientific code written in FORTRAN. 
Databasee code written in C/C++, however, does not profit from these techniques as 
evenn the most simple table scan implementation will typically result in a loop with 
bothh a dynamic stride and length, as these are (dynamically) determined by the width 
andd length of the table that is being scanned. Also, if table values are compared or 
manipulatedd within the loop using a function call (e.g., comparing two values for 
equalityy using a C function looked up from some ADT table, or a C++ method with 
latee binding), the unprotected pointer model of the C/C++ languages forces the com
pilerr to consider the possibility of side effects from within that function; eliminating 
thee possibility of optimization. 

InIn order to provide the opportunity to still enforce memory prefetching in such 
situations,, the MipsPRO compiler for the R10000 systems of Silicon Graphics allows 
passingg of explicit prefetching hints by use of pragma's, as depicted in the rightmost 
columnn of Figure 3.14. This pragma tells the compiler to request the next cache line 
oncee in every 32 iterations. Such a prefetch-frequency is generated by the compiler 
byy applying loop unrolling (it unrolls the loop 32 times and inserts one prefetch in
struction).. By hiding the memory prefetch behind 64 cycles of work, the mean cost 
perr addition in this routine is reduced to 2 + ((124-64)/32) = 3.88 cycles. Optimal 
performancee is achieved in this case when prefetching two cache lines ahead every 
322 iterations (#prefetch buf[i+64] freq=32). The 124 cycles of latency are then to
tallyy hidden behind 128 cycles of CPU work, and a new cache line is requested every 
644 cycles. This setting effectively combines prefetching with parallel memory access 
(twoo cache lines in 128 cycles instead of 248), and reduces the mean cost per addition 
too the minimum 2 cycles; three times faster than the simple approach. 
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3.4.33 Future Hardware Features 

InIn spite of memory latency staying constant, hardware manufacturers have been able 
too increase memory bandwidth in line with the performance improvements of CPUs, 
byy working with ever wider lines in the LI and L2 caches. As cache lines grew 
wider,, buses also did. The latest Sun Ultrall workstations, for instance, have a 64-byte 
L22 cache line which is filled in parallel using a 576 bits wide PCI bus (576 = 64*8 
pluss 64 bits overhead). The strategy of doubling memory bandwidth by doubling the 
numberr of DRAM chips and bus lines is now seriously complicating system board 
design.. The Rambus [Ram96] memory standard eliminates this problem by providing 
ann "protocol-driven memory bus". Instead of designating one bit in the bus for one 
bitt of data transported to the cache line, this new technology serializes the DRAM 
dataa into packets using a protocol and sends these packets over a thin (16-bit) bus that 
runss at very high speeds (up to 800MHz). While this allows for continued growth 
inn memory bandwidth, it does not provide the same perspective for memory latency, 
ass Rambus still needs to access DRAM chips, and there will still be the relatively 
longg distance for the signals to travel between the CPU and these memory chips on 
thee system board; both factors ensuring a fixed startup cost (latency) for any memory 
traffic. . 

AA radical way around the high latencies mandated by off-CPU DRAM systems is 
presentedd in the proposal to integrate DRAM and CPU in a single chip called IRAM 
(Intelligentt RAM) [PAC+97]. Powerful computer systems could then be built using 
manyy such chips. Finding a good model for programming such a highly parallel sys
temss seems one of the biggest challenges of this approach. Another interesting pro
posall worth mentioning here has been "smarter memory" [MKW+98], which would 
alloww the programmer to give a "cache-hint" by specifying the access pattern that is 
goingg to be used on a memory region in advance. This way, the programmer is no 
longerr obliged to organize his data structures around the size of a cache line. Instead, 
thee cache adapts its behavior to the needs of the application. Such a configurable 
systemsystem is in some sense a protocol-driven bus system, so Rambus is a step in this 
direction.. However, both configurable memory access and IRAM have not yet been 
implementedd in custom hardware, let alone in OS and compiler tools that would be 
neededd to program them usefully. 

Recentt developments concerning memory caches are to move the L2 cache closer 
too the CPU, either locate it on the same multi-chip module (e.g., Intel's first Pentiumlll 
"Katmai",, or AMD's first Athlon generation) or even include it on the CPU's die 
(e.g.,, Intel's latest Pentiumlll "Coppermine", or AMD's latest Athlon "Thunderbird"). 
Whilee reducing L2 latency — the L2 caches now operate at half or even full CPU 
speedd — these trends do not reduce the memory latency. Further, on-chip caches are 
usuallyy smaller than off-chip caches and hence provide even less potential to avoid 
memoryy accesses. Similarly, additional L3 caches — although increasing the total 
cachee capacity — cannot reduce memory latency, but rather might even increase it 
duee to an increased management overhead. 

Concerningg CPU technology, it is anticipated [Sem97] that the performance ad
vancess dictated by Moore's law [Moo65] will continue well into the millennium. 
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However,, performance increase will also be brought by more parallelism within the 
CPU.. The upcoming IA-64 architecture has a design called Explicitly Parallel In
structionn Computing (EPIC) [ACM+98], which allows instructions to be combined in 
bundles,, explicitly telling the CPU that they are independent. The IA-64 is specifically 
designedd to be scalable in the number of functional units, so while newer versions are 
released,, more and more parallel units will be added. This means that while current 
PCC hardware uses less parallel CPU execution than the RISC systems, this will most 
probablyy change in the new 64-bit PC generation. 

Summarizing,, we have identified the following ongoing trends in modern hard
ware: : 

•• CPU performance keeps growing with Moore's law for years to come. 

•• A growing part of this performance increase will come from parallelism within 
thee CPU. 

•• New bus technology will provide sufficient growth in memory bandwidth. 

•• Memory latency will not improve significantly. 

Thiss means that the failure of current DBMS technology to properly exploit
ingg memory and CPU resources of modern hardware [ADHW99, KPH+98, BGB98, 
TLPZT97]] will grow worse. Modern database architecture should therefore take these 
neww hardware issues into account. With this motivation, we investigate in the follow
ingg new approaches to large main-memory equi-joins, that specifically aim at optimiz
ingg resource utilization of modern hardware. 



Chapterr  4 

Genericc Database Cost Models 
forr  Hierarchical Memory 
Systems s 

Accuratee prediction of operator execution time is a prerequisite for database query 
optimization.. Although extensively studied for conventional disk-based DBMSs, cost 
modelingg in main-memory DBMSs is still an open issue. Recent database research 
hass demonstrated that memory access is more and more becoming a significant— 
iff not the major—cost component of database operations. If used properly, fast but 
smalll cache memories—usually organized in cascading hierarchy between CPU and 
mainn memory—can help to reduce memory access costs. However, they make the cost 
estimationn problem more complex. 

Inn this chapter, we propose a generic technique to create accurate cost functions 
forr database operations. We identify a few basic memory access patterns and provide 
costt functions that estimate their access costs for each level of the memory hierarchy. 
Thee cost functions are parameterized to accommodate various hardware characteris
ticss appropriately. Combining the basic patterns, we can describe the memory access 
patternss of database operations. The cost functions of database operations can auto
maticallyy be derived by combining the basic patterns' cost functions accordingly. 

Too validate our approach, we performed experiments using our DBMS prototype 
Monet.. The results presented here confirm the accuracy of our cost models for differ
entt operations. 

Asidee from being useful for query optimization, our models provide insight to tune 
algorithmss not only in a main-memory DBMS, but also in a disk-based DBMS with a 
largee main-memory buffer cache. 
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4.11 Related Work and Historical Development 

Databasee cost models provide the foundation for query optimizers to derive an ef
ficientt execution plan. Such models consist of two parts: a logical and a physical 
component.. The former is geared toward estimation of the data volumes involved. 
Usually,, statistics about the data stored in the database are used to predict the amount 
off data that each operator has to process. The underlying assumption is that a query 
plann that has to process less data will also consume less resources and/or take less time 
too be evaluated. The logical cost component depends only on the data stored in the 
database,, the operators in the query, and the order in which these operators are to be 
evaluatedd (as specified by the query execution plan). Hence, the logical cost compo
nentt is independent of the algorithm and/or implementation used for each operator. 

Thee problem of (intermediate) result size estimation has been intensively studied 
inn literature (cf., Section 2.2). In this thesis, we focus on the physical cost component. 
Therefore,, we assume a perfect oracle to predict the data volumes. 

Givenn the data volumes, the physical cost component is needed to discriminate 
thee costs of the various algorithms and implementations of each operator. The query 
optimizerr uses this information to choose the most suitable algorithm and/or imple
mentationn for each operator. 

Givenn the fact that disk-access used to be the predominant cost factor, early phys
icall cost functions just counted the number of I/O operations to be executed by each 
algorithmm [Gra93]. Any operation that loads a page from disk into the in-memory 
bufferr pool or writes a page from the buffer back to disk is counted as an I/O opera
tion.. However, disk systems depict significant differences in cost (in terms of time) per 
I/OO operation depending on the access pattern. Sequentially reading or writing con
secutivee pages causes less cost per page than accessing scattered pages in a random 
order.. Hence, more accurate cost models discriminate between random and sequen
tiall I/O. The cost for sequential I/O is calculated as the data volume1 divided by the 
I/OO bandwidth. The cost for random I/O additionally considers the seek latency per 
operation. . 

Withh memory chips dropping in price while growing in capacity, main memory 
sizess grow as well. Hence, more and more query processing work is done in main 
memory,, trying to minimize disk access as far as possible in order to avoid the I/O 
bottleneck.. Consequently, the contribution of pure CPU time to the overall query 
evaluationn time becomes more important. Cost models are extended to model CPU 
costs,, usually in terms of CPU cycles (scored by the CPU's clock speed to obtain the 
elapsedd time). 

CPUU cost used to cover memory access costs [LN96, WK90]. This implicitly 
assumess that main memory access costs are uniform, i.e., independent of the mem
oryy address being accessed and the order in which different data items are accessed. 
However,, recent database research has demonstrated that this assumption does not 
holdd (anymore) [ADHW99, BMK99]. With hierarchical memory systems being used, 
accesss latency varies significantly, depending on whether the requested data can be 

i.e.,, number of sequential I/O operations multiplied by the page size 
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foundd in (any) cache, or has to be fetch from main memory. The state (or contents) 
off the cache(s) in turn depends on the applications' access patterns, i.e., the order in 
whichh the required data items are accessed. Furthermore, while CPU speed is con
tinuouslyy experiencing an exponential growth, memory latency has hardly improved 
overr the last decade.2 Our detailed analysis of these issues in Section 3.2 comes to 
thee conclusion that memory access has become a significant cost factor—not only for 
mainn memory databases—which cost models need to reflect. 

Inn query execution, the memory access issue has been addressed by designing new 
cache-consciouss data structures [RR99, RROO, ADHS01] and algorithms [SKN94, 
MBKOOb].. On the modeling side, however, nothing has been published yet consider
ingg memory access appropriately. 

4.22 Outline 

Inn this chapter, we address the problem of how to model memory access costs of 
databasee operators appropriately. As it turns out to be quite complicated to derive 
properr memory access cost functions for various operations, we develope a new tech
niquee to automatically derive such cost functions. The basic idea is to describe the 
dataa access behavior of an algorithm in terms of a combination of basic access pat
ternss (such as "sequentiaTor "random"). The actual cost function is then obtained by 
combiningg the patterns' cost functions (as derived in this chapter) appropriately. Us
ingg a unified hardware model that covers the cost-related characteristics of both main 
memoryy and disk access, it is straight forward to extend our approach to consider I/O 
costt as well. Gathering I/O and memory cost models into a single common framework 
iss a new approach that simplifies the task of generating accurate cost functions. 

Sectionn 4.3 presents a simplified abstract representation of data structures and 
identifiess a number of basic access patterns to be performed on such data structures. 
Equippedd with these tools, we show how to specify the data access patterns of database 
algorithmss by combining basic patterns. In Section 4.4, we derive the cost function 
forr our basic access patterns and Section 4.5 provides rules how to obtain the cost 
functionss of database algorithms from their representation introduced in Section 4.3. 
Sectionn 4.7 contains some experimental results validating the obtained cost functions 
andd Section 4.8 will draw some conclusions. 

4.33 The Idea 

Ourr recent work on main-memory database algorithms suggests that memory access 
costt can be modeled by estimating the number of cache misses M and scoring them 
withh their respective miss latency / [MBK02]. This approach is similar to the one 
usedd for detailed I/O cost models. The hardware discussion in Section 3.1 shows, that 

22 Wider busses and raised clock speeds, such as with DDR-SDRAM or RAMBUS, help to keep memory 
bandwidthh growing at almost the pace of CPU speed, however, these techniques do not improve memory 
accesss latency. See also Section 3.2. 
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alsoo for main-memory access, we have to distinguish between sequential and random 
accesss patterns. However, in contrary to disk access, we now have multiple levels of 
cachee with varying characteristics. Hence, the challenge is to predict the number and 
kindd of cache misses for all cache levels. Our hypothesis is, that we can treat all cache 
levelss individually, though equally, and calculate the total cost as the sum of the cost 
forr all levels: 

N N 

7Wmm = £(Mf-/ f +Mf-£). (4.1) 
J=I I 

Withh the hardware modeled as described in Section 3.1 and the hardware param
eterss measured by our calibration tool (see Section 3.3), the remaining challenge is 
too estimate the number and kind of cache misses per cache level for various database 
algorithms.. The task is similar to estimating the number and kind of I/O operations 
inn traditional cost models. However, our goal is to provide a generic technique for 
predictingg cache miss rates of various database algorithms. Nevertheless, we want to 
sacrificee as little accuracy as possible to this generalization. 

Too achieve the generalization, we introduce two abstractions. Our first abstraction 
iss a unified description of data structures. We call it data regions. The second are 
basicbasic data access patterns. Both of them are driven by the goal to keep the models as 
simplee as possible, but as detailed as necessary. Hence, we try to ignore any details 
thatt are not significant for our purpose (predicting cache miss rates) and only focus 
onn the relevant parameters. The following paragraphs will present both abstractions 
inn detail. 

4.3.11 Data Regions 

Wee model data structures as data regions. D denotes the set of data regions. A data 
regionn R €& consists of \R\ data items of size R (in bytes). We call \R\ the length of 
regionn R, R its width and \\R\\ = \R\  R its size. Further, we define the number of cache 
lineslines covered by Ras \R\z = \\\R\\/Z], and the number of data items that fit in the cache 
ass {Qg = \C/R\. 

AA (relational) database table is hence represented by a region R with \R\ being the 
table'ss cardinality and R being the tuple size (or width). Similarly, more complex 
structuress like trees are modeled by regions with \R\ representing the number of nodes 
andd R representing the size (width) of a single node. 

4.3.22 Basic Access Patterns 

Dataa access patterns vary in their referential locality and hence in their cache behavior. 
Thus,, not only the cost (latency) of cache misses depend on the access pattern, but 
alsoo the number of cache misses that occur. Each database algorithm describes a 
differentt data access pattern. This means, each algorithm requires an individual cost 
functionn to predict its cache misses. Deriving each cost function "by hand"is not 
onlyy exhaustive and time consuming, but also error-prone. Our hypothesis is that 
wee only need to specify the cost functions of a few basic access patterns. Given 
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thesee basic patterns and their cost functions, we could describe the access patterns of 
databasee operations as combinations of basic access patterns, and derive the resulting 
costt functions automatically. 

Inn order to identify the relevant basic access patterns, we first have to analyze 
thee data access characteristics of database operators. We classify database operations 
accordingg to thee number of operands. 

Unaryy operators—such as, e.g., table scan, selection, projection, sorting, hashing, 
aggregation,, or duplicate elimination—read data from one input region and write data 
too one output region. Data access can hence be modeled by two cursors, one for the 
inputt and one for the output. The input cursor traverses the input region sequentially. 
Forr table scan, selection, and projection, the output cursor also simply progresses 
sequentiallyy with each output item. When building a hash table, the output cursor 
"hopss back and foruY'in a non-sequential way. In practice, the actual pattern is not 
completelyy random, but rather depends on the physical order and attribute value dis
tributionn of the input data as well as on the hash function. In our case, i.e., knowing 
onlyy the algorithm, but not the actual data, it is not possible to make more accurate 
(andd usable) assumptions about the pattern described by the output cursor. Hence, 
wee assume that the output region is accessed in a completely random manner. This 
assumptionn should not be too bad, as a "good"hash function typically destroys any 
sortingg order and tends/tries to level out skew data distributions. 

Sortt algorithms typically perform a more complicated data access pattern. In Sec
tionn 4.7.2, we will present quick-sort as an example to demonstrate how such patterns 
cann be specified as combinations of basic patterns. Aggregation and duplicate elimina
tionn are usually implemented using sorting or hashing. Thus, they incur the respective 
patterns. . 

Thoughh also a unary operation, data partitioning takes a separate role. Again, the 
inputt region is traversed sequentially. However, modeling the output cursor's access 
patternn as purely random is too simple. In fact, we can do better. Suppose, we want 
too partition the input region into m output regions. Then, we know that the access 
withinn each region is sequential. Hence, we model the output access as a nested pat
tern.. Each region is a separate local cursor, performing a sequential pattern. A single 
globalglobal cursor hops back and forth between the regions. Similar to the hashing scenario 
describedd before, the order in which the different region-cursors are accessed—i.e., the 
globall pattern—depends on the partitioning criterion (e.g., hash- or range-based) and 
thee physical order and attribute value distribution of the input data. Again, it is not 
possiblee to model these dependencies in a general way without detailed knowledge 
aboutt the actual data to process. Purely from the algorithm, we can only deduce a 
randomm order. 

Concerningg binary operations, we focus our discussion on join. The appropriate 
treatmentt of union, intersection and set-difference can be derived respectively. Binary 
operatorss have two inputs and a single output. In most cases, one input—we call it left 
orr outer input—is traversed sequentially. Access to the other—right or inner—input 
dependss on the algorithm and the data of the left input. A nested loop join performs 
aa complete sequential traversal over the whole inner input for each outer data item. A 
mergee join—assuming both inputs are already sorted—sequentially traverses the inner 
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Figuree 4.1: Single Sequential Traversal: s_trav(7?, u) 

\\R\\ \\R\\ 

Figuree 4.2: Single Random Traversal: r.trav(/?, u) 

inputt once while the outer input is traversed. A hash join—provided there is already 
aa hash table on the inner input—performs an "un-ordered"access pattern on the inner 
input'ss hash table. As discussed above, we assume a uniform random access. 

Fromm this discussion, we identify the following basic access patterns as eminent 
inn the majority of relational algebra implementations. Let R e D be a data region. 

singlee sequential traversal: s_trav(/?[, u\) 
AA sequential traversal sequentially sweeps over R, accessing each data item in 
RR exactly once. The optional parameter w gives the number of bytes that are 
actuallyy used of each data item. If not specified, we assume that all bytes are 
used,, i.e., u = R. If specified, we require 0 < u < R. u is used to model the fact 
thatt an operator, e.g., an aggregation or a projection (either as separate operator 
orr in-lined with another operator), accesses only a subset of its input's attributes. 
Forr simplicity of presentation, we assume that we always access u consecutive 
bytes.. Though not completely accurate, this is a reasonable abstraction in our 
case.33 Figure 4.1 shows a sample sequential traversal. 

repetitivee sequential traversal: rs_trav(r, d, R, [, u\) 
AA repetitive sequential traversal performs r sequential traversals over R after 
another,, d specifies, whether all traversals sweep over R in the same direction, 
orr whether subsequent traversals go in alternating directions. The first case— 
uni-directionaluni-directional—is—is specified by d = uni. The second case—bi-directional—is 

33 In case the u bytes are rather somehow spread across the whole item width R, say as k times u' bytes 
(k(k  u' = u), one can replace s_trav(R, u) by S-trav(/?',«') with R^_ = RJk and \R'\ = \R\  k. 
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** J l 

— * -- local cursors - - * - global cursor 

Figuree 4.3: Interleaved Multi-Cursor Access: nest(/?, m, s_trav(/?,«), seq, bi) 

specifiedd by d = b i . 

singlee random traversal: r_trav(/?[,«]) 
Likee a sequential traversal, a random traversal accesses each data item in R ex
actlyy once, reading or writing u bytes. However, the data items are not accessed 
inn the order they are stored, but rather randomly. Figure 4.2 depicts a sample 
randomm traversal. 

repetitivee random traversal: rr_trav(r, R[, u\) 
AA repetitive random traversal performs r random traversals over R after another. 
Wee assume that the permutation orders of two subsequent traversals are inde
pendentpendent of each other. Hence, there is no point in discriminating uni-directional 
andd bi-directional accesses, here. Therefore, we omit parameter d. 

randomm access: r_acc(r, R[,«]) 
Randomm access hits r randomly chosen data items in R after another. We as
sume,, that each data item may be hit more than once, and that the choices are 
independentt of each other. Even with r > \R\ we do not require that each data 
itemm is accessed at least once. 

interleavedd multi-cursor  access: nest(/?, m, f, 0[, D]) 
AA nested multi-cursor access models a pattern where R is divided into m (equal-
sized)) sub-regions. Each sub-region has its own local cursor. All local cursors 
performm the same basic pattern, given by P. O specifies, whether the global 
cursorr picks the local cursors randomly (O - ran) or sequentially (O = seq). In 
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thee latter case, D specifies, whether all traversals of the global cursor across the 
locall cursors use the same direction (D = uni), or whether subsequent traversals 
usee alternating directions {D - b i) . Figure 4.3 shows a sample interleaved 
multi-cursorr access. 

AA similar idea has been used by Chou and DeWitt in their buffer management 
algorithmm DBMIN [CD85]. DBMIN is based on a model for relational query behavior 
calledd query locality set model (QLSM). QLSM is founded on the observation that 
basicc database operations (like scans, index scans, joins, etc.) could be characterized 
byy a limited number of reference patterns to database pages. Chou and DeWitt propose 
threee classes of reference patterns: sequential, random, and hierarchical. DBMIN 
exploitss the information provided by QLSM to choose the most suitable pages replace 
strategyy and estimate the proper buffer size to be used for each relation in a given 
query. . 

4.3.33 Compound Access Patterns 

Databasee operations access more than one data region, usually at least their input(s) 
andd their output. This means, they perform more complex data access patterns than 
thee basic ones we introduced in the previous section. In order to model these complex 
patterns,, we now introduce compound data access patterns. Unless we need to explic
itlyy distinguish between basic and compound data access patterns, we refer to both as 
dataa access patterns, or simply patterns. We use Pt,, Pc, and P = Pt, U Pc to denote 
thee set of basic access patterns, compound access patterns, and all access patterns, 
respectively.. We require Pt, n Pc = 0. 

BeBe P\,...,PP € P (/? > 1) data access patterns. There are two principle ways 
too combine two or more patterns. Either the patterns are executed one after the other 
orr they are executed concurrently. We call the first combination sequential execution 
andd denote it by operator © : P —> P; the second combination represents concurrent 
executionexecution and is denoted by operator o : P -» P. The result of either combination is 
againn a (compound) data access pattern. Hence, we can apply © and O repeatedly to 
describee complex patterns. By definition, O is commutative, while © is not. In case 
bothh O and © are used to describe a complex pattern, 0 has precedence over ©, i.e., 

PPXX®P®P22®PI®PAOPS®P$®PI®PAOPS®P$ = {{P\OP2QP3)e(P4 0P5)®P6). 

Wee use bracketing to overrule these assumptions or to avoid ambiguity. Further, we 
usee the following notation to simplify complex terms where necessary and appropri
ate: : 

®® G {©,©} : Pl@...@Pp = ®(PU... ,PP) = @\pq=l(Pq). 

Tablee 4.1 gives some examples how to describe the access patterns of some typ
icall database algorithms as compound patterns. For convenience, some re-occurring 
compoundd access patterns are assigned a new name. 
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algorithm m 

WW«-«- select(U) 

WW «— nested Joop Join{U, V) 

WW <- zick-zackJoin{y, Vy 

V'V' <- hashJbuild(V) 

WW <- hash-pivbe{U, V') 

WW <- hashJoin{V, V) 

{Uj)\J{Uj)\J =l=l  <- cluster{U,m) 

WW *- partJÜJoin(U, V, m) 

WW <- partJtjoin(U, V,m) 

patternn description name 

s_trav(£/)) o sJrav(H0 

s_trav((/)) o rs_trav(|£/|, uni, V) o s_trav(W0 

=::  ngoin(f/, V, W) 

s_trav(£/)) G rs_trav(|t/|,bi, VO O s_trav(HO 

sJrav(V)) G r_trav(V" ) 

=::  build_hash(V, V') 

s_trav(£/)) G rjacc(|f/|, V') © s_trav(W) 

=::  probe_hash((/, V', W) 

build_hash(V,, V') © probe_hash(£/, V, W) 

=::  h join(t/ , V, W) 

s_trav(t/)) O nest({£/;}|£j , m, s_trav(£/,), ran) 

=:part((/,m,{£/;}|£, ) ) 

part((/ ,, m, { t / , }^ ) © part(V, m, {Vj}\J=l) 

©© nLjoin(tfi , V,, W,) ©. .. © nigoin(£/m, Vw, Wm) 

part(f/ ,, m, {£/,}!*, ) © part( V, m, {V;}|J =I) 

©© hgoin(t/i, Vi, WO ©. .. © h4o\n(Um, Vm, Wm) 

"nested-loop-joinn with alternating traversal direction on inner table, aka. "boustwphedonisrri 

Tablee 4.1: Sample Data Access Patterns (£/, V, V', W e D) 

Ourr hypothesis is, that we only need to provide an access pattern description as 
depictedd in Table 4.1 for each operation we want to model. The actual cost function 
cann then be created automatically, provided we know the cost functions for the basic 
patterns,, and the rules how to combine them. To verify this hypothesis, we will now 
firstfirst estimate the cache miss rates of the basic access patterns and then derive rules 
howw to calculate the cache miss rates of compound access patterns. 

4.44 Deriving Cost Functions 

Inn the following sections, N depicts the number of cache levels and i iterates over all 
levels:: i e {1,. . . , N). For better readability, we will omit the index i wherever we do 
nott refer to a specific cache level, but rather to all or any. 

4.4.11 Preliminaries 

Forr each basic pattern, we need to estimate both sequential and random cache misses 
forr each cache level. Given an access pattern f € P, we describe the number of misses 
perr cache level as pair 

tik&>)tik&>)  = <M?(f>), Mf (P)> € N x N (4.2) ) 
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containingg the number of sequential and random cache misses. Obviously, the ran
domm patterns cause only random misses, but no sequential misses. Consequently, we 
alwayss set 

Mf(T)) = 0 for T € {r_trav, rr_trav, r_acc}. 

Sequentiall traversals can achieve sequential latency (i.e., exploit full excess band
width),, only if all the requirements listed in Section 3.1.2.2 are fulfilled. Sequential 
accesss is fulfilled by definition. The hardware requirements (non-blocking caches and 
super-scalarr CPUs allowing speculative execution) are covered by the results of our 
calibrationn tool. In case these properties are not given, sequential latency will be the 
samee as random latency. However, the pure existence of these hardware features is not 
sufficientt to achieve sequential latency. Rather, the implementation needs to be able to 
exploitt these features. Data dependencies in the code may keep the CPU from issuing 
multiplee memory requests concurrently. It is not possible to deduce this information 
onlyy from the algorithm without knowing the actual implementation. But even without 
dataa dependencies, multiple concurrent memory requests may hit the same cache line. 
Inn case the number of concurrent hits to a single cache line is lower than the maximal 
numberr of outstanding memory references allowed by the CPU, only one cache line is 
loadedd at a time.4 Though we can say how many subsequent references hit the same 
cachee line (see below), we do not know how many outstanding memory references the 
CPUU can handle without stalling.5 Hence, it is not possible to automatically guess, 
whetherr a sequential traversal can achieve sequential latency or not. For this reason, 
wee offer two variants of s_trav and rs.trav. s_travs and rs_travs assume a scenario that 
cann achieve sequential latency while s_travr and rs_travr do not. The actual number of 
missess is equal in both cases. However, in the first case, we get only sequential but no 
randomm misses, while the second case causes only random but no sequential misses: 

M[(Ts0)) = M,s(Tr()) = 0 for T e {sJrav, rs_trav}. 

Unlesss we need to explicitly distinguish between both variants, we will use s.trav* 
respectivelyy rs.trav* to refer to both (JC e {s,r}). When describing the access pattern 
off a certain algorithm, we will use the variant that fits to the actual code. 

4.4.22 Single Sequential Traversal 

Bee R a data region and P = s_trav*(/?, u) (x e {s, r}) a sequential traversal over R. As 
mentionedd above, we have 

Mf(s_travs(/?,M))) = 0 and M,s(sJrav*(R,u)) = 0. 

Too calculate M*(s_trav*(/?, w)), we distinguish two cases: /? - u < Z and R - u > Z. 

4Forr a more detailed discussion, we refer the interested reader to Section 3.2. 
55 Our calibration results can only indicate, whether the CPU can handle outstanding memory references 

withoutt stalling, but not how many it can handle concurrently. 
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R-u R-u l l 
a)) R-u<Z 
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R-u R-u 
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W W fi-U fi-U 
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Figuree 4.4: Impact of /? - u on the Number of Cache Misses 

Casee R- u < Z. In this case, the gap between two adjacent accesses that is not 
touchedd at all is smaller than a single cache line. Hence, the cache line containing this 
gapp is loaded to serve at least_one of the two adjacent accesses (cf., Fig. 4.4a). Thus, 
duringg a sweep over R with R-u<Zall cache lines coved by R have to be loaded, 
i.e., , 

M*(s.travM*(s.travxx(R,u))(R,u)) = \R\Zr (4.3) 

Casee R-u>Z. In this case, the gap between two adjacent accesses that is not 
touchedd at all spans at least a complete cache line. Hence, not all cache lines coved 
byy R have to be loaded during a sweep over R with R- u>Z (cf., Fig. 4.4b). Further, 
noo access can benefit from a cache line already loaded by a previous access to another 
spot.. Thus, each access to an item in R requires at least [ |1 cache lines to be loaded. 
Wee get 

M*(s-trav*(/?,«))) > \R\ 

However,, with u > 1 it may happen that — depending on the alignment of u within 
aa cache line — one additional cache line has to be loaded per access. Figure 4.5 depicts 
suchh a scenario. 

Thee actual alignment of each u in a sweep is determined by two parameters. First, 
itt of course depends on the alignment of the first item in R, i.e., the alignment of R 
itself.. Assuming a 1 byte access granularity, R can be aligned on Z places within 
aa cache line. Second, R determines whether all items in R are aligned equally, or 
whetherr their alignment changes throughout R. In case R is a multiple of Z, all items 
inn R are equally aligned as the first one. Otherwise, the alignment varies throughout 
R,R, but picking only ? _, out of the Z theoretically possible places. As we do not 

knoww anything about the alignment of R, there is jio way of reasonably exploiting the 
informationn we just learned about the impact of R on the alignment shift. Hence, all 
wee can do is assuming that all Z possibilities occur equally often. All we need to do 
now,, is count how many of these Z possibilities yield an additional cache miss. For 
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misses s 

xx = Z-(u mocT Z) 

vv = Z-l-x = (u-1) mod Z 

Figuree 4.5: Impact of Alignment on the Number of Cache Misses 

convenience,, we define 

xx mod y = >
II x mod y, else. 

iff x mod y = 0, 

Whenn u is aligned on the first position (i.e., the first byte) in a cache line, no more than 
[ | ]] cache lines have to be loaded to access whole u (cf., Fig. 4.5). In this case, the 
lastt Z - (w mod Z) bytes in the last cache line loaded for u are not used by u. Hence, 
shiftingg u's position by up to Z - (w mod Z) also does not require any additional cache 
miss.. Only the remaining 

ZZ - 1 - (Z - (« mod Z)) 

== (u mod Z) - 1 

( Z—— 1, if u modZ = 0 

(MM modZ) - 1, else 

"== ( K - 1) modZ 

positionss will yield one additional cache miss (cf., Fig. 4.5). Putting all pieces to
gether,, we get: 
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M?? (s_trav*(fl,«)) = \R\ ++ (K-l^modZ t l ( 4 4 ) 

Figuree 4.6 demonstrates the impact of « on the number of cache misses. The points 
showw the number of cache misses measured with various alignments, "align = 0"and 
"alignn = -V'make up the two extreme cases. In the first case, u is aligned on the 
firstt byte of a cache line; in the second case, u starts on the last byte of a cache 
line.. "average"depicts the average over all possible alignments. The dotted curve 
andd the dashed curve represent Equations (4.5) and (4.3), respectively, which ignore 
uu and assume that all R bytes of each item are touched. The solid curve represents 
thee identical Equations (4.4) and (4.6) which consider u. The graphs show, that u has 
aa significant impact on the number of cache misses, and that our formulas correctly 
predictt the average impact. 

4.4.33 Single Random Traversal 

Bee R a data region and P = r_trav(/?,u) a random traversal over R. As mentioned 
above,, we have 

Mf(r_trav(/Ï,, w)) = 0. 

Likee with sequential traversal, we distinguish two cases: R-u <Z and R - u > Z. 

Casee R-u < Z. With the untouched gaps being smaller than cache line size, 
againn all cache lines coved by R have to be accessed. Hence, Mr(P) > \R\z. But 
duee to the random access pattern, two locally adjacent accesses are not temporally 
adjacent.. Thus, if \\R\\ exceeds the cache size, a cache line that serves two or more 
(locallyy adjacent) accesses may be replaced by another cache line before all accesses 
thatt require it actually took place. This in turn causes an additional cache miss, once 
thee original cache line is accessed again. Of course, such additional cache misses only 
occur,, once the cache capacity is exceeded, i.e., after min{#„ \Ci\j) spots have been 
accessed.. The probability that a cache line is removed from the cache although it will 
bee used for another access increases with the size of R. In the worst case, each access 
causess an additional cache miss. Hence, we get 

Mf(r_trav(/?,M)) ) 

== 1*1* + (1*1" min {#,, |C,y) (l - min {1, p | } J . (4.5) 

Casee R-u>Z. Each spot is touched exactly once, and as adjacent accesses 
cannott benefit from previously loaded cache lines, we get the same formula as for 
sequentiall access: 

M["(r_trav(/?,«))) = |/?| 
5 ) ) 

++ ( « - l )modZi | j ( 4 f i ) 

file:///Ci/j
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Figuree 4.6: Impact of u and its Alignment on the Number of Cache Misses 
(|/?|== 1,000,000, Ï?=320B, Z, =32B, Z2 = 128B) 
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4.4.44 Discussion 
Comparingg the final formulas for sequential and random traversals, we can derive the e 
followingg relationships and invariants. Figure 4.7 visualizes some of the effects. The 
pointss represent the measured cache misses, while the lines represent the estimations 
off our formulas. 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi A \\R\\ < Q <4'^'5) Mf(s_trav*(fl,w)) = Mf (r_trav(/?,«)); 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi A ||/?|| > Q (4 'S'5) Mf(s_trav*(/?,u)) < Mf (r_trav(/?,«)). 

Withh untouched gaps smaller than cache lines, random traversals cause as many misses 
ass sequential traversals as long as R fits in the cache, but more, if/? exceeds the cache 
(cf.,, Figure 4.7a vs. 4.7c & 4.7b vs. 4.7d). 

~R-u>Zi~R-u>Zi ( 4 S 6 ) Mf (s_trav*(/?,«)) = Mf (r-trav(/?,M)). 

Withh untouched gaps larger than cache lines, random traversals cause as many misses 
ass sequential traversals. 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi (4J} Mf(s_travx(fl,w)) = Mf(sJrav^fl',«')) 
VR',u'VR',u' with ||/?'|| = ||£|| AÏÏ-u' < Zt. 

Withh untouched gaps smaller than cache lines, sequential traversals depend only on 
thee size of R, but are invariant to varying item size (and hence number of items) and 
bytess touched per item (cf., Figure 4.7a & 4.7b). 

/?? - u < Zt A \\R\\ < Ct
 <4=? Mf (r_trav(/?,«)) = Mf (r_trav(/?', u')) 

W?',«'' with W\\ = \\R\\ AW_-U' < Z,; 

~R-u<Zi~R-u<Zi A \\R\\ > Q (4=? Mf(r_trav(/?,w)) = Mf(r_trav(/?,M')) 

WW with / ? - « ' < Z,. 

Forr random traversals, the invariance to item size holds only if R entirely fits in the 
cachee (cf, Figure 4.7c & 4.7d). 

__ (4.4/4.6) -» -. 

R-u>ZR-u>Ztt => Mt(J(R,«)) = Mi(J(R', «)) 

W?'' with \R'\ = \R\ A /F - u > Zit 

TT e {s_trav\ rJrav}. 

Withh untouched gaps larger than cache lines, the number of misses of all traversals 
dependd only on the number of items accessed and the number of bytes touched per 
item. . 
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4.4.55 Repetitive Traversals 

Withh repetitive traversals, cache re-usage comes into play. We assume initially empty 
caches.66 Hence, the first traversal requires as many cache misses as estimated above. 
Butt the subsequent traversals may benefit from the data already present in the cache 
afterr the first access. We will analyze this in detail for both sequential and random 
traversals. . 

4.4.5.11 Repetitive Sequential Traversal 

Bee R a data region, P = rs_trav*(r, d, /?, u) a repetitive sequential traversal over R, and 
PP11 = s_trav*(/?, u) a single sequential traversal over R. Two parameters determine the 
cachingg behavior of a repetitive sequential traversal: the number MX(P') of cache lines 
touchedd during the first traversal and the direction d in which subsequent traversals 
sweepp over R. 

Inn case Mj:(fy) is smaller than the total number of available cache lines, only the 
firstt traversal causes cache misses, loading all required data. All r - 1 subsequent 
traversalss then just access the cache, causing no further cache misses. 

Inn case Mx(f) exceeds the number of available cache lines, the end of a traversal 
pushess the data read at the begin of the traversal out of the cache. If the next traver
sall then again starts at the begin of R, it cannot benefit from any data in the cache. 
Hence,, with d = uni, each sweep causes the full amount of cache misses. Only if 
aa subsequent sweep starts where the previous one stopped, i.e., it traverses R in the 
oppositee direction as its predecessor, it can benefit from the data stored in the cache. 
Thus,, with d = bi, only the first sweep causes the full amount of cache misses. The 
rr  - 1 remaining sweeps cause cache misses only for the fraction of R that does not fit 
intoo the cache. 

Inn total, we get 

M*(rs_trav*(r,J,fl,u)) ) 

''  MJC**) , if M*(P ,)^# i 

rr  M*(*") , if M*(P/) > #,; A d = uni (4.7) 

MJP" )) + (r  - 1) • (Mf(fv) - #,-), if Mf(P1) > #,- A d = bi. 

4.4.5.22 Repetitive Random Traversal 

Bee R a data region, P = rr_trav(r, R, u) a repetitive random traversal over /?, and 
P*P* - r_trav(/?, w) a single random traversal over /?. With random memory access, d 
iss not defined, hence, we need to consider only Mr(P') to determine to which extend 
repetitivee accesses can benefit from cached data. 

Whenn MT(P') is smaller than the number of available cache lines, we get the same 
effectt as above. Only the first sweep causes cache misses, loading all required data. 
Alll r-1 subsequent sweeps then just access the cache, causing no further cache misses. 

6Sectionn 4.5 will discuss how to consider pre-loaded caches. 
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InIn case MT(P') exceeds the number of available cache lines, the most recently 
accessedd data remains in the cache at the end of a sweep. Hence, there is a certain 
probabilityy that the first accesses of the following sweep might re-use (some of) these 
## cache lines. This probability decreases as Mr(P') increases. We estimate the prob
abilityy with # /M r ( ^ ) . 

Analogouslyy to the sequential case, we get 

MM *"(rr_trav(r, R, «)) 

rMf(^) ,, if M[( r )<# , -

== | M ^ ) + ( r - l ) Ï M ^ ' ) - j ^ ^ •#«), if M*(P')># i. 
(4.8) ) 

M*(P') M*(P') 

4.4.66 Random Access 

Bee R a data region and P = r_acc(r,/?, u) a random access pattern on R. As in Sec
tionn 4.4.3, we have 

Mf(r_acc(r,/?,M))) = 0. 

Inn contrary to a single random traversal, where each data item of R is touched exactly 
once,, we do not know exactly, how many distinct data items are actually touched with 
randomm access. However, knowing that there are r independent random accesses to 
thee \R\ data items in /?, we can estimate the average/expected number I of distinct data 
itemss that are indeed touched. Be E the number of all different outcomes of picking r 
timess one of the \R\ data items allowing multiple accesses to each data item. Further be 
EjEj the number of outcomes containing exactly 1 < j < min{r,\R\} distinct data items. 
Iff we respect ordering, all outcomes are equally likely to occur, hence, we have 

min{r,|/f|} } 

ZZ Ej(r,\m-j 

with h 
min{r,\R\] min{r,\R\] 

££ Ej(r,\R\) = E(r,\R\). 

Calculatingg E is straight forward: 

E{r,\R\) =E{r,\R\) = \R\r. 

Calculatingg Ej turns out to be a bit more difficult. Be 

\yj\yj (x-y)\-y\ 

thee binomial coefficient, i.e., the number of ways of picking y unordered outcomes 
fromm x possibilities. Further be 

j=0 0 {;Bl<-"- 0 0 
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thee Stirling number of second kind, i.e., the number of ways of partitioning a set of JC 
elementss into y nonempty sets [Sti30]. Then, we have 

Q Q 
Firstt of all, there are (^) ways to choose ; distinct data items from the available \R\ 

dataa items. Then, there are \r\ ways to partition the r accesses into j groups, one for 
eachh distinct data item. Finally, we have to consider all j \ permutations to get equally 
likelyy outcomes. 

Knowingg the number I of distinct data items that are touched by r_acc(r, /?, w) on 
average,, we can now calculate the number C of distinct cache lines touched. Again, 
wee distinguish two cases, depending on the size of the (minimal) untouched gaps 
betweenn two adjacent accesses. 

Casee R - u > Z. With the (minimal) untouched gaps larger than cache line 
size,, no cache line is used by more than one data item. Following the discussion in 
Sectionn 4.4.2, we get 

C,(r_acc(r,/?,«))) = I(r_acc(r, ( ( 
(u(u - 1) mod Z 

++ z, 

Casee R- u > Z. With the (minimal) untouched gaps smaller than cache line size, 
(some)) cache lines might be used by more than one data item. In case all I touched 
dataa items are pair-wise adjacent, we get 

C,(r.acc(r,, /?,«)) = 
I(r_acc(r,, R,u))R 

Zi Zi 

However,, if I «: |/?|, the actual untouched gap might still be larger than cache line 
size,, hence 

£((r-acc(r,/f,M)) ) 

== m m { « r ^ r , i ï i « ) ) . ( [ | | + 5 L ^ É ^ ) f | ^ j . 

CC is more likely with large I, while C is more likely with small I. Hence, we calculate 
thee average C as a linear combination of C and Ö: 

Q(r_acc(r,, * ,«))= ' f r * ^ ' * » » .£v(r_acc(r, *, u)) 

/ ,, I(r_acc(r,/?,«))\ . , t n sx 
++ | l - jjjj -J-Ci(rjacc(r,J«,u)). 
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Knowingg the number C of distinct cache lines touched, we can finally calculate 
thee number of cache misses. With r accesses spread over I distinct data items, each 
itemm is touched r /I times on average. Analogously to Equation (4.8), we get (P = 
r_acc(r,, /?, w)) 

(4.9) ) 

Mff (r_acc(r, R, u)) 

( Q ( nn if C,(f>)<#, 

M^ +fe-#^-dk4 i ff  c'w>#'-
4.4.77 Interleaved Multi-Curso r  Access 

Bee R - {#/}r=] a data region divided into m < \R\ sub-regions Rj with 

R~R~ = R and k = \RA = —. (*) 
—— ~ m 

Furtherr be *P = nes\(R, m, T([r, ]R}, u), O, D) with T 6 {sJrav*, r_trav, r_acc) an inter
leavedd multi-cursor access. We inspect local random access (T e {r_acc, r_trav}) and 
locall sequential access (T = s.trav*) separately. 

4.4.7.11 Local Random Access 

Withh T 6 {r_acc, r.trav}, P behaves like a single traversal P' - T([m • r, ]R, u). For 
kk = 1 (i.e., m = \R\), the new order is the original global order, otherwise, it is the 
originall local order, i.e., we get 

__ J s_trav*, if k = 1 A O = seq 

IT,, else 

andd consequently 

IViKnesttf?,, m, T([r, ]/?,,«), O, D)) =  ̂ ,(T'([m • r, ]R, u)). 

4.4.7.22 Local Sequential Access 

Forr T = s_trav*, we distinguish three cases: 

•• R-u>Z, 
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Casee R- u > Z. In this case, <P means k = \Rj\ times traversing across all Rj in 
orderr O. Hence, each traversal performs m accesses (one to each Rj). The distance 
betweenn adjacent accesses within each traversal is \\Rj\\ = k • R. We describe these 
traversalss by T'(/f', u) where R' is a data region with 

mm = m and iF=|l*yll. (t) 

and d 
iff O = ran 
else. . 

Ass the non-touched gap between adjacent accesses within each Rj is larger than a 
cachee line (R - u > Z), no cache line is shared by two or more accesses. Thus, the 
totall number of cache misses is the sum of the cache misses caused by the k traversals: 

^(nestC/?,, m, T(RJt u), Ot £>)) 

£tó,(T'(/?',u)) ) 

k-tiiCT'iR',")) k-tiiCT'iR',")) 

^ • l y i - j r t l ^ " " 1 ^ 2 ^ )) ) . else 

Casee R-u <Z A m - | | | < # . With the non-touched gaps being smaller than 
cachee line size (R_-u < Z), adjacent accesses within each Rj might shared a cache line, 
andd hence benefit from previous accesses. With one traversal across all Rj touching 
lesss cache lines than there are in total (m • [|1 < #), the subsequent traversal does not 
havee to reload the shared cache lines. Hence, the total number of cache misses is just 
thee sum of all local patterns. Though these are sequential, a global random pattern 
willl avoid sequential latency. We take this into account when defining T'  and get 

Ni,(nest(/?,, m, T(/?,, u\ O, D)) 

== Ztó,(T'(/?;,«)) 
/-I I 

== m-lVi,(T'(/?y,«)) 

(4 *̂}} ftcmio) 

(4.4/4.6) ) 
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with h 
- i - / / [s-trav17, , 

IT , , 
iff O = ran 

else. . 

Casee R- u < Z A m • [ | 1 > #. With one traversal across all Rj touching 

moree cache lines than there are in total (m • [ | 1 > #), only h = #/111 < m of the m 
sharedd cache lines remain in the cache for potential re-use. The number h' of cache 
liness that is actually re-used depends on O and D and is calculated similarly as for the 
repetitivee traversals in Section 4.4.5: 

h'h':: = 

fo, , 
hi, hi, 

——  hi, i f  O =  ra n 

i ff  O = se q A  D = un i 

i ff  O = se q A  D = b i 

*<< = # < • / [ ê l 
Hence,, the total number of cache misses is the same as in the previous case, plus the 
mm - h' cache lines that have to be reloaded during all but the first traversal. These 
additionall misses cause random latency, i.e., we get 

with h 

andd T' as before. 

IVi,(nest(#,, m , T(/?;, u), O, D)) = \i,(T'(/?,«)) + Ht 

XXii = (0,(k-\)-(m-h'i)) (t) ) 

4.4.7.33 Summary 

Gatheringg the results from all the different cases discussed above, we get 

lti((nest(/?,, m, T([r, ]/?,, u), O, D)) 

iff T = s_trav* 

lVÏ((T'([mm •/%]/?, «)) + £,-, A R_-u<Zi 

tii<J'([mr,tii<J'([mr,  ]R,u)), 
AA m 

else e 

(4.10) ) 

withh X, as in ($) and 

rr = 

S-trav^,, if T e {r_acc, r_trav} A O = seq A k = 1 

r_trav,, if T = s_trav* A O = ran A R- u> Z, 

s_travr,, if T = s.trav* /\ O = ran A ~R-u<Zi 

T,, else. 
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Inn other words, an interleaved multi-cursor access pattern causes at least as many 
cachee misses as some simple traversal pattern on the same data region. However, it 
mightt cause random misses though the local pattern is expected to cause sequential 
misses.. Further, if the cross-traversal requires more cache lines than available, Xr = 
(k(k - 1) • (m - h\) additional random misses will occur. 

4.55 Combining Cost Functions 

Givenn the cache misses for basic patterns, we will now discuss how to derive the 
resultingg cache misses of compound patterns. The major problem is to model cache 
interferencee that occurs among the basic patterns. 

4.5.11 Sequential Execution 
B e P i ) . . . , P p e P ( | ? > l )) access patterns. ®{P\,... ,PP) then denotes that Pq+l is 
executedd after Pq is finished (cf., Sec. 4.3.3). Obviously, the patterns do not interfere 
inn this case. Consequently, the resulting total number of cache misses is at most the 
summ of the cache misses of all p patterns. However, if two subsequent patterns operate 
onn the same data region, the second might benefit from the data that the first one leaves 
inn the cache. It depends on the cache size, the data sizes, and the characteristics of the 
individuall patterns, how many cache misses may be saved this way. 

Too model this effect, we need to consider the contents or state of the caches. We 
describee the state of a cache as a set S of pairs (R,p) e Bx]0,1], stating for each 
dataa region R the fraction p that is available in the cache. For convenience, we omit 
dataa regions that are not cached at all, i.e., those with p = 0. In order to appropriately 
considerr the caches' initial states when calculating the cache misses of a basic pattern 
PP = T([.., ]R[,..]) e Pb, we define 

<0,0>,, if < / U ) G S , 

\\ tii(P) T A3p€]0,l[:</?,p)€Sl-
 } 

Nt,(P)) else 

withh ÜÜK̂ ) ^ defined in Equations (4.3) through (4.10). In case R is already entirely 
availablee in the cache, no cache misses will occur during P. In case only a fraction 
off R is available in the cache, there is a certain chance, that random patterns might 
(partially)) benefit from this fraction. Sequential patterns, however, would only benefit 
iff this fraction makes up the "head"of R. As we do not know whether this is true, we 
assumee that sequential patterns can only benefit, if R is already entirely in the cache. 
Forr convenience, we write 

tiii($,p)tiii($,p) = ih.i(p) y p e p . 
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Additionally,, we need to know the caches' resulting states S(P) after a pattern P 
hass been performed. For basic patterns P = T([.., ]R[,..]) e Pb, we define 

«MMê-'})} } 
Forr compound patterns @(P\,..., Pp) with P\,..., Pp e P, p > 1, we define 

s,<eCPii PP)) = Si(pp). 

Here,, we assume that only that last data region (partially) remains in the cache. In case 
thatt R is smaller that the cache, (parts) of the previous data regions might also remain 
inn the cache. However, we ignore this case here, and leave it for future research. 

Equippedd with these tools, we can finally calculate the number of cache misses 
thatt occur when executing patterns *P\ Pp e P , p > 1 sequentially, given an initial 
cachee state S°: 

p p 

lA^MPulA^MPu.... .,*>,)) = tö,-(S?,?>,) + £ t i t S i i P ^ l P , ) . (4.12) 
q=2 q=2 

4.5.22 Concurrent Execution 

Whenn executing two or more patterns concurrently, we actually have to consider the 
factt that they are competing for the same cache. The number of total cache misses 
willl be higher than just the sum of the individual cache miss rates. The reason for this 
is,, that the patterns will mutually evict cache lines from the cache due to alignment 
conflicts.. To which extend such conflict misses occur does not only depend on the 
patternss themselves, but also on the data placement and details of the cache alignment. 
Unfortunately,, these parameters are not know during cost evaluation. 

Hence,, we model the impact of the cache interference between concurrent patterns 
byy dividing the cache among all patterns. Each individual pattern gets only a fraction 
off the cache according to its footprint size. We define a pattern's footprint size F as 
thee number of cache lines that it potentially revisits. 

Withh single sequential traversals, a cache line is never visited again once access has 
movedd on to the next cache line. Hence, simple sequential patterns virtually occupy 
onlyy one cache line a at time. Or in other words, the number of cache misses is 
independentt of the available cache size. The same holds for single random traversals 
withh R - u > Z. In all other cases, basic access patterns (potentially) revisit all cache 
liness covered by their respective data region. We define F as follows. 

Bee P = T([.., ]/?,«) e Pb a a basic access pattern, then 

Fi(P)Fi(P) = 

1,, if T = s_travJt 

1,, if T = r_trav A ~R-U>ZI 

|/?|Zj,, else. 
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Bee Pi,..., Pp e P ( p > 1) access patterns, then 

FjCeP»!,, ...,*>,)) = maxfFK^i),...,F0>p)} , 
p p 

F /(C(f> l t...,Pp))) = ^ F ^ , ) . 
9=1 1 

Further,, we use M#, with v > 1 to denote the number of misses with only £th of 
thee total cache size available. To calculate !&#,, we simply replace C and # by ^ and 
*,, respectively, in the formulas in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.1. Likewise, we define Sj/y(P). 

Wee write ivi,- = \ i ^ and S, = Syi. 
Withh these tools at hand, we calculate the cache misses for concurrent execution 

off patterns P i , . . . , f >
p e P ( p > 1) given an initial cache state S° as 

p p 

NMs°,, ©<*>,, . ...*>,» = £ *Ws? f *>,) <4*13) 
q=\ q=\ 

with h 
_F(Q(?>11 Pp)) 

F ( ^ ) ) 

Afterr executing <D(Pi,..., Pp), the cache contains a fraction of each data region 
involved,, proportional to its footprint size: 

p p 

Si(ö(Pu-..,Pp))Si(ö(Pu-..,Pp)) = [jS^(Pq) 

withh vq as defined before. 

4.533 Query Execution Plans 
Withh the techniques discussed in the previous sections, we have the basic tools at hand 
too also estimate the number and kind of cache misses of complete query plans, and 
hencee to predict their memory access costs. The various operators in a query plan 
aree combined in the same way the basic patterns are combined to form compound 
patterns.. Basically, the query plan describes, which operators are executed one after 
thee other and which are executed concurrently. Here, we view pipelining as concurrent 
executionn of data-dependent operators. Hence, we can derive the complex memory 
accesss pattern of a query plan by combining the compound patterns of the operators 
ass discussed above. Considering the caches' states as introduced before takes care of 
properlyy recognizing data dependencies. 

4.66 CPU Costs 

Nextt to memory access costs, we need to know the pure CPU processing costs in order 
too estimate the total execution costs. We now present a simple but effective method to 
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acquiree CPU costs using a calibration approach. As we focus on memory access costs 
inn this work, a more detailed model of CPU costs is beyond the scope of this thesis 
andd left for future work. 

4.6.11 What to calibrate? 
Calibratingg CPU costs means to actually measure the costs — i.e., execution time — 
off all algorithms in a laboratory setting. A prerequisite for this approach is that we 
knoww the complexity of the algorithms in terms of input and output cardinalities. In 
otherr words, we assume we know the principle CPU cost functions of our algorithms. 
Forr instance, we know that the CPU cost of a scan-select can be described as 

?CPUU = Co + c\ n + C2-m 

wheree c0 represents the fix startup costs, n and m are the input and output cardinality, 
respectively,, and C[, C2 represent the per tuple costs for processing input tuples and 
producingg output tuples, respectively. As we are talking about our own algorithms, 
thee assumption that we know such functions is reasonable. In case of doubt, we can 
usee the Software Testpilot [KK93, AKK95] to experimentally derive these functions. 

Obviously,, these functions only depend on the algorithm itself. All implemen
tationss details like coding style, code optimizations, and compiler optimizations are 
coveredd by the constants c, in the above formula. This approach implies that the con
stantss e, are indeed independent of the data volume. But this does hold for the pure 
CPUU costs. The impact of data volume is already covered by the memory access costs. 
However,, the c, are typically not independent of other parameters like data types, and 
respectivee code optimizations in the algorithms. Here, again, our code expansion 
techniquee pays back. Within each expanded implementation variant of our algorithm, 
thesee parameters are constant, and thus, the c, are indeed simple constants for each 
physicall implementation. 

4.6.22 How to calibrate? 

Hence,, calibrating the c, can be done by some simple experiments. For instance, in 
ourr example case, the scan-select, we use the following experiments: 

First,, we need to measure the fix (start-up) costs CQ. The start-up costs cover all 
thee "administrative"work that is done only once per algorithm. Such work contains 
amongg other 

•• parsing the MIL command; 

•• performing on-the-fly tactical/operational optimization, i.e., choosing the most 
adequatee algorithm/implementation according to the current properties of the 
inputss and the current state of the system; 

•• overhead for calling the function that implements the operator, including pos
siblee instruction cache misses (i.e., memory access) to load the respective code 
andd the necessary stack management; 
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•• creating, initializing, and removing temporary data structures; 

•• creating the output/result data structure, usually a BAT. 

Wee measure Co by measuring the time needed to execute the operation on empty 
inputs.. Typically, the time needed for this task is so small, that the resolution of the 
timingg function is just not small enough to ensure accurate and reliable measurements. 
Wee prevent such problems by repeating the empty call several times and measure the 
totall time. The actual costs for a single call are then calculated by dividing the total 
timee by the number of calls. 

Oncee we know Co, we can measure c\ by performing the operation in question 
onn a non-empty input that produces no output. In case of our example (select), for 
instance,, this can be achieved by using a predicate the does not match any tuple of 
thee input BAT. c\ is then to be calculated by subtracting c0 from the measured time 
andd dividing the remainder by the cardinality of the input. Two things have to be 
considered.. On the one hand, we would like to exclude any interference with memory 
access.. One way to do this is to use an input table that is so small that all processing 
takess place in LI cache. This requires an initial not-measured run to pre-load the 
cache.. Again, we might need to measure several subsequent runs to ensure stable 
results.. On the other hand, using too little input data might result in inaccurate times 
forr the per tuple costs. The fix costs are likely to be dominant, as we might need to 
usee really small inputs to be sure that all processing indeed is limited to LI. Using 
largee inputs, however, implies that memory costs will be included in the measurement. 
Butt we do know the memory costs, and hence, we can easily subtract them from the 
measuredd times to get the pure CPU costs. We propose to use the second technique. 

Actually,, the second technique has another advantage. As we learned in Chapter 3, 
CPUU costs and memory access costs may overlap. Hence, simply adding-up the CPU 
costss as calibrated without any memory access by the first technique and the memory 
costss as estimated by our models would result in too high overall costs. Accurately 
predictingg the degree of overlap between CPU costs and memory access costs, how
ever,, depends on various parameters and is hence very difficult, if not impossible. Our 
secondd technique, however, implicitly considers the actual overlap by measuring only 
thatt part of the CPU costs that does not overlap with memory access costs. As we are 
interestedd in the CPU costs only to add them to the estimated memory access costs, 
andd thus yield the total costs, the second technique makes-up a feasible solution. 

Knowingg both CQ and c\, we can measure c-i in a third and final experiment. We 
modifyy the second experiment to produce output that is as big as the input. In case of 
ourr example (select), for instance, this can be achieved by using a predicate such that 
alll input tuples do match. Subtracting fix costs, input processing costs (as measured 
before),, and memory access costs from the measured time, we can calculate the output 
creationn costs. 

Forr other algorithms, the calibration procedure follows the same schema, though 
itt gets more complex for more complex algorithms. 
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4.6.33 When to calibrate? 
Forr the memory access cost models, we proposed to measure the required hardware 
parameterss once when the DBMS is installed on a new (hardware-)system. Likewise, 
thee CPU costs also need to be measured only once per system. However, as we need 
too measure the costs for each physical implementation of each algorithm, this might 
bee a rather complex and long running task. One way to speed-up the installation 
processs is to restrict this task (at installation time) to the most popular MIL operations 
andd only their most important variants. The remaining costs can then be calibrated 
"on-the-fly"onlyy as soon as they are need by the system. 

4.77 Experimental Validation 

Too validate our cost model, we compare the estimated costs with experimental results. 
Wee focus on characteristic operations, here. The data access pattern of each operation 
iss a combination of several basic patterns. The operations are chosen so that each 
basicc pattern occurs at least once. Extension to further operations and whole queries, 
however,, is straight forward, as it just means applying the same techniques to combine 
accesss patterns and derive their cost functions.7 

4.7.11 Setup 
Wee implemented our cost functions and used our main-memory DBMS prototype 
Monett (see Section 2.7) as experimentation platform. We ran our experiments 
onn an SGI Origin2000 and on an AMD PC. Table 4.2 lists the relevant hardware 
featuress of the machines. The cache characteristics are measured with our calibration 
tool.. We use the CPU's hardware counters to get the exact number of cache and TLB 
missess while running our experiments. Thus, we can validate the estimated cache 
misss rates. Validating the resulting total memory access cost (i.e., miss rates scored 
byy their latencies) is more complicated, as there is no way to measure the time spent 
onn memory access. We can only measure the total elapsed time, and this includes the 
(pure)) CPU costs as well. Hence, we extend our model to estimate the total execution 
timee T as sum of memory access time and pure CPU time 

TT = rMem + rCpu (4.14) 

withh TMem as in Equation (4.1). We calibrate 7CPU for each algorithm as described in 
thee previous section. 

4.7.22 Results 
Figuress 4.8 through 4.11 gather our experimental results. Each plot represents one 
algorithm.. The cache misses and times measured during execution are depicted as 
points.. The respective cost estimations are plotted as lines. Cache misses are depicted 

77 We present more examples and validation in Chapter 5. 
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machinee type 

OS S 
CPU U 

CPUU speed 
main-memoryy size 

cachee & TLB levels 

L11 cache capacity 
L11 cache line size 

L11 cache lines 

L22 cache capacity 

L22 cache line size 

L22 lines 
TLBB entries 

pagee size 
TLBB capacity (#3  Z3) 

TLBB miss latency 

N N 

Ci i 

Z i i 

#1 1 

c2 2 

zz2 2 
#2 2 

#3 3 

z3 3 

c3 3 
FF = P 
ll 33 - * 3 

SGII Origin2000 

IRIX644 6.5 

MIPSS R10000 

2500 MHz 

488 GB (4 GB local) 

3 3 
32KB B 

322 bytes 

1,024 4 
4MB B 

1288 bytes 

32,768 8 
64 4 

16KB B 

11 MB 

2288 ns = 57 cycles 

AMDD PC 

Linuxx 2.2.14 

AMDD Athlon 

6000 MHz 
3844 MB 

3 3 

64KB B 

644 bytes 
1,024 4 

512KB B 

644 bytes 
8,192 2 

32 2 

4KB B 
128KB B 

88 ns = 5 cycles 

sequentiall access 

L11 miss latency 
L22 miss latency 

L11 miss bandwidth 

L22 miss bandwidth 

?l ?l 

% % 
*ï ï 
*>l *>l 

10ns== 2.5 cycles 

180ns== 45 cycles 

30522 MB/s 

5555 MB/s 

20ns== 12 cycles 
711 ns = 43 cycles 

30522 MB/s 

6700 MB/s 

randomm access 

L11 miss latency 

L22 miss latency 

L11 miss bandwidth 
L22 miss bandwidth 

FFx x 

5 5 
b\ b\ 

b\ b\ 

24ns== 6 cycles 

4066 ns =101 cycles 

12722 MB/s 
2433 MB/s 

455 ns = 27 cycles 

1800 ns= 108 cycles 

13566 MB/s 

2711 MB/s 

Tablee 4.2: Hardware Characteristics 

inn absolute numbers. Times are depicted in milliseconds. We will now discuss each 
algorithmm in detail. 

Quick-Sortt  Our first experiment is sorting. We use quick-sort to sort a table in-
place.. Quick-sort uses two cursors, one starting at the front and the other starting at 
thee end. Both cursors sequentially walk toward each other swapping data items where 
necessary,, until they meet in the middle. We model this as two concurrent sequential 
traversals,, each sweeping over one half of the table: s_travs(£//2) o s_travs([//2). At 
thee meeting point, the table is split in two parts and quick-sort recursively proceeds 
depth-firstt on each part. With n being the table's cardinality, the depth of the recursion 
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Figuree 4.8: Measured (points) and Predicted (lines) Cache Misses and Execution Time 
off Quick-Sort 

iss log2 n. In total, we model the data access pattern of quick-sort as 

UU <— quicksort(U): 

©© tf" (®i°SUn (s-travs(L//2Ó o s_travs(c//2^'))). 

Wee varied the table sizes from 128KB to 128MB and the tables contained ran
domlyy distributed (numerical) data. Figure 4.8 shows that the models accurately pre
dictt the actual behavior. Only the start-up overhead of about 100 TLB misses is not 
covered,, but this is negligible. The step in the L2 misses-curve depicts the effect of 
cachingg on repeated sequential access: Tables that fit into the cache have to be loaded 
onlyy once during the top-level iteration of quick-sort. Subsequent iterations operate 
onn the cached data, causing no additional cache misses. 

Merge-Joinn Our next candidate is merge-join. Assuming both operands are already 
sorted,, merge-join simply performs three concurrent sequential patterns, one on each 
inputt and one on the output: 

WW <- merge_join(U, V) : s_travs(£/) o s_travs(V) o s.travs(W). 

Again,, we use randomly distributed data and table sizes as before. In all exper
iments,, both operands are of equal size, and the join is a l:l-match. The respective 
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Figuree 4.9: Measured (points) and Predicted (lines) Cache Misses and Execution Time 
off Merge-Join 

resultss in Figure 4.9 demonstrate the accuracy of our cost functions. Further, we see 
thatt single sequential access is not affected by cache sizes. The costs are proportional 
too the data sizes. 

Hash-Joinn While the previous operations perform only sequential patterns, we now 
turnn our attention to hash-join. Hash-join performs random access to the hash-table, 
bothh while building it and while probing the other input against it. We model the data 
accesss pattern of hash-join as 

WW <- hashjoin(U, V): 

s_travs(V)) o r.trav(V') e s_travs(L7) o r_acc(|C/|, V') © s.travs(W). 

Thee plots in Figure 4.10 clearly show the significant increase in L2 and TLB 
misses,, once the hash-table size ||V'|| exceeds the respective cache size.8 Our cost 
modell correctly predicts these effects and the resulting execution time. 

Partitionin gg One way to prevent the performance decrease of hash-join on large 
tabless is to partition both operands on the join attribute and then hash-join the matching 
partitionss [SKN94, MBKOOa]. If each partition fits into thee cache, no additional cache 
missess will occur during hash-join. 

8Thee plots show no such effect for LI misses, as all hash-tables are larger than the LI cache, here. 
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Partitioningg algorithms typically maintain a separate output buffer for each result 
partition.. The input is read sequentially, and each tuple is written to its output par
tition.. Data access within each output partition is also sequential. Hence, we model 
partitioningg using a sequential traversal for the input and an interleaved multi-cursor 
accesss for the output: 

{Vj}\y{Vj}\y =l=l  <- cluster(U,m): 

s_travs(£7)) O nest({ £/,-}) J=1, m, s_travs(£/y), ran). 

Thee curves in Figure 4.11a demonstrate the effect we discussed in Section 4.4.7: 
Thee number of cache misses increases significantly, once the number of output buffers 
mm exceeds the number of available cache blocks #. Though they tend to under estimate 
thee costs for very high numbers of partitions, our models accurately predict the crucial 
points. . 

Partitionedd Hash-Join Once the inputs are partitioned, we can join them by per
formingg a hash-join on each pair of matching partitions. We model the data access 
patternn of partitioned hash-join as 

{Wj)\J{Wj)\J=l=l  ^partJiashJoindUj^AVj^m): 

e^^hashjoinCV,,^,^)) . . 

Figuree 4.11b shows that the cache miss rates, and thus the total costs, decrease 
significantly,, once each partition (respectively its hash-table) fits into the cache. 

4.88 Conclusion 

Wee presented a new generic approach to build generic database cost models for hier
archicall memory systems. 

Wee extended the knowledge base on analytical cost-models for query optimiza
tionn with a strategy derived from our experimentation with main-memory database 
technology.. The approach taken shows that we can achieve hardware-independence 
byy modeling hierarchical memory systems as multiple level of caches. Each level 
iss characterized by a few parameters describing its sizes and timings. This abstract 
hardwaree model is not restricted to main-memory caches. As we pointed out, the 
characteristicss of main-memory access are very similar to those of disk access. View
ingg main-memory (e.g., a database system's buffer pool) as cache for disk access, it 
iss obvious that our approach also covers I/O- As such, the model presented provides a 
valuablee addition to the core of cost-models for disk-resident databases as well. 

Adaptationn of the model to a specific hardware is done by instantiating the param
eterss with the respective values of the very hardware. Our Calibrator, a software tool 
too measure these values on arbitrary systems, is available for download from our web 
sitee ht tp : //monetdb. cwi. nl. 
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Wee identified a few key access patterns eminent in the majority of relational alge
braa implementations. The key patterns fulfill two major requirements: they are simple 
andd they have a relevant impact on data access costs. For these basic patterns, we 
developedd cost functions that estimate the respective access cost in terms of cache 
missess scored by there latency. To maintain hardware-independence, the functions are 
parameterizedd with the hardware characteristics. 

Wee introduced two operators to combine simple patterns to more complex patterns 
andd developed rules how to generate the respective cost functions. 

Withh our approach, building physical costs function for database operations boils 
downn to describing the algorithms' data access in a kind of "pattern language"as pre
sentedd in Section 4.3.3. This task requires only information that can be derived from 
thee algorithm. Especially, no knowledge about the hardware is needed, here. The 
detailedd cost function are than automatically derived from the pattern descriptions. 

Thoughh focusing on data access costs, our model does not ignore CPU costs. We 
presentedd a simple but effective calibration approach that allows to automatically mea
suree the CPU costs of each algorithm and its various implementations. An investiga
tionn as to whether and how CPU costs can be modeled in more details is left to future 
research. . 



Chapterr  5 

Self-tuningg Cache-conscious 
Joinn Algorithm s 

Inn the past decade, the exponential growth in commodity CPUs' speed has far out
pacedd advances in memory latency. A second trend is that CPU performance ad
vancess are not only brought by increased clock rate, but also by increasing parallelism 
insidee the CPU. Current database systems have not yet adapted to these trends, and 
showw poor utilization of both CPU and memory resources on current hardware. We 
discussedd these issues in detail in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we show how these re
sourcess can be optimized for large joins. We refine the partitioned hash-join with a 
neww partitioning algorithm called radix-cluster, which is specifically designed to opti
mizee memory access. The algorithms are designed to be tuned at runtime to achieve 
thee optimal performance given the underlying hardware and the actual data to be pro
cessed.. Tuning is done be means of just three parameters. We will demonstrate, how 
thee cost models developed in Chapter 4 allow us to determine the optimal values for 
thesee parameters automatically at runtime. Finally, we investigate the effect of im
plementationn techniques that optimize CPU resource usage. It turns out, that the full 
benefitt of memory access optimization can only be achieved, if also the CPU resource 
usagee is minimized. Exhaustive experiments on four different architectures show that 
largee joins can be accelerated almost an order of magnitude on modern RISC hardware 
whenn both memory and CPU resources are optimized. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Customm hardware—from workstations to PCs—has experienced tremendous perfor
mancee improvements in the past decades. Unfortunately, these improvements are not 
equallyy distributed over all aspects of hardware performance and capacity. Figure 3.1 
showss that the speed of commercial microprocessors has increased roughly 50% every 
year,, while the access latency of commodity DRAM has improved by little more than 
10%% over the past decade [Mow94]. One reason for this is that there is a direct trade-
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offf between capacity and speed in DRAM chips, and the highest priority has been for 
increasingg capacity. The result is that from the perspective of the processor, memory 
iss getting slower at a dramatic rate, making it increasingly difficult to achieve high 
processorr efficiencies. Another trend is the ever increasing number of inter-stage and 
intra-stagee parallel execution opportunities provided by multiple execution pipelines 
andd speculative execution in modern CPUs. Current database systems on the market 
makee poor use of these new features; studies on several DBMS products on a variety of 
workloadss [ADHW99, BGB98, KPH+98, TLPZT97] consistently show modern CPUs 
too be stalled (i.e., non-working) most of the execution time. 

Inn this chapter, we show how large main-memory joins can be accelerated by 
optimizingg memory and CPU resource utilization on modern hardware. These op
timizationss involve radical changes in database architecture, encompassing new data 
structures,, query processing algorithms, and implementation techniques. Our findings 
aree summarized as follows: 

•• Memory access is a bottleneck to query processing. We demonstrated in Sec
tionn 3.2 that the performance of even simple database operations is nowadays 
severelyy constrained by memory access costs. For example, a simple in-memory 
tablee scan runs on Sun hardware from the year 2000 in roughly the same abso
lutee time as on a Sun from 1992, now spending 95% of its cycles waiting for 
memoryy (see Section 3.2). It is important to note that this bottleneck affects 
databasee performance in general, not only main-memory database systems. 

•• Data structures and algorithms should be tuned for memory access. We discuss 
databasee techniques to avoid the memory access bottleneck, both in the fields of 
dataa structures and query processing algorithms. The key issue is to optimize the 
usee of the various caches of the memory subsystem. We show how vertical table 
fragmentationfragmentation optimizes sequential memory access to column data. For equi-
join,, which has a random access pattern, we refine partitioned hash-join with a 
neww radix-cluster algorithm which makes its memory access pattern more easy 
too cache. Our experiments indicate that large joins can strongly benefit from 
thesee techniques. 

•• Memory access costs can be modeled precisely. Cache-aware algorithms and 
dataa structures must be tuned to the memory access pattern imposed by a query 
andd hardware characteristics such as cache sizes and miss penalties, just like 
traditionall query optimization tunes the I/O pattern imposed by a query to the 
sizee of the buffers available and I/O cost parameters. Therefore it is necessary to 
havee models that predict memory access costs in detail. We apply the techniques 
presentedd in Chapter 4 to provide such detailed models for our partitioned hash-
joinn algorithms. These models use an analytical framework that predicts the 
numberr of hardware events (e.g., cache misses and CPU cycles), and scores 
themm with hardware parameters. The experiments in this chapter confirm both 
thee usability and the accuracy of our generic cost models. 

MemoryMemory optimization and efficient coding techniques boost each others effects. 
CPUU resource utilization can be optimized using implementation techniques 
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knownn from high-performance computing [Sil97] and main-memory database 
systemss [Ker89, BK99]. We observe that applying these optimizations in com
binationn with memory optimizations yields a higher performance increase than 
applyingg them without memory optimizations. The same is also the case for 
memoryy optimizations: they turn out to be more effective on CPU-optimized 
codee than on non-optimized code. Our experiments show that database per
formancee can be improved by an order of magnitude applying both CPU and 
memoryy optimization techniques. 

Ourr research group has studied large main-memory database systems for the past 
100 years. This research started in the PRISMA project [AvdBF+92], focusing on 
massivee parallelism, and is now centered around Monet: a high-performance system 
targetedd to query-intensive application areas like OLAP and data mining (cf., Sec
tionn 2.7). We use Monet as our experimentation platform. 

5.1.11 Related Work 

Databasee system research into the design of algorithms and data structures that opti
mizee memory access, has been relatively scarce. Our major reference is the work by 
Shatdall et al. [SKN94], which shows that join performance can be improved using a 
main-memoryy variant of Grace Join, in which both relations are first hash-partitioned 
inn chunks that fit the (L2) memory cache. There were various reasons that lead us 
too explore this direction of research further. First, after its publication, the observed 
trendss in custom hardware have continued, deepening the memory access bottleneck. 
Forr instance, the authors list a mean performance penalty for a cache miss of 20-30 
cycless in 1994, while a range of 100-300 is typical in 2002 (and rising). This increases 
thee benefits of cache optimizations, and possibly changes the trade-offs. Another de
velopmentt has been the introduction of so-called level-one (LI) caches, which are 
typicallyy very small regions on the CPU chip that can be accessed at almost CPU 
clock-speed.. The authors of [SKN94] provide algorithms that are only feasible for 
thee relatively larger off-chip L2 caches. Finally, this previous work uses standard re
lationall data structures, while we argue, that the impact of memory access is so severe 
thatt vertically fragmented data structures should be applied at the physical level of 
databasee storage. 

Thoughh we consider memory-access optimization to be relevant for database per
formancee in general, it is especially important for main-memory databases, a field 
thatt through time has received fluctuating interest within the database research com
munity.. In the 1980s [LC86a, LC86b, Eic89, Wil91, AP92, GMS92], when falling 
DRAMM prices seemed to suggest that most data would soon be memory-resident, its 
popularityy diminished in the 1990s, narrowing its field of application to real-time sys
temss only. Currently, interest has revived into applications for small and distributed 
databasee systems, but also in high performance systems for query-intensive applica
tions,, like data mining and OLAP. In our research, we focus on this latter category. 
Examplee commercial systems are the Times-Ten product [Tea99], Sybase IQ [Syb96], 
andd Compaq's Infocharger [Com98], which is based on an early version of Monet (cf., 
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Sectionn 2.7). 
Pastt work on main-memory query optimization [LN96, WK90] models the main-

memoryy costs of query processing operators on the coarse level of procedure calls, 
usingg profiling to obtain some 'magical' constants. As such, these models do not 
providee insight in individual components that make up query costs, limiting their pre
dictivee value. Conventional (i.e., non main-memory) cost modeling, in contrast, has 
I/OO as the dominant cost aspect, making it possible to formulate accurate models based 
onn the amount of predicted I/O work. Calibrating such models is relatively easy, as 
statisticss on the I/O accesses caused during an experiment are readily available in a 
databasee system. Past work on main-memory systems was unable to provide such cost 
modelss on a similarly detailed level, for two reasons. First, it was difficult to model 
thee interaction between low-level hardware components like CPU, Memory Manage
mentt Unit, bus, and memory caches. Second, it was impossible to measure the status 
off these components during experiments, which is necessary for tuning and calibra
tionn of models. Modern CPUs, however, contain performance counters for events like 
cachee misses, and exact CPU cycles [BZ98, ZLTI96, Yea96]. This enabled us to de
velopp a new main-memory cost modeling methodology that first mimics the memory 
accesss pattern of an algorithm, yielding a number of CPU cycle and memory cache 
events,, and then scores this pattern with an exact cost prediction (see Chapter 4). 
Therefore,, the contribution of the algorithms, models, and experiments presented here 
iss to demonstrate that detailed cost modeling of main-memory performance is both 
importantt and feasible. 

5.1.22 Outline 

InIn Section 5.2, we introduce the radix-cluster algorithm, which improves the parti
tioningg phase in partitioned hash-join by trading memory access costs for extra CPU 
processing.. We perform exhaustive experiments where we use CPU event counters to 
obtainn detailed insight in the performance of this algorithm. First, we vary the par
titionn sizes, to show the effect of tuning the memory access pattern to the memory 
cachee sizes. Second, we investigate the impact of code optimization techniques for 
main-memoryy databases. These experiments show that improvements of almost an 
orderr of magnitude can be obtained by combining both techniques (cache tuning and 
codee optimization) rather than by each one individually. Our results are fully explained 
byy detailed models of both the partition (radix-cluster) and join phase of partitioned 
hash-join.. We show how performance can exactly be predicted from hardware events 
likee cache and TLB misses, and thus validate the generic cost modeling techniques 
wee developed in the previous chapter. The design of our algorithms paired with the 
abilityy to accurately predict there performance build the foundation for automatically 
tunee the algorithms at runtime to yield the efficient utilization of CPU and memory 
resources. . 

Inn Section 5.3, we present radix-join as an alternative to partitioned hash-join, and 
comparee the performance of both algorithms. 

Inn Section 5.4, we evaluate our findings and show how they support the choices we 
madee back in 1994 when designing Monet, which uses full vertical fragmentation and 
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Figuree 5.1: Straightforward Figure 5.2: 2-pass/3-bit Radix Cluster (lower bits in-
clusterr algorithm dicated between parentheses) 

implementationn techniques optimized for main memory to achieve high performance 
onn modern hardware. We conclude with recommendations for future systems. 

5.22 Partitioned Hash-Join 

Shatdall et al. [SKN94] showed that a main-memory variant of Grace Join, in which 
bothh relations are first partitioned on hash-number into H separate clusters, that each 
fitt the memory cache, performs better man normal bucket-chained hash join. This 
workk employs a straightforward clustering-algorithm mat simply scans the relation 
too be clustered once, inserting each scanned tuple in one of the clusters, as depicted 
inn Figure 5.1. This constitutes a random access pattern that writes into H separate 
locations.. If H is too large, there are two factors that degrade performance. First, if H 
exceedss the number of TLB entries1 each memory reference will become a TLB miss. 
Second,, if H exceeds the number of available cache lines (LI or L2), cache thrashing 
occurs,, causing the number of cache misses to explode. 

Ass an improvement over this straightforward algorithm, we propose a clustering 
algorithmm that has a memory access pattern that requires less random-access, even for 
highh values of H. 

'iff the relation is very small and fits the total number of TLB entries times the page size, multiple 
clusterss will fit into the same page and this effect will not occur. 
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5.2.11 Radix-Cluster  Algorith m 
Thee radix-cluster algorithm divides a relation U into H clusters using multiple passes 
(seee Figure 5.2). Radix-clustering on the lower B bits of the integer hash-value of a 
columnn is achieved in P sequential passes, in which each pass clusters tuples on Bp 

bits,, starting with the leftmost bits (£f Bp = B). The number of clusters created by the 
radix-clusterr is H = f] f #p> where each pass subdivides each cluster into Hp = 2BP 
neww ones. When the algorithm starts, the entire relation is considered one single 
cluster,, and is subdivided into H\ = 2Bl clusters. The next pass takes these clusters 
andd subdivides each into Hj = 2Bl new ones, yielding H\ * H2 clusters in total, etc.. 
Notee that with P = 1, radix-cluster behaves like the straightforward algorithm. 

Forr ease of presentation, we did not use a hash function in the table of integer 
valuess displayed in Figure 5.2. In practice, though, it is better to use such a function 
evenn on integers in order to ensure that all bits of the table values play a role in the 
lowerr bits of the radix number. 

Thee interesting property of the radix-cluster is that the number of randomly ac
cessedd regions Hx can be kept low; while still a high overall number of H clusters can 
bee achieved using multiple passes. More specifically, if we keep Hx = 2Bl smaller 
thann the number of cache lines and the number of TLB entries, we totally avoid both 
TLBB and cache thrashing. 

Afterr radix-clustering a column on B bits, all tuples that have the same B lowest 
bitss in its column hash-value, appear consecutively in the relation, typically forming 
chunkss of |t/ | /2B tuples (with \U\ denoting the cardinality of the entire relation). It is 
thereforee not strictly necessary to store the cluster boundaries in some additional data 
structure;; an algorithm scanning a radix-clustered relation can determine the cluster 
boundariess by looking at these lower B "radix-bits". This allows very fine clusterings 
withoutt introducing overhead by large boundary structures. It is interesting to note that 
aa radix-clustered relation is in fact ordered on radix-bits. When using this algorithm 
inn the partitioned hash-join, we exploit this property, by performing a merge step on 
thee radix-bits of both radix-clustered relations to get the pairs of clusters that should 
bee hash-joined with each other. 

5.2.22 Quantitative Assessment 

Thee radix-cluster algorithm presented in the previous section provides three tuning 
parameters: : 

1.. the number of radix-bits used for clustering (B), implying the number of clusters 
HH = 2B, 

2.2. the number of passes used during clustering (P), 

3.. the number of radix-bits used per clustering pass (Bp). 

InIn the following, we present an exhaustive series of experiments to analyze the 
performancee impact of different settings of these parameters. After establishing which 
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parameterr settings are optimal for radix-clustering a relation on B radix-bits, we turn 
ourr attention to the performance of the join algorithm with varying values of B. For 
bothh phases, clustering and joining, we investigate how appropriate implementations 
techniquess can improve the performance even further. Finally, these two experiments 
aree combined to gain insight in the overall join performance. 

5.2.2.11 Experimental Setup 

Inn our experiments, we use binary relations (BATs) of 8 bytes wide tuples and varying 
cardinalitiess (\U\), consisting of uniformly distributed random numbers. Each value 
occurss three times. Hence, in the join-experiments, the join hit-rate is three. The result 
off a join is a BAT that contains the [OID.OID] combinations of matching tuples (i.e., 
aa join-index [Val87]). Subsequent tuple reconstruction is cheap in Monet, and equal 
forr all algorithms, so just like in [SKN94] we do not include it in our comparison. 
Thee experiments were carried out on the machines presented in Section 3.3, an SGI 
Origin2000,, a Sun Ultra, an Intel PC, and an AMD PC (cf., Table 3.2). 

Too analyze the performance behavior of our algorithms in detail, we break down 
thee overall execution time into the following major categories of costs: 

memoryy access In addition to memory access costs for data as analyzed above, this 
categoryy also contains memory access costs caused by instruction cache misses. 

CPUU stalls Beyond memory access, there are other events that make the CPU stall, 
likee branch mispredictions or other so-called resource related stalls. 

divisionss We treat integer divisions separately, as they play a significant role in our 
hash-joinn (see below). 

reall  CPU This is the remaining time, i.e., the time the CPU is indeed busy executing 
thee algorithms. 

Thee four architectures we investigate, provide different hardware counters [BZ98] 
thatt enable us to measure each of these cost factors accurately. Table 5.1 gives an 
overvieww of the counters used. Some counters yield the actual CPU cycles spent 
duringg a certain event, others just return the number of events that occurred. In the 
latterr case, we multiply the counters by the penalties of the events (as calibrated in 
Sectionn 3.3). None of the architectures provides a counter for the pure CPU activ
ity.. Hence, we subtract the cycles spent on memory access, CPU stalls, and integer 
divisionn from the overall number of cycles and assume the rest to be pure CPU costs. 

Inn our experiments, we found that in our algorithms, branch mispredictions and 
instructionn cache misses do not play a role on either architecture. The reason is that, 
inn contrast to most commercial DBMSs, Monet's code base is designed for efficient 
main-memoryy processing. Monet uses a very large grain size for buffer management 
inn its operators (an entire BAT), processing therefore exhibits much code locality dur
ingg execution, and hence avoids instruction cache misses and branch mispredictions. 
Thus,, for simplicity of presentation, we omit these events in our evaluation. 
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category y 

memory y 
access s 

CPU U 
stalls s 

divisions s 

MIPSS R10k 

L1.d_misss *6cy 
L2-d_miss*100cy y 
TLBjnisss *57cy 

L11 J_miss *6cy 
l_2J_misss *100cy 

brjnispredd *4cy 

|f/ |*2*35cy y 

Sunn UltraSPARC 

DCjniss"" *6cy 
ECjniss4,, *39cy 
MTLBB *54cy 

stallJC-miss s 

stalt-mispred d 
stalLfpdep p 

|f/|*2*60cy y 

Intell Pentiumlll 

DCUjniss. . 
.outstanding g 

WTLBB *5cy 

IFUjnem^stall l 

ITLB_miss s 
^ ^ 

brjnispred d 
M7C/ / 

ILD_stalled d 
resource-Stalls'' ' 
partt tal jatjstalls 
cycles.divJbusy y 

AMDD Athlon 

DCjefill_L22 *27cy 
DCj-efillJiyss *103cy 
LUDTLBjnisss *5cy 
L2_DTLBjniss*52cy y 

ICjniss*27cy y 

LUTLBjnisss *5cy 
L2JTLBjnisss *52cy 
branchesjnispred d 

\U\*2*\U\*2* 40cy 

aDCjnissess = DCjead - DCjeadJiit + DC.write - DC_write_hit. 
èEC_missess = ECjief - EC-hit. 
cTakenn from [ADHW99]. 
^Takenn from [ADHW99]. 
ee This counter originally includes "DCUjniss_outstanding". We use only the remaining part after sub

tractingg "DCUjniss-outstanding", here. 

Tablee 5.1: Hardware Counters used for Execution Time Breakdown 

5.2.2.22 Radix Cluster 

Too analyze the impact of all three parameters (B, P, Bp) on radix clustering, we con
ductt two series of experiments, keeping one parameter fixed and varying the remaining 
two. . 

First,, we conduct experiments with various numbers of radix-bits and passes, dis
tributingg the radix-bits evenly across the passes. Figure 5.3 shows an execution time 
breakdownn for 1-pass radix-cluster (\U\ = 8M) on each architecture. The pure CPU 
costss are nearly constant across all numbers of radix-bits, taking about 3 seconds on 
thee Origin, 5.5 seconds on the Sun, 2.5 seconds on the Pentiumlll, and a about 1.7 sec
ondss on the Athlon. Memory and TLB costs are low with small numbers of radix-bits, 
butt grow significantly with rising numbers of radix-bits. With more than 6 radix-bits, 
thee number of clusters to be filled concurrently exceeds the number of TLB entries 
(64),, causing the number of TLB misses to increase significantly. On the Origin and 
onn the Sun, the execution time increases significantly due to their rather high TLB miss 
penalties.. On the Pentiumlll however, the impact of TLB misses is hardly visible due 
too its very low TLB miss penalty. The same holds for TLBi misses on the Athlon, 
whilee the impact of the more expensive TLB2 misses is clearly visible. Analogously, 
thee memory costs increase as soon as the number of clusters exceeds the number of LI 
andd L2 cache lines, respectively. Further, on the Pentiumlll, "resource related stalls" 
(i.e.,, stalls due to functional unit unavailability) play a significant role. They make up 
onee fourth of the execution time when the memory costs are low. When the memory 
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Figuree 5.3: Execution Time Breakdown of Radix-Cluster using one pass (\U\ == 8M) 
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Figuree 5.4: Execution Time Breakdown of Radix-Cluster using optimal number of 
passess (\U\ = 8M) 

costss rise, the resource related stalls decrease and finally vanish completely, reducing 
thee impact of the memory penalty. In other words, minimizing the memory access 
costss does not fully pay back on the Pentiumlll, as the resource related stalls partly 
takee over their part. The Athlon, however, does not seem to suffer from such "resource 
relatedd stalls". 

Figuree 5.4 depicts the breakdown for radix-cluster using the optimal number of 
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#definee HASH(v) ((v»7) XOR (v»13) XOR (v»21) XOR v) 
typedeff struct { 

intt vl,v2; /* simplified binary tuple */ 
}} bun; 
radixjcluster(bunn *dst[2tJ],  bun *dsLead[2u]  /* output buffers for created clusters */ 

bunn *rel, bun *reljend, /* input relation */ 
intt R, int D /* radix and cluster bits */ 

){ { 
intMM = (2 z > - l )«R; 
for(bun*cur=rel;; cur<rel_end; cur-H-) { 

intt idx = (*hashFcn)(cur-»v2)&M; 
memcpy(dst[idx],, cur, sizeof(bun»; 
iff (-H-dst[idx]>dstjend[idx]) REALLOC(dst[idx],dstjend[idx]); 

} } 
} } 

intt idx = HASH(cur-»v2)&M; 
*dst[idx]] = *cur; 

Figuree 5.5: C language radix-cluster with annotated CPU optimizations (right) 

passes.. The idea of multi-pass radix-cluster is to keep the number of clusters generated 
perr pass low—and thus the memory costs—at the expense of increased CPU costs. 
Obviously,, the CPU costs are too high to avoid the TLB costs by using two passes with 
moree than 6 radix-bits. Only with more than 15 radix-bits—i.e., when the memory 
costss exceed the CPU costs—two passes win over one pass. The only exception is the 
Athlon,, where multi-pass radix-cluster benefits from the high clock speed, and hence, 
twoo passes outperform one pass already from 11 radix-bits onward. 

Thee only way to improve this situation is to reduce the CPU costs. Figure 5.5 
showss the source code of our radix-cluster routine. It performs a single-pass clustering 
onn the D bits that start R bits from the right (multi-pass clustering in P > 1 passes on 
BB = P * D bits is done by making subsequent calls to this function for pass p = 1 
throughh p = P with parameters Dp = D and Rp = (p - 1) * D, starting with the 
inputt relation and using the output of the previous pass as input for the next). As the 
algorithmm itself is already very simple, improvement can only be achieved by means 
off implementation techniques. We replaced the generic ADT-like implementation by 
aa specialized one for each data type. Thus, we could inline the hash function and 
replacee the memcpy by a simple assignment, saving two function calls per iteration. 

Figuree 5.6 shows the execution time breakdown for the optimized 1-pass radix-
cluster.. The CPU costs have reduced significantly, by almost a factor 4. Replacing 
thee two function calls has two effects. First, some CPU cycless are saved. Second, the 
CPUss can benefit more from the internal parallel capabilities using speculative execu
tion,, as the code has become simpler and parallelization options more predictable. On 
thee Pentiumin, the resource stalls have doubled, neutralizing the CPU improvement 
partly.. We think the simple loop does not consist of enough instructions to fill the 
relativelyy long pipelines of the Pentiumin efficiently. 

Thee results in Figure 5.7 indicate that with the optimized code, multi-pass radix-
clusterr is feasible already with smaller numbers of radix-bits. On the Origin, two 
passess win with more than 6 radix-bits, and three passes win with more than 13 radix-
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Figuree 5.6: Execution Time Breakdown of optimized Radix-Cluster using one pass 
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Figuree 5.7: Execution Time Breakdown of optimized Radix-Cluster using optimal 
numberr of passes (\U\ = 8M) 

bits,, thus avoiding TLB thrashing nearly completely. Analogously, the algorithm cre
atess at most 512 clusters per pass on the AMD PC, avoiding LI thrashing which is 
expensivee due to the rather high LI miss penalty on the Athlon. For the Pentiumlll, 
however,, the improvement is marginal. The severe impact of resource stalls with low 
numberss of radix-bits makes the memory optimization of multi-pass radix-cluster al
mostt ineffective. 

Inn order to effectively exploit the performance potential of our radix-cluster algo
rithm,, we need to know the optimal number of passes to be used with a given number 
off radix-bits on a given machine. Obviously, we could give a rule of thumb for each 
machinee we discussed here, like "Never use more than 6 bitss (64 clusters) per pass on 
ann Origin2000." However, a more general approach is clearly desirable. Our proposal 
iss to build a cost function for radix-cluster, that allows us to estimate and compare the 
performancee for various numbers of passes. The best performance determines the op
timall numbers of passes. We use the techniques we presented in Chapter 4 to create a 
costt function for radix-cluster estimating the total execution time as sum of pure CPU 
timee and memory access time. With U describing the input data region, B denoting 
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thee requested number of radix-bits, and P being the number of passes, we get 

TTKK(U,(U, £, P) = 7£pu(£/, P) + T&jy, B, P). 

Thee pure CPU costs are equal for all passes and independent of the number of bits 
used.. For each pass, the pure CPU costs consist of a fixed start-up cost c£ and the per-
tuplee costs cf. We determine c£ and c* using calibration as described in Section 4.6. 
Hence,, we have 

T£T£PVPV(U,P)(U,P) = P-(cZ + \U\-c?). 

Thee memory access cost is determined by the data access pattern. With each pass, 
radix-clusterr sequentially reads the input and puts each tuple into one of Hp = 2Bt> 
outputt clusters. Within each cluster, the access is sequential, but the clusters are ac
cessedd in a random order. Hence, we model the data access pattern of radix-cluster 
by y 

{Uj)\%\{Uj)\%\  *- radixjcluster(U,B,P); 

ee \pp=x (s_travs(£/) O nest ({(/,} £!', 2B", s_travs(£/;), ran)) . 

T^T êmem(U,(U, By P) is then calculated by estimating the number of cache misses and scoring 
themm with their latency as described in Chapter 4. 

Figuree 5.8 compares the predicted events (lines) with the events observed during 
ourr experiments (points) on the Origin2000 for different cardinalities. The model ac
curatelyy predicts the performance crucial behavior of radix-cluster, i.e., the steep raise 
inn cache/TLB misses as soon as we generate more clusters per pass than there are 
cachee lines respectively TLB entries. According to Figure 5.9, scoring the misses 
withh their latency yields a reasonably accurate prediction of the total execution time 
onn all architectures. The plots clearly reflect the impact of increasing cache and TLB 
missess on the execution time. Hence, our model provides sufficiently accurate infor
mationn to determine the optimal number of passes for a given number of radix-bits. 
Thee effort needed to do so is quite limited. Consider the largest table in our experi
ments,, containing 64,000,000 tuples. In the worst case, we need to create 64,000,000 
clusters,, each containing only a single tuple. Hence, we use at most 26 radix-bits. This 
meanss that theoretically at most 26 alternatives need to be compared. However, our 
experimentss indicate, that we do not have to use more passes than we need to stay just 
withinn the smallest cache. With the 64-entry TLBs being the smallest caches in our 
case,, there is no need to use less than 5 bits per pass, hence we can restrict the search 
too just Tyl = 6 alternatives. 

Thee question remaining is how to distribute the number of radix-bits over the 
passes.. Of course, we could also use our cost model, here. However, with (£"]) 
wayss to distribute B radix-bits on P passes, the number of alternatives that need to be 
exploredd grows rapidly. For instance in our previous example, we need to distribute 
266 bits on up to 6 passes, hence a total of 
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Figuree 5.8: Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Events of Radix-Cluster 
(Origin2000) ) 

candidatess would need to be checked to find the best values for P,B\,..., BP. 

Alternatively,, we consider the following empirical approach. We conducted an
otherr number of experiments, using a fix number of passes, but varying the number of 
radix-bitss per pass. Figure 5.10 depicts the respective results for 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 

B\ B\ 
244 radix-bits, using 2 passes. The x-axis shows B + —, hence, for each number of 

radix-bitss (B - B\ + B2) there is a short line segment consisting of B - 1 points. The 
firstt (leftmost) point of each segment represents B\ = 1, Bi = B - 1, the last (right
most)) point represents B\ - B - 1,B2 = 1- The results show, that even distribution 

B B 
off radix-bits (B\ ~ B2~ —) achieves the best performance. Indeed, these results are 

quitee intuitive, as even distribution of radix-bits minimizes the maximum number of 
bitss per pass. 
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Figuree 5.10: Bit-distribution for 2-pass Radix-Cluster 

5.2.2.33 Isolated Partitioned Hash-Join Performance 

Wee now analyze the impact of the number of radix-bits on the pure join performance, 
nott including the clustering costs. With 0 radix-bits, the join algorithm behaves like a 
simplee non-partitioned hash-join. 

Thee partitioned hash-join exhibits increased performance with increasing number 
off radix-bits. Figure 5.11 shows that this behavior is mainly caused by the mem
oryy costs. While the CPU costs are almost independent of the number of radix-bits, 
thee memory costs decrease with increasing number of radix-bits. The performance 
increasee flattens past the point where the entire inner cluster (including its hash ta
ble)) consists of less pages than there are TLB entries (64). Then, it also fits the L2 
cachee comfortably. Thereafter, performance increases only slightly until the point that 
thee inner cluster fits the LI cache. Here, performance reaches its maximum. The 
fixedfixed overhead by allocation of the hash-table structure causes performance to de
creasee when the cluster sizes get too small and clusters get very numerous. Again, 
thee Pentiumlll shows a slightly different behavior. TLB costs do not play any role, 
butt "partial stalls" (i.e., stalls due to dependencies among instructions) are significant 
withh small numbers of radix-bits. With increasing numbers of clusters, the partial 
stallss decrease, but then, resource stalls increase, almost neutralizing the memory op
timization. . 

Likee with radix-cluster, once the memory access is optimized, the execution of 
partitionedd hash-join is dominated by CPU costs. Hence, we applied the same op
timizationss as above. We inlined the hash-function calls during hash build and hash 
probee as well as the compare-function call during hash probe and replaced two memcpy 
byy simple assignments, saving five function calls per iteration. Further, we replaced 
thee modulo division ("%") for calculating the hash index by a bit operation ("&"). 
Figuree 5.12 depicts the original implementation of our hash-join routine and the opti-

vv v*  V yv. . 

«.. v* 
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Figuree 5.11: Execution Time Breakdown of Partitioned Hash-Join (\U\ - |V| = 8M) 
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hashh join(bun *dst, bun "end 
bunn *outer, bun *outerjend, bun *inner, bun* inner jend, 
intR R 

){ { 
/** build hash table on inner  */ 
intt pos=0, S=innerjend-inner, H=log2(S), N=2ff, M=(N-1)«*;R; 
intt next[S], bucket[N] = {-1 }; /* hash bucket array and chain-lists */ 
for(bunn *cur=inner; cur<innerjend; cur-H-) { 

intt idx = ((*hashFcn)(cur->v2)»R) % N; 
next[pos]] = bucket [idx]; 
bucket[idx]] = pos4f; 

} } 
/** probe hash table with outer  */ 
for(bunn *cur=outer; cur<outerjend; cur-H-) { 

intt idx = ((*hashFcnXcur-»v2)»R) % N; 
for(intt hit=bucket[idx]; hit>0; hit=nextthit]) { 

iff ((*compareFcn)(cur-»v2,inner[hit].v2)==0) { 
memcpy(&dst-»vl,&cur-»vl,, sizeof(int)); 
memcpy(&dst-»v2,&inner[hit].vl,, sizeof(int)); 
iff (-H-dst>end) REALLOC(dst,end); 

} } 

/** start and end of result buffer */ 
/** inner and outer relations */ 
I*I*  radix bits */ 

intt idx = HASH(cur-*v2) & M; 

intt idx = HASH(cur-»v2) & M; 

iff ((cur-+v2 == inner[hit].v2)) { 
dst—»vll =cur—>vl; 
dst-*v22 = inner[hit].vl; 

Figuree 5.12: C language hash-join with annotated CPU optimizations (right) 

mizationss we applied. 
Figuree 5.13 shows the execution time breakdown for the optimized partitioned 

hash-join.. For the same reasons as with radix-cluster, the CPU costs are reduced by 
almostt a factor 4 on the Origin and the Sun, by factor 3 on the Pentiumm, and by factor 
22 on the Athlon. The expensive divisions have vanished completely. Additionally, the 
dependencyy stalls on the Pentiumül have disappeared, but the functional unit stalls 
remainn almost unchanged, now taking about half of the execution time. It is interesting 
too note the 450 MHz PC outperforms the 250 MHz Origin on non-optimized code, but 
onn CPU optimized code, where both RISC chips execute without any overhead, the 
PCC actually becomes slower due to this phenomenon of resource stalls. 

Likee with radix-cluster, we will now create a cost function for partitioned hash-
joinn that estimates the total execution time as sum of pure CPU time and memory 
accesss time. Let U and V describe the left (outer) and right (inner) input data region, 
respectively,, and B denote the number of radix-bits that both U and V are clustered 
on.. Further let W represent the output data region2 

TPTPhhJ(U,J(U, V, B, W) = TjghiU, V, B, W) + T^JJU, V, B, W). 

Onn each of the H - 2B pairs (Up, Vp) of matching partitions, partitioned hash-join 

2Here,, we use W to convey the results of a logical cost model, such as the estimates result size, to the 
physicall cost model. 
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Figuree 5.13: Execution Time Breakdown: Optimized Partitioned Hash-Join (\U\ = 8M) 

performss a simple hash-join. The latter in turn consists of two phases, first building the 
hashh table on the inner partition Vp, and then probing the outer partition Up against 
thee hash table. The pure CPU cost of the first phase is linear in the cardinality of 
VVpp.. The pure CPU cost of the second phase consists of two components. The first 
representss the actual hash lookup, and is in our case linear in the cardinality of U„  (i.e., 
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independentt of the size of the hash table). The second component reflects the creation 
off the actual result tuples, and is hence linear in the cardinality of Wp. Altogether, we 
get t 

loviUp.Wp)loviUp.Wp) = <% + \Up\.t* + \Wp\-<* 

T^(UT^(Upp,V,Vpp,W,Wpp)) = T v̂(Vp) + T p̂iJ(Up,Wp) 

2* 2* 

T$T$VV(U,V,B,W)(U,V,B,W) = 2i7*nj(Up,VptWp) 
PP=i =i 

Wee determine the respective cost constants using calibration as described in Sec
tionn 4.6. 

Too obtain the memory access costs, we describe the memory access pattern of 
partitionedd hash-join by combining the patterns of the single phases as follows: 

VVpp <r-  hash-build{Vp): 

s_travs(Vpp o r_trav(Vp 

=:: buikLhasrKVp, Vp, 

WWpp <— hash-probe(Up, V'p): 

s_travs(£/pp o rjoccQUpl Vp o s_travs(Wp 

=:probe_hash(f//,,v;,%), , 

WWpp *— hashJoin(Up, Vp): 

build_hash(Vp,, Vp © probe_hash(C/p, V'p, Wp) 

=:=: hashjoinC^, Vp, Wp\ 

W l £ ii ^PartJiashjoin({Up)\p
B

=lAVp}\p
B

=1,B): 

®i^=1(hash_join((/A,,Vp,lVp). . 

Thee actual cost functions are then derived using the techniques of Chapter 4. 
Figuree 5.14 compares the predicted events (lines) with the events observed dur

ingg our experiments (points) on the Origin2000 for different cardinalities. The model 
accuratelyy predicts the performance crucial behavior of partitioned hash-join, i.e., the 
significantlyy increased number of cache/TLB misses when using partition sizes that 
exceedd the respective caches capacities. The plots in Figure 5.15 confirm that the es
timatedd execution times match the actual performance on all architectures reasonably 
well. . 
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Figuree 5.14: Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Events of Partitioned Hash-Join 
(Origin2000) ) 

5.2.2.44 Overall Partitioned Hash-Join Performance 

Afterr having analyzed the impact of the tuning parameters on the clustering phase 
andd the joining phase separately, we now turn our attention to the combined cluster 
andd join costs. Radix-cluster gets cheaper for fewer radix-bits, whereas partitioned 
hash-joinn gets more expensive. Putting together the experimental data we obtained on 
bothh cluster- and join-performance, we determine the optimum number of B for given 
relationn cardinality. 

Itt turns out that there are three possible strategies, which correspond to the diago
nalss in Figure 5.15: 

phashh L2 partitioned hash-join on B = log2(\V'\*  V^/||L2||) clustered bits, so the inner 
relationn plus hash-table fits the L2 cache. This strategy was used in the work of 
Shatdall et al. [SKN94] in their partitioned hash-join experiments. 

phashh TLB partitioned hash-join on B = log2(\V'\ * V^_/\\TLB\\) clustered bits, so the 
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Figuree 5.15: Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Time of Partitioned Hash-Join 
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innerr relation plus hash-table spans at most \TLB\ pages. Our experiments show 
aa significant improvement of the pure join performance between phash L2 and 
phashh TLB. 

phashh L I  partitioned hash-join on B = log2(\V'\* V^/\\L\\\) clustered bits, so the inner 
relationn plus hash-table fits the LI cache. This algorithm uses more clustered 
bitss than the previous ones, hence it really needs the multi-pass radix-cluster 
algorithmm (a straightforward 1-pass cluster would cause cache thrashing on this 
manyy clusters). 

Figuree 5.16 shows the overall performance for the original (thin lines) and the 
CPU-optimizedd (thick lines) versions of our algorithms, using 1-pass and multi-pass 
clustering.. In most cases, phash TLB is the best strategy, performing significantly 
betterr than phash L2. On the Origin2000 and the Sun, the differences between phash 
TLBB and phash LI are negligible. On the PCs, phash LI performs sightly better than 
phashh TLB. With very small cardinalities, i.e., when the relations do not span more 
memoryy pages than there are TLB entries, clustering is not necessary, and the non-
partitionedd hash-join ("simple hash") performs best. 

Usingg phash TLB seems to be a good choice the achieve reasonably good perfor
mancee on all architectures without any optimization effort. However, our goal is to 
findfind and use the optimal strategy, also on architectures we have not evaluated here. 
Ourr cost models provide the necessary tools to achieve this goal. Using the cost mod
els,, we can—at runtime—estimate the costs of radix-cluster and partitioned hash-join 
forr various numbers radix-bits (i.e., partition sizes). Thus, we can find the best set
tingg for number of radix-bits and number of cluster passes to be used in the actual 
evaluationn of the algorithms. Figure 5.17 compares the estimated performance (lines) 
withh the results of our experiments (points) for 8M tuples. Our models tend to over 
estimatee the "worst-case" costs, i.e., when using too large partitions for partitioned 
hash-joinn or too many partitions for radix-cluster. But in the crucial area around the 
optimall performance, they are rather accurate. Moreover, the models correctly predict 
thee optimum in almost all cases. In case they do not, the cost of the estimated optimum 
onlyy marginally differ from the actual optimum. 

Further,, the results in Figure 5.17 show that CPU and memory optimization sup
portt each other and boost their effects. The gain of CPU optimization for phash TLB 
iss bigger than that for simple hash, and the gain of memory optimization for the CPU-
optimizedd implementation is bigger than that for the non-optimized implementation. 
Forr example, for large relations on the Origin 2000, CPU optimization improves the 
executionn time of simple hash by approximately a factor 1.25, whereas it yields a fac
torr 3 with phash TLB. Analogously, memory optimization achieves an improvement 
off slightly less than a factor 2.5 for the original implementation, but more than a fac
torr 5 for the optimized implementation. Combining both optimizations improves the 
executionn time by almost a factor 10. 

Theree are two reasons for the boosting effect to occur. First, modern CPUs try 
too overlap memory access with other useful CPU computations by allowing indepen
dentt instructions to continue execution while other instructions wait for memory. In a 
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Figuree 5.17: Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Overall Performance of 
PartitionedPartitioned Hash-Join (\U\ = \V\ = 8M) 
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memory-boundd load, much CPU computation is overlapped with memory access time, 
hencee optimizing these computations has no overall performance effect (while it does 
whenn the memory access would be eliminated by memory optimizations). Second, 
ann algorithm that allows memory access to be traded for more CPU processing (like 
radix-cluster),, can actually trade more CPU for memory when CPU-cost are reduced, 
reducingg the impact of memory access costs even more. 

Thee Sun Ultra and the AMD PC achieve similar results like the Origin2000, al
thoughh the absolute gains are somewhat smaller. With the Ultra, the CPU is so slow 
thatt trading memory for CPU less beneficial on this platform; with the AMD PC, the 
memoryy access costs are somewhat lower than on the Origin2000, thus offering less 
potentiall for improvements. 

Thee overall effect of our optimizations on the Pentiumlll is just over a factor 2. 
Onee cause of this is the low memory latency on the Intel PC, that limits the gains when 
memoryy access is optimized. The second cause is the appearance of the "resource-
stalls",, which surge in situations where all other stalls are eliminated (and both RISC 
architecturess are really steaming). We expect, though, that future PC hardware with 
highlyy parallel IA-64 processors and new Rambus memory systems (that offer high 
bandwidthh but high latencies) will show a more RISC-like performance on our algo
rithms. . 

5.33 Radix-Join 
Inn this section, we present our radix-join algorithm as an alternative for the parti
tionedd hash-join. Radix-join makes use of the very fine clustering capabilities of 
radix-cluster.. If the number of clusters H is high, the radix-clustering has brought 
thee potentially matching tuples near to each other. As cluster sizes are small, a simple 
nestedd loop is then sufficient to filter out the matching tuples. Radix-join is similar 
too hash-join in the sense that the number H should be tuned to be the relation car
dinalityy \U\ divided by a small constant; just like the length of the bucket-chain in a 
hash-table.. If this constant gets down to 1, radix-join degenerates to sort/merge-join, 
withh radix-sort [Knu68] employed in the sorting phase. 

5.3.11 Isolated Radix-Join Performance 

Figuree 5.18 shows the execution time breakdown for our radix-join algorithm (\U\ = 
1M).. On all three architectures3, radix-join performs the better the more radix-bits are 
used,, i.e., the smaller the clusters are. With increasing cluster size, execution time 
increasess rapidly due to the nested-loop characteristic of radix-join. Only cluster sizes 
thatt fit into the LI cache are reasonable. Hence, memory access costs are small, and 
thee performance is dominated by CPU costs. 

Likee with radix-cluster and partitioned hash-join, we optimize our radix-join im
plementationn (cf., Figure 5.19) in order to reduce the CPU costs. Figure 5.20 depicts 
thee results for the optimized radix-join. For very small clusters, the optimizations 

3Duee to hardware problems, we have no results of radix-join on the AMD PC. 
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Figuree 5.18: Execution Time Breakdown of Radix-Join (\U\ = \V\ = 1M) 

yieldd an improvement of factor 1.25 (on the PC) to 1.5 (on the Origin2000). For larger 
clusters,, we observe similar improvements as with partitioned hash-join: factor 4.5 
onn the RISC architectures and factor 2.5 on the PC. We also note that functional unit 
stallss (resource stalls) become clearly visible on the PC, as soon as the cluster size 
reachess and exceeds LI cache size. 

Wee follow our usual schema to model the cost of radix-join. 

T*(U,T*(U, V, B, W) = T*(U, V, B, W) + T*W, V, B, W) Memv v 

Thee total CPU costs are simply the sum of the CPU costs of executing a simple nested-
loop-joinn on all matching pairs of partitions. A simple nested-loop-join incurs constant 

,«'J ,«'J "ij\ "ij\ start-upp cost (c0
y), quadratic comparison cost (c, ), and linear result creation cost 
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nested_loop(bunn *dst, bun *end 
bunn *outer, bun *outer_end, bun *inner, bun* inner_end 

){ { 
for(bunn *outer.cur=outer; outer.cur < outerxnd; outer_cur+i-) { 

for(bunn *innerj;ur=inner; inner_cur < inner_end; outer_cur-H-) { 

/** start and end of result buffer */ 
/** inner and outer relations */ 

iff ((*compareFcn)(outer.cur-»v2,inner.cur—>v2)==0) { 
memcpy(&dst->vv 1 ,&outer.cur->v 1, sizeof(int)); 
memcpy(&dst-»v2,&inner_cur->vl,, sizeof(int)); 
iff (-H-dst>end) REALLOC(dst,end); 

iff ((outer.cur-»v2 == inner_cur->v2)) { 
dst—>vll = outerxur—>vl; 
dst—>v22 = innerxur—»vl; 

Figuree 5.19: C language nested-loop with annotated CPU optimizations (right) 
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Figuree 5.20: Execution Time Breakdown of optimized Radix-Join (\U\ = \V\ = IM) 
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Wee note that calibrating the CPU cost factors as described in Section 4.6 ensures that 
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thee resource stalls on the PC (see above) are properly included in the cost factors. 
Too get the memory access cost function for radix-join, we model its memory ac

cesss pattern as follows. 

WWpp <— nestedJoop-join(Upt Vp): 

s_travs(£/p)) © rs_travs(|t//)|, uni, Vp) © sAravs(Wp) 

=:: r\\4o\n(Up, Vp, Up) 

W l £ ii 4- radixJoin({Up}\p
B

=l ,[Vp}\
2
p=l,B) : 

©if^nLjo in^,^ ,^)) . . 

Figuree 5.21 confirms the accuracy of our model (lines) for the number of LI, L2, 
andd TLB misses on the Origin2000, and for the elapsed time on all architectures. 

5.3.22 Overall Radix-Join Performance 

Figuree 5.22 shows the overall performance of radix-join, i.e., including radix-cluster 
off both input relations. For larger clusters, the performance is dominated by the high 
CPUU costs of radix-join. Only very small clusters with up to 8 tuples are reasonable, 
requiringg multi-pass radix-clustering in most cases. 

5.3.33 Partitioned Hash-Join vs. Radix-Join 

Finally,, Figure 5.23 compares the overall performance of partitioned hash-join and 
radix-join.. With the original non-optimized implementation, the optimal performance 
off radix-join (circled points on thin lines) is almost the same as the optimal parti
tionedd hash-join performance (circled points on thick lines). With code optimizations 
applied,, optimal radix-join performance is never better than partitioned hash-join us
ingg the same number of radix-bits. 

5.44 Evaluation 

Inn the previous sections, we have demonstrated that performance of large equi-joins 
cann be strongly improved by combining techniques that optimize memory access and 
CPUU resource usage. As discussed in Section 3.4.3, hardware trends indicate that 
thee effects of such optimizations will become even larger in the future, as the memory 
accesss bottleneck will deepen and future CPUs will have even more parallel resources. 
Inn the following, we discuss the more general implications of these findings to the field 
off database architecture. 
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Figuree 5.21: Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Events (Origin2000) 
Performancee of Radix-Join 
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Figuree 5.22: Overall Performance of Radix-Join: non-optimized (thin lines) vs. opti
mizedd (thick lines) implementation 

5.4.11 Implications for Implementation Techniques 

Implementationn techniques strongly determine how CPU and memory are used in 
queryy processing, and have been the subject of study in the field of main-memory 
databasee engineering [DKO+84], where query processing costs are dominated by CPU 
processing.. First, we present some rules of thumb, that specifically take into account 
thee modern hardware optimization aspects, then we explain how they were imple
mentedd in Monet: 

•• use the most efficient algorithm. Even the most efficient implementation will 
nott make a sub-optimal algorithm perform well. A more subtle issue is tuning 
algorithmss with the optimal parameters. 

•• minimize memory copying. Buffer copying should be minimized, as it both 
wastess CPU cycles and also causes spurious main-memory access. As function 
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callss copy their parameters on the stack, they are also a source of memory copy
ing,, and should be avoided in the innermost loops that iterate over all tuples. A 
typicall function call overhead is about 20 CPU cycles. 

•• allow compiler optimizations. Techniques like memory prefetching, and gener
ationn of parallel EPIC code in the IA-64, rely on compilers to detect indepen
dencee of certain statements. These compiler optimizations work especially well 
iff the hotspot of the algorithm is one simple loop that is easily analyzable for the 
compiler.. Again, performing function calls in these loops, force the compiler 
too assume the worst (side effects) and prevent optimizations from taking place. 
Thiss especially holds in database code, where those function calls cannot be 
analyzedd at compile time, since the database atomic type interface makes use of 
CC dereferenced calls on a function-pointer looked up in an ADT table, or C++ 
late-bindingg methods. 

Ass an example of correctly tuning algorithms, we discuss the (non-partitioned) 
hash-joinn implementation of Monet that uses a simple bucket-chained hash-table. In 
aa past implementation, it used a default mean bucket chain length of four [BMK99], 
wheree actually a length of one is optimal (perfect hashing). Also, we had used integer 
divisionn (modulo) by a prime-number (the number of hash buckets) to obtain a hash-
buckett number, while integer division costs 40-80 cycles on current CPUs. Later, we 
changedd the number of hash buckets to be a power of 2 (i.e., N = 2X), and hence, we 
couldd replace the expensive modulo division by a much cheaper bit-wise AND with 
N—l.N—l. Such simple tuning made the algorithm more than 4 times faster. 

Inn order to minimize copying, Monet does not do explicit buffer management, 
ratherr it uses virtual memory to leave this to the OS. This avoids having to copy 
tuplee segments in and out of a buffer manager, whenever the DBMS accesses data. 
Monett maps large relations stored in a file into virtual memory and accesses it directly. 
Minimizingg memory copying also means that pointer swizzling is avoided at all time 
byy not having hard pointers and value-packing in any data representation. 

Functionss calls are minimized in Monet by applying logarithmic code expan-
sionsion [Ker89]. Performance-critical pieces of code, like the hash-join implementation, 
aree replicated in specific functions for the most commonly used types. For example, 
thee hash-join is separated in an integer-join, a string-join, etc., and an ADT join (that 
handless all other types). The specific integer-join processes the table values directly 
ass C integers, without calling a hash-function for hashing, or calling a comparison 
functionn when comparing two values. The same technique is applied for construct
ingg the result relation, eliminating function calls for inserting the matching values in 
thee result relation. To make this possible, the type-optimized join implementations 
requiree the result to have a fixed format: a join index containing OIDs (in Monet the 
resultt of joining two BATs is again a BAT, so it has a fixed binary format, and typ
icall invocations produce a BAT with matching OID pairs). In this way, all function 
callss can be removed from an algorithm in the optimized cases. For the non-optimized 
cases,, the (slower) but equivalent implementation is employed that uses ADT method 
callss for manipulating values. The Monet source code is kept small by generating both 
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thee optimized and ADT code instantiations with a macro package from one template 
algorithm.. We refer to [BK99] for a detailed discussion of this subject. 

5.4.22 Implications for  Query Processing Algorithm s 

Ourr join experiments demonstrated that performance can strongly improve when al
gorithmss that have a random memory access pattern are tuned, in order to ensure that 
thee randomly accessed region does not exceed the cache size (be it LI, L2, or TLB). In 
thee case of join, we confirmed results of Shatdal et al. who had proposed a partitioned 
hash-joinn such that each partition joined fits the L2 cache [SKN94], and showed that 
thee beneficial effect of this algorithm is even stronger on modern hardware. Secondly, 
wee introduced a new partitioning algorithm called radix-cluster that performs multiple 
passess over the data to be partitioned but earns back this extra CPU work with much 
lesss memory access costs when the number of partitions gets large. 

Wee believe that similar approaches can be used to optimize algorithms other than 
equi-join.. For instance, Ronström [Ron98] states, that a B-tree with a block-size equal 
too the L2 cache line size as a main-memory search accelerator, now outperforms the 
traditionallyy known-best main-memory T-tree search structure [LC86a]. As another 
example,, memory cost optimizations can be applied to sorting algorithms (e.g., radix-
clusterr followed by quick-sort on the partitions), and might well change the trade-offs 
forr other well-known main-memory algorithms (e.g., radix-sort has a highly cachable 
memoryy access pattern and is likely to outperform quick-sort). 

Main-memoryy cost models are a prerequisite for tuning the behavior of an al
gorithmm to optimize memory cache usage, as they allow to make good optimization 
decisions.. Our work shows that such models can be obtained and how to do it. First, 
wee show with our calibration tool how all relevant hardware characteristics can be 
retrievedd from a computer system automatically. This calibrator does not need any OS 
supportt whatsoever, and should in our opinion be used in modern DBMS query opti
mizers.. Secondly, we present a methodological framework that first characterizes the 
memoryy access pattern of an algorithm to be modeled in a formula that counts certain 
hardwaree events. These computed events are then scored with the calibrated hardware 
parameterss to obtain a full cost model. This methodology represents an important im
provementt over previous work on main-memory cost models [LN96, WK90], where 
performancee is characterized on the coarse level of a procedure call with "magical" 
costt factors obtained by profiling. We were helped in formulating this methodology 
throughh our usage of hardware event counters present in modern CPUs. 

5.433 Implications for  Disk Resident Systems 

Wee think our findings are not only relevant to main-memory databases engineers. Ver
ticall fragmentation and memory access costs have a strong impact on performance of 
databasee systems at a macro level, including those that manage disk-resident data. Ny-
bergg et al. [NBC+94] stated that techniques like software assisted disk-striping have 
reducedd the I/O bottleneck; i.e., queries that analyze large relations (like in OLAP or 
Dataa Mining) now read their data faster than it can be processed. Hence the main 
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performancee bottleneck for such applications is shifting from I/O to memory access. 
Wee therefore think that, as the I/O bottleneck decreases and the memory access bottle
neckk increases, main-memory optimization of both data structures and algorithms— 
likee described in this paper—will become a prerequisite to any DBMS for exploiting 
thee power of custom hardware. 

Inn Monet, we delegate I/O buffering to the OS by mapping large data files into 
virtuall memory, hence treat management of disk-resident data as memory with a large 
granularityy (a memory page is like a large cache line). This is in line with the consid
erationn that disk-resident data is the bottom level of a memory hierarchy that goes up 
fromm the virtual memory, to the main memory through the cache memories up to the 
CPUU registers (Figure 3.2). Algorithms that are tuned to run well on one level of the 
memory,, also exhibit good performance on the lower levels. 

5.55 Conclusion 

Wee have shown what steps are taken in order to optimize the performance of large 
main-memoryy joins on modern hardware. To achieve better usage of scarce memory 
bandwidth,, we recommend using vertically fragmented data structures. We refined 
partitionedd hash-join with a new partitioning algorithm called radix-cluster, that pre
ventss performance becoming dominated by memory latency (avoiding the memory 
accesss bottleneck). Exhaustive equi-join experiments were conducted on modern SGI, 
Sun,, Intel, and AMD hardware. We formulated detailed analytical cost models that 
explainn why this algorithm makes optimal use of hierarchical memory systems found 
inn modern computer hardware and very accurately predict performance on all three 
platforms.. Further, we showed that once memory access is optimized, CPU resource 
usagee becomes crucial for the performance. We demonstrated, how CPU resource 
usagee can be improved by using appropriate implementation techniques. The overall 
speedupp obtained by our techniques can be almost an order of magnitude. Finally, we 
discussedd the consequences of our results in a broader context of database architecture, 
andd made recommendations for future systems. 
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Summaryy and Outlook 

Databasee systems pervade more and more areas of business, research, and everyday 
life.. With the amount of data stored in databases growing rapidly, performance re
quirementss for database management system increase as well. This thesis analyzes, 
whyy simply using newer and more powerful hardware is not sufficient to solve the 
problem.. Quantifying the interaction between modern hardware and database soft
waree enables use to design performance models that make up vital tools for improving 
databasee performance. 

6.11 Contribution s 

Focusingg on main-memory database technology, this thesis describes research that 
aimss at understanding, modeling, and improving database performance. 

Hardwaree Trends and MMDBM S performance 

Wee empirically analyzed how main-memory database software and modern hardware 
doo interact. During our study, we found that starting with simple but representa
tivee experiments is both necessary and sufficient to identify the essential performance 
characteristics.. Moreover, hardware counters as present in many contemporary CPUs 
havee proved to be indispensable tools for tracking down the most performance-crucial 
events,, such as cache misses, TLB misses, resource stalls, or branch mispredictions. 
Ourr experiments disclosed that memory access has become the primary performance 
bottleneckk on various hardware platforms ranging from small of-the-shelf PCs to large 
high-performancee servers. The reason for this can be found in the hardware trends of 
thee last two decades. While CPU speed has been growing rapidly, memory access 
latencyy has hardly improved. Thus, the performance gap between CPU and memory 
speedd did widen out. Ongoing and promised hardware development indicates that this 
trendd will last for the foreseeable future. So far, database technology has not payed 
muchh attention to these trends; especially in cost modeling, main-memory access has 
completelyy been ignored. 
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Main-Memor yy Cost Modeling 

Usingg the knowledge gained during our analysis, we developed precise physical cost 
modelss for core database algorithms. The main goal of these cost models is to accu
ratelyy predict main-memory access costs. Furthermore, the new models provide two 
furtherr innovations compared to traditional database cost models. First, we general
izedd and simplified the process of creating cost functions for arbitrary database oper
ations.. For this purpose, we introduced the concept of data access patterns. Instead of 
specifyingg the often complex cost functions for each algorithm "by hand", database 
softwaree developers only need to describe the algorithms' data access behavior as sim
plee combinations of a few basic access patterns. The actual cost functions can then 
bee derived automatically by applying the rules developed in this thesis. The second 
innovationn addresses the hardware dependency inherent to physical cost models. The 
principlee idea is to have a single common cost model instead of individual cost mod
elss for each hardware platform. To achieve this goal, we introduced a novel unified 
hardwaree model for hierarchical memory systems. The hardware model allows an 
arbitraryy number of hierarchies, such as several levels of CPU cache, main-memory, 
andd secondary storage. For each level, it stores performance characteristic parameters 
suchh as size, access granularity, access latency, access bandwidth, and associativity. 
Thus,, we could design a general cost model that is parameterized by the characteristics 
ass represented in the hardware model. In order to have the cost model automatically 
instantiatedd on a new hardware platform, we developed a calibration tool that mea
suress the respective parameters without human interaction. The "Calibrator" is freely 
availableavailable for download from our web site and has become a popular1 tool to assess 
computerr hardware not only within the database community. 

Cache-Consciouss Query Processing 

Disappointedd by the poor performance of standard database technology on supposedly 
powerfull hardware, but enlightened with the insights gained during our analysis and 
modelingg exercises, we developed new hardware-conscious algorithms and coding 
techniques.. Focusing on equi-joins, we introduced radix-algorithms for partitioned 
hash-join.. The basic idea is to reduce memory access costs by restricting random 
accesss patterns to the smallest cache size, and thus reduce the number of cache misses. 
Thiss exercise demonstrates that our cost models — next to being fundamental for 
databasee query optimization — serve two further purposes. First, they help us to 
understandd the details and thus enable us to design proper algorithms. Second, the 
queryy engine can use the cost functions to tune the algorithms at runtime. 

Oncee memory access is optimized, CPU costs become dominant, mainly as stan
dardd database code is too complex to allow CPUs to efficiently exploit their internal 
parallell processing potentials. We presented coding techniques that achieve signifi
cantt performance gains by reducing the number of function calls, branches, and data 
dependencies. . 

moree than 12,000 downloads in 2 years 
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Wee have performed extensive experimentation on a range of hardware platforms 
thatt confirmed both the accuracy and the portability of our cost model. Moreover, the 
experimentall evaluations showed, that combining memory access and CPU optimiza
tionn yields a performance gain of up to an order of magnitude. 

6.22 Conclusion 

Thee work presented in this thesis has demonstrated that current main-memory data
basee technology needs to be adapted to achieve optimal performance on modern hard
ware.. Next to data structures, algorithms, and coding techniques, cost models turned 
outt to be a crucial factor that has not received much attention hitherto in main-memory 
context.. Our analysis has shown, that understanding and modeling database perfor
mancee in a main-memory dominated scenario is not only possible, but also a fun
damentall requirement for developing and tuning new techniques to improve perfor
mance. . 

Whilee the main-memory dominated scenario looks similar to the classical I/O 
dominatedd scenario, but shifted one level up, traditionally successful solutions con
cerningg cost models and algorithms do not work as efficient as one might expect. 
Smalll but significant details, such as the increased and now variable number of mem
oryy hierarchies, limited associativity and fixed size of hardware caches, and the fact 
thatt the cache replacement strategy is not under the control of the DBMS, require 
modifiedd or completely new techniques. In this thesis, we explain how to solve these 
problems.. Moreover, this thesis represents a new departure for database research and 
developmentt into taking account of memory, cache, and processor characteristics, 
hithertoo primarily the concern of optimizing compiler writers and operating system 
researchers. . 

6.33 Open Problems and Future Work 

Likee almost every research also the work presented here leaves some questions unan
sweredd and even discovers new problems. Some of these open issues shall be men
tionedd here. 

Portability .. Concerning portability of our cost models, we focused on porting the 
modelss to various hardware platforms. Another aspect of portability is whether— 
and/orr to which extend—our models can be successfully applied to other main-mem
oryy or even disk-based database systems. While the general framework should be 
flexibleflexible enough to cover the needs of such systems, the main question is whether 
itt will achieve the same accuracy as we experienced in our experiments with Monet. 
Especiallyy the capabilities to cope with various buffer pool implementations and buffer 
managementt strategies in order to accurately predict I/O costs need to be evaluated. 
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Basicc Access Patterns. In the current set of basic access patterns, the interleaved 
multi-cursorr pattern plays a kind of special role, being more complex than the other ba
sicc patterns. From an aesthetic point of view, it might be worth to investigate, whether 
itit could be replaced by a compound pattern made up of a proper combination of sim
plee sequential and random patterns that reflects the same knowledge about the pattern 
performedd by algorithms doing partitioning or clustering. 

Onn the other hand, new algorithms or other systems, might need more or differ
entt basic access patterns. Similar to the interleaved multi-cursor access pattern, there 
mightt be algorithms that allow to deduce more detailed properties of their access pat
tern^)) than simply being sequential or random. Within the framework we presented, 
itt is simple to add new basic access patterns together with their respective basic cost 
functions. . 

Inn the current setup, basic access patterns are limited to the knowledge and proper
tiess that we can derive from the algorithms without knowing anything about the actual 
dataa that eventually is to be processed. A possible way to enrich this knowledge, and 
hencee to improve the accuracy of the accompanying basic cost functions would be to 
combinee or parameterize the basic access patterns with some information about the 
dataa distributions. The problem is that the cost functions need to be provided stati
callyy while the actual data distributions are only known at runtime. A solution might 
bee to use a coarse classification of data distributions and provide cost functions for 
eachh class. At runtime, the actual data distribution is matched with one of the classes 
andd the respective cost function can be used. 

Logicall  Costs / Volume Estimation. Focusing on physical cost models, we as
sumedd a "perfect oracle" for estimating intermediate result sizes in this thesis. In 
practice,, any of the numerous techniques for volume, respectively selectivity, estima
tionn proposed in literature (cf., Section 2.2) could pair with our physical cost models 
too make up a complete database cost model. Recall, logical costs, and hence their 
models,, are independent of the physical design of a DBMS. However, especially in 
casee of Monet, main-memory processing and the decomposed storage model might 
offerr new opportunities to efficiently build and maintain synopses such as histograms 
orr samples. These opportunities need to be explored. 

Ann other idea derives from the bulk-processing approach of Monet. As all inter
mediatee results are materialized, it is simple to create synopses directly from the exact 
intermediatee results with little extra effort. These synopses can then be used for vol
umee estimation of future queries that contain the same subexpressions. By using the 
exactt intermediate results to build the synopses, this approach eliminates the problem 
thatt the estimation error grows exponentially throughout the query plan. Two obvious 
questionss remain open to be answered by future research: (1) How can the synopses in 
thiss scenario efficiently be updated in case the underlying base tables get updated? (2) 
Howw can these synopses be used for volume estimation of queries that do not contain 
exactlyy the same subexpressions, but "similar" ones, e.g., a selection predicate on the 
samee attribute(s) but with (slightly) different parameters? 
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Samenvatting g 

Databankk management systemen (DBMS) zijn bekend als belangrijke software pro
ductenn voor het opslaan en bewerken van gegevens in de zakelijke en wetenschap
pelijkee wereld. Databanken worden bijvoorbeeld ingezet om de gegevens van me
dewerkerss en klanten te beheren, om boekhouding en opslag te ondersteunen, of om 
productieprocessenn te volgen. Wetenschappers gebruiken databanken om data van hun 
experimentenn op te slaan en te analyseren. Ook in het dagelijks leven worden databan
kenn steeds vaker aangetroffen. Privé computers (PC's) worden steeds krachtiger — 1 
gigabytee (GB) werkgeheugen en 160 GB opslagruimte op een enkele standaard harde 
schijff zijn niet alleen beschikbaar, maar ook betaalbaar — en dus worden databank 
systemenn steeds vaker ingezet als standaard onderdeel van verschillende computer 
applicaties,, net zoals tabel- en tekstverwerkingsprogramma's reeds eerder. Zelfs in 
draagbaree apparatuur zoals PDA's en mobiele telefoons worden (kleine) databanken 
gebruiktt om bijvoorbeeld adressen, telefoonnummers of een digitaal foto album op te 
slaan. . 

Hett grote succes van databank management systemen is met name gebaseerd op 
tweee punten. (1) Gebruikers kunnen hun informatieaanvragen op een intuïtieve manier 
formulerenn in zogenoemde beschrijvende (declaratieve) talen zoals SQL. Dit betekent, 
datt men alleen moet vertellen wat men wil weten maar niet hoe men de informatie uit 
dee opgeslagen data moet halen. Noch programmeerkunsten noch inzicht in de manier 
hoee het systeem de data fysiek opgeslagen heeft zijn dus vereist om databanken te 
kunnenn gebruiken. Helemaal onzichtbaar voor de gebruiker gaat het DBMS de beste 
manierr uitzoeken, om de aangevraagde informatie te leveren. Wij noemen dit proces 
vraagverwerkingg en -optimalisatie. (2) Na decennia van onderzoek en ontwikkeling 
heeftt de DBMS technologie een heel stabiele en efficiënte status bereikt. In de meeste 
commerciëlee DBMS producten is deze technologie evenwel gebaseerd op de eigen
schappenn van de hardware van ruim twee decennia geleden. Implementatie en optima
lisatiee van DBMS modulen is voornamelijk gericht op het minimaliseren van het aan
tall van operaties die gegevens van de harde schijf aflezen of daarheen wegschrijven. 
Pass daarna worden ook de processorkosten (d.w.z. de rekentijd) geoptimaliseerd. De 
kostenn voor het schrijven en lezen van data, die al in het werkgeheugen beschikbaar is, 
werdenn geheel genegeerd, omdat het werkgeheugen net zo snel als de processoren was 
enn de kosten voor het schrijven en lezen van data in het werkgeheugen onafhankelijk 
warenn van de locatie waar de data in het werkgeheugen staat. 

Dee ontwikkeling van computer hardware tijdens de afgelopen twee decennia ver-
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toontt een beeld van opmerkelijke verandering. Met name de snelheid van processoren 
volgtt de wet van Moore, d.w.z. door het verhogen van én de processorkloksnelheid 
énn de parallelliteit binnen de processor verdubbelt de snelheid iedere 18 maanden. 
Voorr het werkgeheugen geldt de wet van Moore slechts gedeeltelijk. De bandbreedte 
—— het vermogen hoeveel data maximaal per tijdeenheid uit het werkgeheugen gele
zenn of naar het werkgeheugen geschreven kan worden — groeit wel bijna net zo snel 
alss de snelheid van de processoren maar de tijd die nodig is om een enkele byte uit 
hethet geheugen te halen of daarheen te schrijven — wij noemen dit toegangstijd — is 
bijnaa niet veranderd. Om het uit-elkaar-lopen van processorsnelheid en geheugentoe
gangstijdd te beperken, hebben hardware producenten zo genoemde cache geheugens 
geïntroduceerd.. Deze snelle maar dure (en dus kleine) geheugenmodules worden, 
inmiddelss in meerdere "verdiepingen", (logisch1) tussen de processor en het werkge
heugenn geplaatst en kunnen zo de toegangstijd verlagen, als de aangevraagde data al 
inn één van de cache geheugens zit. Wij noemen dit een hiërarchisch geheugensysteem. 

Inn dit proefschrift wordt bestudeerd welke invloed deze veranderingen in de hard
waree situatie op de prestatie van databank systemen heeft en hoe databank technolo
gieënn moeten worden aangepast om rekening te houden met de gewijzigde hardware 
situatie. . 

Hett onderzoek is gesplitst in vier gedeeltes. De eerste twee hoofdstukken geven 
eenn introductie tot databank systemen, met name vraagverwerking en de rol van kos-
tenmodellenn in vraagoptimalisatie. 

Hoofdstukk 3 bestudeert hoe de prestatie van met name werkgeheugen-gebaseerde 
databankk systemen bepaald is door de eigenschappen van de hardware, zoals pro
cessorsnelheid,, aantal, grootte en snelheid van de cache geheugens, toegangstijd en 
bandbreedtee van het werkgeheugen. In ons onderzoek gebruiken wij zogenoemde 
hardwarehardware event counters die in alle huidige processoren beschikbaar zijn en waarmee 
wijj de frequentie van gebeurtenissen zoals cache misses, TLB misses, resource stalls 
enn branch mispredictions kunnen meten. Met behulp van eenvoudige maar repre
sentatievee experimenten tonen wij aan, dat de toegang tot data in het werkgeheugen 
inderdaadd inmiddels een grote beperking voor de prestatie van databank systemen 
oplevert.. Standaard databank technologie is helaas niet geschikt om de beschikbare 
cachee geheugens optimaal te kunnen benutten. Onze resultaten tonen ook aan, dat kos-
tenmodellenn voor vraagoptimalisatie de kosten voor de toegang tot data in het werkge
heugenn niet langer mogen negeren, omdat de toegang tot data in het geheugen nu niet 
meerr "gratis" is en varieert, afhankelijk van in welk cache niveau de data misschien 
all beschikbaar is. Verder ontwikkelen wij in hoofdstuk 3 een programma, de "Cali-
brator",brator", waarmee wij de (voor ons) belangrijke hardware eigenschappen, zoals aantal, 
groottee en snelheid van de cache geheugens, grootte van cache regels, toegangstijd en 
bandbreedtee van het werkgeheugen, op verschillende computersystemen automatisch 
kunnenn meten. 

Hett doel van hoofdstuk 4 is om modellen te ontwikkelen, die de kosten (d.w.z. de 
tijdd die ervoor nodig is) voor de toegang tot data in het geheugen van databank algo
ritmenritmen kunnen voorspellen. Het idee is om het aantal kostgerelateerde gebeurtenis-

Fysiekk worden cache geheugens tegenwoordig meestal in de processorchips geïntegreerd. 



sen,, met name cache en TLB misses, van databank algoritmen te voorspellen en deze 
mett de kosten per gebeurtenis te vermenigvuldigen. Verder introduceert onze aanpak 
tweee andere innovaties ten opzichte van traditionele databank kostenmodellen. Ten 
eerstee wordt het proces, om kostenfuncties voor willekeurige databank algoritmen te 
creëren,, gegeneraliseerd en vereenvoudigd. Voor dit doel introduceren wij het concept 
vann datatoegangspatronen. Hierdoor moeten de meestal ingewikkelde kostenfuncties 
niett meer "handmatig" voor ieder algoritme worden gecreëerd. In plaats daarvann kun
nenn de (complexe) datatoegangspatronen van databank algoritmen worden beschre
venn als combinatie van eenvoudige basispatronen zoals "van sequentiële volgorde" of 
"vann toevallige volgorde". De echte kostenfuncties kunnen vanuit deze beschrijvin
genn automatisch worden gegenereerd. Hiervoor ontwikkelen wij in hoofdstuk 4 de 
kostenfunctiess voor onze basispatronen en geven voorschriften hoe deze volgens de 
beschrijvingenn tot complexe functies moeten worden gecombineerd. De tweede in
novatiee gaat over de hardware afhankelijkheid van fysieke kostenmodellen. Het idee 
iss om maar één gemeenschappelijk kostenmodel nodig te hebben, in plaats van vele 
modellenn waarvan elk maar één bepaalde hardware architectuur beschrijft. Om dit 
tee bereiken introduceren wij een nieuw uniform hardware model voor hiërarchische 
geheugensystemen.. Dit model bewaart voor iedere cachelaag en het werkgeheugen 
dee eigenschappen, zoals grootte, bandbreedte en toegangstijd. De kostenfuncties zijn 
ontworpenn om deze parameters te gebruiken. Voor een nieuw of veranderd hardware 
platformm moeten dus geen kostenfuncties worden veranderd. Slechts de nieuwe hard
waree parameters moeten worden gemeten (met behulp van de Calibrator) en worden 
ingevoegdd in de kostenfuncties. 

Inn hoofdstuk 5 onderzoeken wij hoe wij de ervaringen uit hoofdstuk 3 en de mo
dellenn uit hoofdstuk 4 kunnen gebruiken om databank algoritmen te creëren, die het 
vermogenn van huidige computers beter benutten. Wij gebruiken de equi-join als voor
beeldd en ontwikkelen nieuwe radix-algoritmen voor de gepartitioneerde hash-join. Het 
ideee is om het aantal cache misses te verkleinen door toegangpatronen met een toe
valligee volgorde te beperken tot de kleinste cache. Wij gebruiken de kostenmodellen 
omm de algoritmen automatisch te kunnen aanpassen voor verschillende hardware sys
temen.. Verder presenteren wij implementatie technieken om de processorkosten te 
optimaliserenn door het aantal functie aanroepen, vertakkingen en data afhankelijkhe
denn te verkleinen. 

Hett zesde hoofdstuk is een samenvatting van de belangrijkste punten en geeft mo
gelijkee richtingen voor vervolgonderzoek. 
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